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ABSTRACT 
 
This study is aimed at describing the representation of multi-ethnicity in 
the government-endorsed Curriculum 2013 textbook When English Rings a Bell 
for SMP/MTs Kelas VIII. This representation of multi-ethnicity concerns the 
selection of speech function by the six featured ethnic characters and markedness 
in their mood realizations. 
This study employs the qualitative research approach, specifically of the 
Content Analysis research design. It analyzes 1050 data by consideration of the 
purposeful sampling technique encompassing the dialogs/monologs spoken by six 
ethnic characters featured in the textbook. These ethnic characters with their 
names and respective ethnic groups determined by the Ministry of Education and 
Culture are Beni (Batak), Dayu (Balinese), Edo (Papuan), Lina (Minahasan), Siti 
(Javanese), and Udin (Sundanese). The data are collected through the collecting 
and examining technique which prompts the researcher to collect the data by 
examining the texts and compile them into the expected data record. The recorded 
data are then presented in a data analysis sheet which categorizes them into types 
of speech functions and mood realizations for analysis. 
The findings of the research show that the distribution of the speech 
functions between the ethnic characters mostly reveals no significant dominance 
of certain character, except for the Commands which favor Edo (Papuan) and Lina 
(Minahasan), and the Answers which occurrences are noticeably dominated by 
Edo (Papuan). With regard to the mood realizations, there are some marked 
realizations found in the data source which reveal certain specification of speech 
functions such as the exclamation and request, foregrounding the ethnic characters 
who select these markedly realized speech functions. It is also to be noted that the 
ethnic character Siti (Javanese) demonstrates unfavorable results in most of the 
distributions, contradicting to the previous related studies which results are mostly 
dominated by this particular ethnic group. 
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CHAPTER I 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background of the Study 
In the beginning of the 2013/2014 academic year, there was a 
significant change on the formal education in Indonesia, that is, an 
implementation of the new curriculum namely the Curriculum 2013. It is designed 
as the continuation of the Competency-based Curriculum (KBK) which is left 
unfinished by the enforcement of the implementation of the KTSP Curriculum 
2006. The Curriculum 2013 is a competence-based curriculum and thus is 
essentially different to the previous KTSP curriculum which is known as a school-
based curriculum (Nuh, 2013). This leads to the difficulty in grasping the concept 
of the new curriculum and the implementation of the new curriculum itself 
through the many education-related parties and media. There is a need for 
challenges in the implementation of the Curriculum 2013. 
One of the many aspects needs to be urgently challenged regarding the 
implementation of the Curriculum 2013 is the media, most notably the textbooks. 
Textbooks are known to have a close relationship with the learning and teaching 
activities in formal education practices. As one factor for the successful 
implementation of the Curriculum 2013 (Kementrian Pendidikan dan 
Kebudayaan, 2012), the government provided some official government-endorsed 
textbooks which act as learning materials as well as learning sources which 
integrates the curriculum establishing standards. Textbooks indeed have been for 
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years being supplementary references used by the teacher to help guiding 
instruction activities in the classroom. Though some teachers make their own 
textbooks, it seems that textbooks designed by the third parties are more popular. 
They are designed by experts in the related fields. They contain various features to 
help the learning and teaching activities to be more effective. They are provided 
with materials, activities, worksheets, etc. Additionally, the government-endorsed 
textbooks in particular bring the name of officially designed textbooks, developed 
by teams of textbook developers chosen by the government, which are supposed 
to be the role models for other textbooks released by private publishers. However, 
there are also some weaknesses of the ready-to-use textbooks: they are designed 
with consideration of general characteristics of particular grades and thus 
disregarding the unique characteristics of each school using them, the many 
qualities of the textbooks which require the users to be more selective in choosing 
which one which fit best to their needs, and regarding the most recent issue of the 
new Curriculum 2013, whether they can adapt well to the new curriculum. 
What is most interesting in the new Curriculum 2013 government-
endorsed textbooks among other aspects is the six newly-introduced characters 
which come from six different ethnic groups originated from Indonesia. These 
characters include Edo who represents the Papuan, Siti who represents the 
Javanese, Udin who represents the Sundanese, Dayu who represents the Balinese, 
Lina who represents the Minahasan, and Beni who represents the Batak. This 
introduction of the new characters is in line with the object of learning of the 
Curriculum 2013 which consists of three thematic-integrative objects: natural, 
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social and cultural phenomenon, as Nuh (2012) remarks, “Whichever you learn, 
the objects must be those three.” Incidentally, these three phenomena are related 
to the topic of ethnicity and ethnic groups, which has always been a sensitive and 
urgent issue faced by the nation since before the independence. In this regard, the 
implementation of the Curriculum 2013 may become dilemmatic. If the depiction 
of ethnicity is well-utilized, it may help to solve the nation’s ethnicity issues, but 
if it is not or even ignored, it may make it worse. The textbook as one important 
form of implementation of the Curriculum 2013 needs to be able to depict the 
aspect of ethnicity well so that related practices of Curriculum 2013 can work 
effectively as it is expected to be. 
 
B. Research Focus 
As the researcher examined the government-endorsed English textbook 
entitled When English Rings a Bell for SMP/MTs Kelas VIII with regard to its 
adaptation to the Curriculum 2013, it can be seen that the Curriculum 2013 
textbooks noticeably present significantly different design and format compared to 
its predecessors, the KTSP Curriculum textbooks. This fact rose researcher’s 
interest on examining some issues coming from the new face of the Curriculum 
2013-implemented textbook. Those issues generally question the suitability of the 
elements of the textbook with the implementation of the Curriculum 2013. 
The first problem deals with the organization of the textbook. The 
English textbook When English Rings a Bell for SMP/MTs Kelas VIII adopts the 
text-based approach to language learning and teaching and thus is organized 
according to types of texts which are covered in the proficiency level of an 8th 
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grader including the interpersonal, transactional, and functional texts. The 
materials of these three text types are divided into twelve chapters under the 
heading of communicative utterances which represents both the main language 
function which is used in respective text type and the notion contextualized in the 
chapter, and an additional ‘singing a song’ chapter. Each chapter is divided into 
four types of activities resembling the learning framework which encompasses 
observing and questioning, collecting information, associating, and 
communicating. There needs to be a study regarding the effectiveness of how the 
textbook is organized and how this organization reflects well the learning 
principles adopted by the Curriculum 2013. 
The second problem deals with the activities designed in the textbook. 
The activities are divided into four main activities based on the observation-based 
learning framework (Kementrian Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan, 2012; Nuh, 2012a) 
promoted in the Curriculum 2013 which sequentially consists of observing and 
questioning, collecting information, associating, and communicating. Activities in 
observing and questioning begin with showing many examples or exposures of 
language in action through written or spoken language with the help of audio-
visual media. In this stage, learners are expected to actively participate, 
questioning or responding to the language exposures. Collecting information 
consists of guided activities which help to deconstruct the text for critical analysis 
purposes as well as internalizing new knowledge and skills. Associating is a semi 
guided activity which is expected to develop learners’ critical and creative 
thinking. Lastly, the communicating activity opens opportunities for students to 
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present the language they have learned and to self-assess their achievement 
through the compulsory learning journals. This questions whether the activities 
designed can meet the initial purposes and expectations of the observation-based 
learning framework adopted by the Curriculum 2013. 
The third problem deals with the suitability and practicality of the 
model texts with regard to learners’ proficiency level and comprehensiveness. 
Most of the model texts in the textbook are presented in the form of dialogs. This 
is in line with the text types learned in the 8th grade of Junior High School in 
Indonesia according to the Curriculum 2013 which includes interpersonal, 
transactional, and functional texts, the three of which work best in exchanges. As 
observed in the textbook, it is revealed that the model texts which are focused on 
the listening skills are significantly less than the written model texts. It is also 
notable that the length of model texts to gradually extend throughout the chapters. 
These distinct features of the model texts may need to be examined further. 
The fourth problem deals with the depiction of multi-ethnicity in 
Indonesia, especially the representation of six ethnic groups embodied in the six 
newly-introduced characters: Edo as the representation of the Papuan, Siti as the 
representation of the Javanese, Udin as the representation of the Sundanese, Dayu 
who represents the Balinese, Lina who represents the Minahasan, and Beni who 
represents the Batak. In the textbook, they acts as fellow students who are mainly 
being examples or showing the picture of the use of the material in real life 
situation, as well as guiding the activities. Considering that ethnicity has been a 
sensitive and urgent issue in Indonesia since before the independence, this 
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decision to introduce ethnic-associated characters as representation of the multi-
ethnicity in Indonesia needs to be examined thoroughly so that it will not result in 
a drawback despite its noble expectation. 
Considering the accessibility of the researcher and the wide range of the 
problems, the researcher limits the problems of the research to the depiction of the 
ethnicity in the textbook When English Rings a Bell for SMP/MTs Kelas VIII, as 
the researcher believes that the topic is one of the most urgent and recurrent issues 
in Indonesia. In regard to this matter, the researcher applied qualitative content 
analysis on the linguistic aspect of the textbook using the theory of interpersonal 
metafunction, proving that the textbook mainly contains the language of 
interaction (dialogs and monologs) with the roles of speakers and listeners mostly 
involve the six newly-introduced characteristics who come from six different 
ethnic groups. The decision to analyze the textbook deeper into the linguistic 
aspect of within-clauses functional linguistics, rather than merely count the 
number of dialogs produced by the ethnic-determined characters, is in order to 
find out whether the textbook suggests any stereotyping of certain ethnic 
characters unconsciously through its dialogs. Acknowledging that there is a 
possibility of ethnic inequalities in the depiction of multi-ethnicity in the textbook, 
this research expects to clarify such possibility so that it may lead to the 
betterment of textbook design and material development in the area of 
representation of multi-ethnicity in textbooks. 
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C. Research Objectives 
Based on the background of the research and the research focus 
described above, the research objective is identified as follows: 
1. To investigate the representations of the six featured ethnic 
characters in the textbook When English Rings a Bell for SMP/MTs 
Kelas VIII as conveyed by their selection of speech functions. 
2. To reveal the significance of the markedness in mood realizations of 
the speech functions to the representation of the six featured ethnic 
characters in the textbook When English Rings a Bell for SMP/MTs 
Kelas VIII. 
 
D. Significance of the Research 
This research is expected to be beneficial to education and linguistic-
related parties both theoretically and practically: 
1. Theoretical significance 
Theoretically, this research is expected to contribute to: 
a. the theories of multicultural curriculum in its implementation 
particularly in textbooks. 
b. the theories of sociolinguistics regarding language and ethnicity. 
c. the theories of material development, especially the content 
selection for model texts in textbooks. 
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2. Practically, this research will be beneficial for: 
a. English teachers for High School in utilizing, assessing, and 
evaluating materials in textbooks. 
b. the university students of linguistics major particularly in the field 
of Systemic Functional Linguistics and its relation to linguistic 
content analysis. 
c. the material developers and textbook designers in developing 
model text which implements multicultural curriculum. 
d. other researchers who conduct a study on the topics related to 
ethnicity and/or textbooks as references. 
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CHAPTER II 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
A. Curriculum 2013 
As the new Curriculum 2013 has been set to be implemented in a 
number of selected schools starting July 15, 2013, many people are being 
skeptical due to the opinion which sees that the new curriculum came out of the 
blue. In response to this, Muhammad Nuh as the Minister of Education and 
Culture at the moment (2009-2014) said in an interview that the planning of the 
development of the Curriculum 2013 has been mentioned in the RPJM (Middle-
term Development Plan) 2010-2014, which means that it has been proposed and 
evaluated since 2009 (Nuh, 2012). A new curriculum regulation is necessarily to 
be in development within 2010-2014 in order to adhere to the RPJM. Therefore, it 
is implied that the Curriculum 2013 is not a newly developed curriculum, rather it 
has been developed in several consecutive years. 
Suggesting the same idea as the 2004 KBK (Competency Based 
Curriculum), the Curriculum 2013 perfected the former curriculum which was left 
unfinished due to the enforcement of the implementation of the new KTSP 2006 
curriculum at that time. The idea is looking at the learning process as the 
developing of learner’s competencies with the materials as media, rather than the 
learning of materials with learner’s competencies regarded as secondary aspects. 
As opposed to the KTSP curriculum which determined the subjects first of all and 
then followed by the competencies, the new curriculum advances the 
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competencies for then the subjects adapt to the competencies. The Curriculum 
2013 also underlines that competencies are not to be taught but to be developed. 
This concept became the origin of the core competence. 
There are four changed elements in the Curriculum 2013 which are 
realized in four standards: passing competence standard, process standard, 
content standard and assessment standard. One which makes a fundamental 
difference which affects the other differences compared to the former curriculum 
and quite revolutionary considering the nature of the previous curricula ever 
existed in Indonesia is the concept of core competence. Core competence acts as 
the ladder towards the achievement of passing competence standard. The core 
competence is not bound by the school subjects as it does not represent any 
particular subjects, rather it forms a horizontal interdisciplinary relationship 
among the school subjects. The core competences for all school subjects within 
the same level of grade are the same, while the relationship of the core 
competences between levels of grade is a continuous relatedness. The core 
competences are then elaborated and interpreted differently by each school subject 
in the form of basic competences. This resulted in the holistic approach which, 
according to Nuh (2012), is called thematic-integrative approach. 
When asked about the reason behind the need of having a new 
curriculum, Nuh (2012a) refers to two international surveys about student’s 
competence: Trends in International Math and Science by Global Institute in 2007 
and Program for International Student Assessment by Organization for Economic 
Co-operation and Development in 2009. Both studies agreed that Indonesian 
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students showed an unfavorable result especially in creativity. Therefore, referring 
to those studies, a change of curriculum which can help improve the students’ 
competences and ultimately prepare the new generation to survive and keep up 
with the changing times is necessary. Also for this reason, the new curriculum will 
emphasize the competences of attitude and skills, aside from competence of 
knowledge which has been of concern before. The new curriculum believes that 
creativity can be developed through education, that is, by extending the learning 
activities through several stages: observing, questioning, reasoning, experimenting 
and presenting. The objects of learning have also been determined in the core 
competence by offering students to have a critical thinking on natural 
phenomenon, social phenomenon, arts and culture through the thematic-
integrative approach. 
 
B. Textbooks 
Textbooks have become part of the lives of learners and teachers in 
many educational settings, disregarding the time and place of either inside or 
outside the classroom, sometimes to the point that it may feel incomplete without 
having textbooks supporting them. It can be understood that textbooks have 
become influential resources as they offer various features proved to be beneficial 
to the learning and teaching activities. The textbook design has also been always 
developing, either in terms of their contents or their physical appearances to meet 
the ever-changing demands of their users as well as the educational system 
surrounding them. In this sub-chapter, the researcher wishes to explore the 
experts’ judgments regarding the definition of textbook, the history of textbooks 
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development in Indonesia, and finally the significance of textbooks in the life of 
learners, teachers, and the education-related parties in general. “...the fact is that 
coursebooks are ‘here’, and are even exploited in traditional environments as a 
method of controlling large classes of learners.” (Sheldon, 1988) 
 
1. Definition of Textbooks 
The term textbook is often understood as any book related to the 
learning activity of a particular subject, whether it is a reference book, a manual, a 
workbook, an exercise book, etc. While sounding quite a broad term, many writers 
referring textbook in the learning and teaching literature consider it to have a 
closer meaning to a coursebook or packaged learning materials that both terms 
sometimes used interchangeably. Sheldon (1988), in his journal Evaluating ELT 
Textbooks and Materials, frequently used the term coursebook as one main 
subject of his journal while preferred to use the term textbook in the title. Harmer 
(2001), in his Practice of Language Teaching, used the term coursebook 
consistently while referring to journals and articles which actually used the term 
textbook. Interestingly, there are a few writers which clarify the term textbook in 
their writings which incidentally bring about textbooks as its main subject. It is 
possible that in the learning and teaching context, the term textbook has been 
widely accepted as a broad term to refer to books used in the learning and 
teaching setting while in practice it can be more specifically intended to refer to 
coursebook. 
There are of course some scholarly definitions found in some literature 
such as Sercu (2000) who defines the term textbook as bound collection of textual 
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and visual material, designed for teaching and learning a particular subject 
following particular methodological and didactical principles. Tarigan and 
Tarigan (1986) in Prihatinah (2012) describes textbook as a standardized book of 
a particular subject, which is designed by experts in their particular field for 
instructional purposes, equipped by suitable features which are easy to understand 
by its users in schools and universities in regard to supporting their learning and 
teaching programs. Meanwhile Hutchinson and Torres (1994) interpret textbook 
in its broader term as an organized and pre-packaged set of teaching/learning 
materials which furthermore, in their journal The Textbook as Agent of Change, 
specified their use of the term to encompass both the individual book and the 
package. 
An interesting view of looking at textbook’s practical definition, 
however, comes from Johnsen (2001) who acknowledges that “the term textbook 
is neither precise nor stable.” He found that some books which authors did not 
initially intend their books to be used in instructional sequences, such as 
Shakespeare’s plays which are brought into a classroom and used for teaching, are 
not to be excluded as textbook-related media. In such a case, he emphasized the 
importance of the purposes and reasons of why such particular books are designed 
and produced in the first place. This makes the term textbook to have the 
definition of books written, designed and produced specifically for instructional 
use, as for books used in instruction but less closely tied to pedagogic sequences, 
he later preferred to call them schoolbooks. 
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The term textbook in this research considers the definitions of the term 
textbook above and tries to adapt what Indonesian people have in mind regarding 
the culture of textbooks in Indonesian educational context. As it is indeed closer to 
the term coursebook above all else, the researcher mainly referred to the definition 
of textbook as it is stated in the Permendiknas 11-2005 that, 
“Textbook is a compulsory instructional book to be used at schools, 
containing learning materials which objective is to improve the quality 
of faith and devotion, character and personality, ability to mastering 
science and technology, esthetical ability and sensitivity, physical and 
health potentials, which is designed by the national standard of 
education.” 
 
2. Textbooks in Indonesia 
In Indonesia, textbooks have become part of the daily learning and 
teaching activities in school setting, either of formal or informal institutions. The 
production and distribution of textbooks has also been considerably productive, 
both from government-published textbooks and private publishers’ textbooks, 
while teachers’ self-made textbooks, though rarer, are by no means perished. 
Despite its widely known nature as a supplementary resource, in Indonesia, the 
government has determined that textbooks are compulsory resources and 
underlined the importance of textbooks in the learning and teaching activity as 
written in Permendiknas 11-2005 about Textbooks. This is then reflected in the 
decisions and policies implemented by Indonesian government’s Ministry of 
Education and Culture regarding textbooks and their relation to the curriculum. 
Since the earlier part of Indonesian education development of formal 
schooling from the independence (Hamied, 2001 in Yusuf, 2008) up to the latest 
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Curriculum 2013, there has always been a government-endorsed textbook series 
which serves as government responsibility to facilitate the learning and teaching 
activity in formal schools. As for the case of English textbooks, Lie (2005) points 
out in more detail that the early generation of government-endorsed English 
textbooks was developed within the 1958-1962 namely English for SLTP, 
followed by English for SLTA which was developed between 1968 and 1972. 
Interestingly, the two coursebooks are considered to be the blueprint of English 
subject in 1975 Curriculum (Lie, 2005). When the 1975 Curriculum’s Audio 
Lingual approach was replaced by the 1984 Curriculum’s Communicative 
approach, however, there was an inconsistency between the development of the 
Communicative Approach and the textbooks which were still very structural (Lie, 
2005; Sorohiti, 2005). In this case, though, it was the syllabus which was initially 
being ambiguous. Thus, in spite of showing the departure of textbooks from the 
curriculum, it merely showed the faithful adaptation of the textbooks to the 
misguided syllabus. A notable improvement in textbooks provision by the 
government as an attempt to better implement the curriculum may be seen in the 
invention of Buku Sekolah Elektronik (BSE/Electronic Coursebook). Since 
initiated in 2007 by Prof. Dr. Bambang Sudibyo in his tenure and fully 
implemented in 2008 onwards, the government offered the internet-based 
textbooks namely Buku Sekolah Elektronik (BSE/Electronic Coursebooks) which 
proposed the idea of cheap and easy-to-access textbooks as the books can be read 
online or offline by prior downloading. As for the latest Curriculum 2013, it was 
mentioned in the Curriculum 2013 Development articles on the official sites of 
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Education and Culture Ministry in the section of Factors for Successful 
Curriculum 2013 Implementation that textbook is regarded as one supporting 
factors along with the reinforcement of government role and school management 
and culture. When this thesis is written, the government has provided some 
Curriculum 2013 textbooks distributed to schools which have implemented the 
new curriculum and posted them on the BSE sites, while some others of mostly 
Senior High School textbooks are still about to be printed with the planned release 
date, at the latest, in February 2014. 
As a determined compulsory resource in classroom learning and 
teaching activity, the roles of textbooks are repeatedly mentioned in the 
Permendiknas, Permendikbud, and Peraturan Pemerintah such as Peraturan 
Pemerintah 32-2013 about the Amendment of Government Regulation 19-2005 
about National Education Standard, Permendikbud 81a-2013 about Curriculum 
Implementation, Permendiknas 32-2010 about Determination of Qualified 
Textbooks for Learning Process Purposes, etc. From this point of view, the roles 
of textbooks in Indonesia and their relation to the education policies and the 
curriculum can be considered as compulsory resource, taking an important role in 
the implementation of the curriculum. 
 
3. The Importance of Textbooks and Their Roles in ELT Classroom 
The discussion of whether textbooks are necessary or unnecessary in 
the world of English Language Teaching has been being the subject of interest to 
many experts. Some who oppose the necessity of textbooks are opinions like 
Swales’ (1980) which states that textbooks represents problems or Thornbury’s 
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(2000) which says that the communication between teachers and students is all 
that matters. Meanwhile the more popular one, Allwright’s (1981) which 
questions the necessity and credibility of textbooks in the ELT classroom have 
arisen many following rebuttals defending the importance of textbooks such as 
O’Neill (1982), Sheldon (1988), and Hutchinson and Torres (1994). More studies, 
as if remarking the fact that textbooks survive with millions of copies sold every 
year (Hutchinson and Torres, 1994), have been moving on to the more exhaustive 
discussion such as textbooks in use (Brown, 2008; Johnsen, 2001) and textbooks 
assessment or evaluation (Garinger, 2002; Gilmore, 2004; Johnson et al., 2006; 
Littlejohn, 2011; Williams, 1983). 
To examine the importance of textbooks, it will only be more befitting 
if it is to be related to the roles of textbooks in ELT classroom. The researcher 
reviews some areas where textbooks play some important roles elaborated in the 
following sections. 
 
a. Learners-related Roles 
The first and foremost advantage of textbooks for EFL learners is, 
thanks to their nature of being convenient packages (O’Neill, 1982; Ur, 1999), 
that they enable learners to learn on their own anywhere and anytime the learners 
want to, or in other words, the autonomy advantage. Torres’ study in Philippine 
showed that learners find the textbooks helpful when they are having discussions, 
doing activities and exercises, studying on their own, doing homework, and 
preparing for tests (Hutchinson and Torres, 1994). Textbooks also make it 
possible for learners to prepare in advance for an upcoming class (O’Neill, 1982; 
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Ur, 1999; Freebairn, 2000) or look back at for revision (Freebairn, 2000; Harmer, 
2001). As it is not always the case of when learners are self-motivated, in some 
occasions such as when learners missed the lessons or in a more unique situation 
where some particular learners are having trouble staying in touch with the 
average level of the group they are in, they can use textbooks to try to catch up 
(O’Neill, 1982). In addition to the autonomy, Hutchinson and Torres (1994) 
address the matter of organization of learning both inside and outside the 
classroom. In this manner, textbooks act as archives or records. 
Another excellence of textbooks, which unfortunately is the least 
discussed reason of using textbooks as O’Neill (1982) points out, is that they have 
attractive appearances. Harmer (2001) is in agreement with O’Neill on this matter 
as he believed that the visual can have a powerfully engaging effect for learners. 
Furthermore, Sheldon (1988: 238) makes a bolder statement saying,  
“It is a cruel paradox that for students, teacher-generated material ... 
often has less credibility than a published textbook, no matter how 
inadequate that may be. Against the public endorsement implied by 
printed covers, home-grown materials appear in a poor light.” 
It can actually be understood that learners will be more attracted to the 
glossy cover or the colorful pictures as it can be seen when many textbook 
publishers are competing to present the best-looking textbooks they have. 
Teachers are not always around, while the modern learners-centered 
approach demands more of learners’ autonomy. Textbooks have for years assisted 
learners to learn on their own and helped avoiding the teacher-dependent 
classroom (Ur, 1999). After all, textbooks enable learners “to learn ’better, faster, 
clearer (sic), easier (sic), more’” (Hutchinson and Torres, 1994: 318).  
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b. Teachers-related Roles 
Teachers, as the facilitator in the classroom, naturally have considerable 
amount of works which key is to be able to manage their roles both inside and 
outside the classroom. Textbooks offer helps for teachers in managing their 
lessons as Hutchinson and Torres (1994: 318) find out in their study that the 
teachers interviewed mostly saw textbooks as helping hands to make teaching 
“easier, better organized, more convenient”. It is not unusual that in practice 
teachers use the activities in the textbooks as homework when it is convenient. 
Teachers also refer to textbooks when they conduct a discussion as it makes it 
easier to guide the learners into discussion. Textbooks also contain directions to 
lessons which teachers often make use of. The fact is that those utilizations of 
textbooks save much of their time (Ur, 1999). 
One role of textbooks which Hutchinson and Torres (1994) find to be 
very important is that they provide teachers with confidence, security, and 
reassurance. There are times when teachers are to plan at the last moment or to 
prepare things in limited time. Teachers with textbooks on them will not go panic 
or have their barely prepared lesson go unsuccessful, instead they will be able to 
manage better with the ready-made resources at hand. Textbooks also provide 
useful guidance and support, particularly when teachers do not have yet much 
experience or occasionally unsure of their knowledge of the language (Ur, 1999). 
However, this is by no means that the particular teachers are to rely much on 
textbooks. On the other hand, they are to use textbooks to gain experience in a 
more effective way and learn their craft (Freebairn, 2000).  
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c. Roles Related to the Practice of Learning and Teaching Activity 
In the first meeting, teachers are to introduce the big pictures of what 
the learners will face in the coming classes which are closely related to the 
syllabus. The problem is, it will be difficult for teachers to present the syllabus as 
it is. Not only that the learners will not easily understand the technical terms used 
in the syllabus, but also they will find it inaccessible when teachers only talk 
about it. In this case, Hutchinson and Torres (1994) mention two roles of 
textbooks which they called negotiation and orientation. Textbooks’ role in 
negotiation refers to the representation of textbooks as equal access for all the 
contents and procedures being negotiated by those related to classroom learning 
and teaching activities. Meanwhile orientation underlines the importance of such 
expectations as objectives which should be reached, how much to be covered in a 
given time, what to be expected form the learners, what is acceptable and 
desirable in terms of content, etc. According to these two roles, they suggested 
that only textbooks can fulfill such need by being the full and accessible map. 
Meanwhile, Ur (1999) and Freebairn (2000) more straightforwardly mention that 
textbooks effectively provide language syllabus. 
In the process of learning and teaching there is always a possibility of 
inadequacy and monotony, whether it is coming from the teachers, materials, 
learners, or the lesson as a whole. In response to this, O’Neill (1982) argues that 
indeed there can be no ideal teacher, or lesson, or learner, or textbooks. There is a 
basic need of choice and variety. Individually, they might interest some while 
appear unappealing to some others, but together they offer choices and variations 
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to the learning and teaching activities. Textbooks complete the lacks of other 
learning and teaching elements. 
Another interesting role of textbooks pointed out by Hutchinson and 
Torres (1994), is that textbooks offer the best means of providing structure to the 
learning and teaching activity. As they refer to Prabhu (1992) in Hutchinson and 
Torres (1994) that in practice there is this natural and inevitable social 
routinization. As he observes that “... the encounter becomes increasingly 
stereotyped, to reduce the unpredictability, and thereby the stress, for those who 
are active participants in the event”, textbooks are beneficial as they impose 
structures on the interaction or clear frameworks within the learning and teaching 
activities (Hutchinson and Torres, 1994: 319; Ur, 1999). 
 
d. Curriculum-related Roles 
Textbooks cannot stand by themselves without the curriculum. They 
are, or rather, they should be heavily influenced by the curriculum as it can be 
seen in Indonesia where textbooks have always been in accordance with the ever-
changing curriculum. More specifically, textbooks deal with the objectives of the 
curriculum as it translates the goals specified in the curriculum into structured 
units (Sercu, 2000). This seemingly one-way relationship is actually mutually 
beneficial for both sides as textbooks, forming the core of many teaching 
programs, define the curriculum in its implementation (Altbach, 1991) and in 
many cases takes place in the curriculum or become the curriculum (Brown, 
2008). In addition, Garinger (2002) mentions four different purposes the textbooks 
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can serve, “... as a core resource, as a source of supplemental material, as an 
inspiration for classroom activities, even as the curriculum itself.” 
Beyond the area of clearly visible outcome of language learning and 
teaching activity based on the objectives specified in the curriculum, textbooks 
also hold a significant role regarding the less noticeable outcome which is known 
as the hidden curriculum. Jackson (1968) in Margolis (2001), acknowledged as 
the one coined the term, observed that there were values, dispositions, and social 
and behavioral expectations that brought rewards in school for students and that 
learning what was expected along the lines was a feature of the hidden curriculum. 
Using textbooks as their data, Littlejohn and Windeatt (1989: 174) argues that 
materials cover a hidden curriculum by its contribution to “... learners’ 
perceptions (of knowledge, language learning, and roles), to their affective and 
cognitive development, and to their general stock of information about the world.” 
This is especially true for textbooks which contain a package of texts with their 
topical issues and common sense, language features which firmly related to 
certain cultures, activities with their specific instructions, etc. Implication to this 
one role of textbooks is probably most concerned with the textbook authors who 
need to design the materials in the textbooks thoughtfully and the teachers who 
need to be careful of their materials selection. 
More to the contributions of textbooks to the curriculum is the famous 
concept introduced by Hutchinson and Torres (1994), textbooks as agents of 
change. The change here mainly refers to the curriculum change as they base their 
idea on Van den Akker’s experiment of comparing teachers accompanied by 
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structured materials with teachers whose materials were loosely structured (Van 
den Akker, 1988 in Hutchinson and Torres, 1994).It is found out in his study that 
the highly structured approach is more effective in getting curriculum change into 
the classroom, for which Hutchinson and Torres (1994) then conclude that the 
crucial factor in achieving smooth and lasting change is security, considering that 
change is a disruptive and threatening process. Furthermore, they challenge the 
roles of textbooks as agents of curriculum change addressing textbooks to be 
beneficial in gradually introducing changes within a structured framework, giving 
room for teacher to concentrate on coping with new content and procedures, and 
relieving the teacher of much of the burden of responsibility for introducing 
changes. 
 
C. Ethnicity 
People are born embodying certain ethnic qualities. Even though they 
may not consciously be aware of their own ethnic identity, others of different 
ethnic groups shall be able to identify that they have some differences – that they 
represent diversity of ethnicity. These differences are not to be treated as barriers 
to relate to each other, instead they open opportunities for people to getting to 
know each other. As problems regarding ethnicity keep increasing in many places, 
it has become an urgent issue that people need to equip themselves with 
knowledge on ethnicity and thus learn to embrace ethnic awareness toward each 
other. Coming from this idea, the following literature reviews try to present the 
idea of ethnicity from the fundamental knowledge of the definition of ethnicity to 
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the solution to the intensifying number of ethic issues, one of which is through 
education. 
 
1. Definition of Ethnicity 
It seems that in many literatures there is a tendency to refer ethnicity to 
ethnic group instead of talking about ethnicity in itself, relating it to race, or in 
many cases in fact, ended up not to specifically define the term in regard to its 
flexibility. Literally, ethnic is derived from the Greek ethnos which means nation. 
Although the word may signify neutral use, Edwards (1994) and Fishman (1998) 
concur that it was historically associated with outsiders or barbarians, referring to 
its origin as Greek translation of the Hebrew Bible to refer to those which were 
“neither Christian nor Jewish”. Fishman (1998) adds that even though the term 
has mostly lost its negative subtext, some still linger in popular exotic attribute 
such as in ‘ethnic hairdo’ or ‘ethnic music’. 
One popular view on ethnicity which actually focus on the term as itself 
comes from Cohen (1978) in Fought (2006: 8) which sees ethnicity as “set of 
descent-based cultural identifiers used to assign person to groupings that expand 
and contract in inverse relation to the scale of inclusiveness and exclusiveness of 
the membership”, which Koentjaraningrat (2009) may indirectly refer it to unique 
features. On the opposite end, Emberling (1997) believes that ethnicity is best 
regarded as a process of identification and differentiation, rather than an inherent 
attribute of individuals or group. Fishman (1998) notes that ethnicity is “both 
narrower than culture and more perspectival than culture”. The groupings 
referred to by Cohen (1978) in Fought (2006) and Emberling (1997) above are 
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generally understood as ethnic groups, from which the definition on this point is 
much richer and in many literatures, seems to take over the definition of ethnicity 
itself. 
To understand ethnic group, it is necessary to evaluate the 
characteristics and some parameters for a population to be called an ethnic group 
as many experts decide to define it. Barth (1969) mentions four conditions that an 
ethnic group: 
1. is largely biologically self-perpetuating, 
2. shares fundamental cultural values, realized in overt unity in cultural 
forms, 
3. makes up a field of communication and interaction, 
4. has a membership which identifies itself, and is identified by others, 
as constituting a category distinguishable from other categories of 
the same order. 
Meanwhile Wolfram (2007), quoting the National Council of Social 
Studies, Task Force on Ethnic Studies (1976), notes that the identification of an 
ethnic group usually involves: 
1. origins that precede or are external to the state, 
2. group membership which is involuntary, 
3. ancestral tradition rooted in a shared sense of peoplehood, 
4. distinctive value orientations and behavioural patterns, 
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5. influence of the group on the lives of its members, 
6. group membership influenced by how members define themselves 
and how they are defined by others. 
From the parameters above, it can be concluded that an ethnic group 
may be seen from two general perspectives, the objective and the subjective views 
(Edwards, 1994). Objectively, an ethnic group is, for example, to share some 
fundamental cultural values or having group membership which is involuntary, 
while self-identification or sense of peoplehood can only come from the 
subjective perspective, especially in the point of view of the ethnic group 
members. These two perspectives are closely related to Geertz’s (1973) 
primordialist theory on the persistence of ethnic group. The theory believes that 
ethnicity is considered as a given quality which evokes emotional attachment of 
the ethnic group members that it persists. The given quality refers to the objective 
markers while the emotional attachment, then specifically called primordial 
attachment, represents the subjective parameters. Subjective parameters underline 
the importance of emotional bonds or the sense of group belonging by the ethnic 
group members (Wolfram, 2007; Fishman, 1998). Shibutani and Kwan (1965) in 
Edwards (1994: 127) concur, “far more important, however, is their belief that 
they are of common descent”. Koentjaraningrat (2009) also agrees that the 
subjective parameters of ethnic belonging are significant to the definition of ethnic 
group, as he argues that it is more appropriate to address the term, not as ethnic 
group, rather as ethnic fellowship, implying the concern of ethnic self-
identification. The objective markers which give them identity are also important 
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as to distinguish one ethnic group to the other and so that every ethnic group can 
recognize each other. Those objective markers will be explored further in the next 
section. 
In addition to primordial theory, there is also instrumentalist theory 
which believes that ethnic group persists for political and economic gain, and 
Barth’s situational theory which argues that ethnic identity of individuals is not 
fixed but can be altered by manipulation of appropriate symbols (Emberling, 
1997). The most acknowledged theory in most recent anthropology after all seems 
to be the situational theory. Zelinsky (2001) for one agrees that ethnic group is 
always undergoing constant change. Lindholm (2007) supports this view as noting 
that cultural values can be learned and thus changeable. Furthermore Rampton 
(1996) in Milroy and Gordon (2003) also mentions that ethnic group boundaries 
are flexible and permeable. 
 
2. Ethnic Markers 
In various definitions of ethnic groups, anthropologists often mention 
the characteristic of the sharing of unique set of cultural values and physical 
characteristics. Derived from these parameters, objective ethnic markers are 
recognized as significant to the acknowledgement of an ethnic group, as Barth 
(1969) mentions that ascription is a critical feature of an ethnic group, i.e. to be 
having the membership which identifies itself and is identified by others. 
According to Barth (1969), there are two orders of the cultural contents 
in ethnic dichotomies. The first is what he calls overt signals or signs which 
people look for and exhibit to show identity, while the latter is the more directly 
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functional practices of cultural values including standards of morality and 
excellence. As the nature of overt signals which is more observable and thus 
classifiable, they are usually elaborated into some more detailed categories as 
follows: 
1. Linguistic features 
Language as ethnic marker means the mother tongue 
shared by the ethnic group members. The nature of language as 
means of communication is important to preserve the sense of 
peoplehood within the ethnic group and possibility for interethnic 
relationship, as it may also be used to cross between ethnic groups 
(Fought, 2006) with similar linguistic characteristics or through the 
pidgin language. Linguistic marker also includes the written 
language or the writing system of the language. 
2. Terminology and Naming 
Terminology and naming system may actually be included 
in linguistic markers, but it can stand on its own for it is closer to the 
cultural value in general. This marker may include the naming 
system of family bonds, names of people, names of places, names of 
streets, names of tools, etc. 
3. Art 
Art markers may include paintings, songs, music, musical 
instruments, dance, and forms of literature such as poetry, prose, 
folklore, etc. 
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4. Architecture 
Architecture in modern ethnic groups usually has adapted 
to the latest technology or tends to follow the national identity, 
however many ethnic groups still retain the architectural 
characteristics especially on their traditional houses, ceremonial 
building, public buildings, or their urban plan. 
5. Products 
These markers can be the food and beverages, clothing, 
ceremonial dresses, kitchen utensils, tools for working, and any other 
form of tools and utensils. 
6. Customs 
Custom is one ethnic marker which is more practical 
compared to the others and includes certain occasional tradition or 
ceremonies. It may also cover less obvious customs such as table 
manner, working time, curfew, or other habitual daily activities. 
7. Organization or community 
Within an ethnic group there is at least an organization 
which governs the society. There can also be culture-related 
community which can be based on common interest. 
8. Religion and believe 
Religion is closely related to the preservation and the 
bonding of an ethnic group. Even though this boundary may be 
flexible as it is possible for more religion and believes to be 
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introduced to the ethnic group while still retaining its sense of 
belongingness, the initial religion is usually preserved and still 
strongly influences the custom within the ethnic group. Religion is 
also quite the core of the culture itself as Geertz (1973: 126) regards 
religion as a cultural system and says that it “… grounds the most 
specific requirements of human action in the most general contexts 
of human existence.” 
9. Geographical marker 
Geographical marker generally represents the home where 
the ethnic group is residing. This is not always the case, though, 
since these days it is not unusual to find any members of an ethnic 
group migrating to and even continue living in many different 
places, while still claiming that they are from certain ethnic group. It 
is also not unusual for people of other ethnic groups to recognize 
some immigrants with visible physical characteristics as members of 
certain ethnic group. However, it is still necessary to consider 
geographical marker especially when it seen from the perspective of 
the marker itself, for example, Bali Island in Indonesia is seen to be 
the home of the Balinese people of the ethnic group Bali and is 
associated with the distinctive characteristics of its ethnicity. 
As for the physical characteristics, these markers may be regarded to be 
not as reliable considering the more powerful subjective parameters. However, in 
the case of visible physical characteristics and the controversy surrounding them, 
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these can turn into critical ethnic markers, referring to Boyd and Richerson (1987: 
66) who argue, based on the dual inheritance theory, that “a population occupying 
a variable environment to be subdivided on the basis of ethnic markers” by the 
reason of “… pattern of enculturation, in which individuals are disproportionately 
influenced by two kinds of people: those who are similar to themselves, and those 
who are successful”. In application of the theory, the population will be favored 
by natural selection because they allow more accurate adaptation to variable 
environments. 
In the study of ethnicity which do not have the capability for or do not 
require a direct interaction with the ethnic group members, the first order of 
cultural content, that is, the overt signals and the markers of physical 
characteristics are often used in the identification of ethnic group members. Being 
more concretely observable than the subjective parameters, both of them are 
important ethnic markers in its objective nature for they make it possible for 
ethnic groups to identify each other. 
 
3. Ethnicity in Indonesia 
a. Ethnic Group in Indonesia 
In Bahasa Indonesia, the term ethnic group can be literally translated as 
kelompok etnis. However, the term is rarely used other than in academic literature 
and instead, the term suku bangsa is commonly found in Indonesian literatures. 
Koentjaraningrat (2009) argues that the term, which meaning is closer to ethnic 
fellowship in English, is more appropriate and better represents the real meaning 
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of ethnicity, for the relationship is not of a group (kelompok) rather a fellowship 
(golongan). 
Indonesia is a very ethnically diverse country. There were more than 
1.300 ethnic groups in Indonesia counted in the 2010 Indonesia Population Census 
(Badan Pusat Statistik, 2011). In the census, citizens with the Javanese ethnicity 
were found to be the most dominant in Indonesia, attaining 40.2 percent of the 
population or about 95.2 million people. This Java ethnic group was actually 
consists of sub-ethnic groups of Java such as Osing, Tengger, Samin, Bawean, 
Naga, Nagaring, etc. Sunda ethnic group came in second with significant gap in 
numbers, i.e. 15.5 percent or representing 36.7 million people. More to the result 
of the 2010 Indonesia Population Census can be seen in Table 1 below. The 1.300 
ethnic groups were classified into 31 general ethnic groups in the publicized report 
of the census. 
Table 1: The Number and Percentage of Indonesian Population Based on 
Ethnic Groups, According to the 2010 Indonesia Population Census 
(Badan Pusat Statistik, 2011) 
 
Ethnic Groups Numbers Percentage Rank 
Suku asal Aceh 4.091.451 1.73  14 
Batak 8.466.969 3.58  3 
Nias 1.041.925 0.44  30 
Melayu 5.365.399 2.27  10 
Minangkabau 6.462.713 2.73  7 
Suku asal Jambi 1.415.547 0.6  25 
Suku asal Sumatera Selatan 5.119.581 2.16  10 
Suku asal Lampung 1.381.660 0.58  26 
Suku asal Sumatera Lainnya 2.204.472 0.93  21 
Betawi 6.807.968 2.88  6 
Suku asal Banten 4.657.784 1.97  11 
Sunda 36.701.670 15.5  2 
Jawa 95.217.022 40.22  1 
Cirebon 1.877.514 0.79  24 
Madura 7.179.356 3.03  5 
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Bali 3.946.416 1.67  15 
Sasak 3.173.127 1.34  16 
Suku asal Nusa Tenggara Barat lainnya 1.280.094 0.54  27 
Suku asal Nusa Tenggara Timur 4.184.923 1.77  12 
Dayak 3.009.494 1.27  17 
Banjar 4.127.124 1.74  13 
Suku asal Kalimantan lainnya 1.968.620 0.83  22 
Makassar 2.672.590 1.13  20 
Bugis 6.359.700 2.69  8 
Minahasa 1.237.177 0.52  29 
Gorontalo 1.251.494 0.53  28 
Suku asal Sulawesi lainnya 7.634.262 3.22  4 
Suku asal Maluku 2.203.415 0.93  22 
Suku asal Papua 2.693.630 1.14  19 
Cina 2.832.510 1.2  18 
Asing/Luar Negeri 162.772 0.07  31 
Total 236.728.379 100  
 
There is a theory from the point of view of its origin, that the present-
day Indonesian Population consists of two broad ethnic groups, those of 
Melanesian in the east and Austronesian in the west (Brown, 2003). It is believed 
that the Melanesian-speaking people came first from the east and spread 
westward, but then retreated to east before the Austronesian-speaking people who 
came from the west and spread eastward (Brown, 2003). The known to be 
distinctive Melanesian-speaking people for its richness in culture and language 
varieties are believed to be the people now known as the Papua New Guinean 
(Brown, 2003). 
According to Mackie and Coppel (1976) in Turner and Allen (2007) 
regarding the ethnic Chinese, the first Chinese migrants in Indonesia originated 
from four ethnic groups: the Hokkien, Teochiu, Hakka and the Cantonese. The 
first to settle in Indonesia, the Hokkien, were traders dominated the local 
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economies of Eastern Indonesia, Central and East Java, and the west coast of 
Sumatra. The Teochiu established themselves in Sumatra’s east coast, the Riau 
islands, and Kalimantan. The Hakka settled in the outer islands of Indonesia, such 
as Kalimantan. Lastly, the Cantonese were artisans and machine workers spread 
throughout the archipelago (Schwartz, 1994 in Turner and Allen, 2007). 
 
b. Ethnic Issues in Indonesia 
Ethnic awareness in Indonesia is known to have existed since the 
Majapahit era, where three ethnic groups in the Kingdom: Muslim merchants 
from the west, Chinese people of T’ang dynasty who were also Muslims, and the 
indigenous people who are of Javanese Buddhists and Hindus, were found to live 
together harmoniously (Thamrin, 2012). However, the knowledge of the existence 
of other ethnic groups in the archipelago was still pretty limited to only those 
which lived nearby. It was not until the Dutch colonization era, that the idea of 
ethnicity and ethnic groups became a marked issue. 
 
1) The Colonization Era 
The history recorded that one way of Dutch’s efforts to begin 
colonizing the Indonesian archipelago was by applying the devide et impera 
(divide and rule) political strategy, pitting one group of indigenous people against 
the other in the neighborhood which included the ethnicity-based groups. The 
conflict between Buginese and Makasarese in 1667-1669 is among the early 
victims of this political strategy which in some sense continues to the present day 
(Brown, 2003). 
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As the transportation and communication technology started to advance 
in the late 19th century and early 20th century, making the encounter between 
populations of different ethnic groups much easier and faster, the people started to 
take interests in each other’s ethnic distinctiveness particularly in the observable 
linguistic features and (ethnic) regions (Goebel, 2013). From this point on, there 
had been many ethnic-related events happening, either the positive ones such as 
movements made in an effort to unite the ethnically-diverse Indonesian people or 
the destructive ones such as the repetitive ethnic conflicts throughout the 
Indonesian archipelago. Some efforts to unite the diverse Indonesian ethnic 
groups came from the young politicians which formed nationalist organizations 
after the former many organizations were heavily ethnic-based. The first to 
explicitly intend to cross ethnic boundaries and promoted the non-racial idea of 
equal citizenship was the Indische Partij (the Indies Party) (Brown, 2003; 
Drakeley, 2005), and then followed by Partai Nasional Indonesia (Indonesian 
Nationalist Party) led by the to be first Indonesian President, Soekarno, which 
quite successfully introduced the idea of Indonesian nationalism, being able to 
bring in some segmented organizations (Ricklefs, 2001). A meeting by the Youth 
Congress at October 29, 1928 in Jakarta had also succeeded to embrace the 
differences for the united Indonesia, declaring the notion of unity in diversity 
through the famous Youth Pledge (Brown, 2003). 
 
2) Post Indonesian Independence Era 
After all the struggles to unite the Indonesian people until the country 
finally proclaimed its independence, ethnic problems throughout the archipelago 
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had yet to show any cessation. In May 1946, the social revolution in Sumatra 
which brought about the opposition to aristocratic elite led to disunity of the 
people in Sumatra, including the violence which broke out between two sub-
ethnic groups of Toba Batak and Karo Batak, reinforced by the presence of 
Christianity among the Toba and Islam among the Karo (Ricklefs, 2001). In the 
political matter, the 1955 election which revealed regional distinctions caused 
dissatisfaction of the outer islanders with the domination of the number of 
Javanese appointed to government posts. The Sundanese particularly protested the 
Javanese domination in many aspects of national life (Ricklefs, 2001). Even after 
quite a long time since the independence, there was still a critical conflict 
involving the Madurese migrants which became the target of killings by the 
Dayaks and Local Malays (Vickers, 2005; Ricklefs, 2001; Drakeley, 2005), for 
which over a thousand victims were reported (Ricklefs, 2001), with thousands of 
Madurese fled (Drakeley, 2005). 
 
3) The Discrimination against Ethnic Chinese 
Of all the ethnic-issues in Indonesia, the most talked and remembered 
one is probably the discrimination against the ethnic Chinese. Since the 
colonization era, the Ethnic Chinese had been identified and made visible as the 
non-pribumi or non-indigenous people of Indonesia. In early October 1740, a war 
broke out between the VOC (Dutch East Indies Company) and the ethnic Chinese 
people, who at the time were assigned as tax collectors by the Mataram and the 
VOC, which was caused by vague suspicions from both sides. As the Company’s 
forces were more dominant, approximately 10.000 Chinese became the victims of 
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the later known as Chinese War (Brown, 2003). The Agrarian Law issued in 1870, 
prohibited the people of non-indigenous ethnic groups including the European and 
the ethnic Chinese to own or remain owning any land (Brown, 2003). The 
European primary schools system in 1914-1920 also made visible the ethnic 
Chinese by the division system of schools which consists of Hollandsch-
Inlandsche (Dutch-Native), Hollandsch-Chineeseche (Dutch-Chinese), and the 
European lower schools (Ricklefs, 2001). 
After the independence, there were some efforts to embrace the ethnic 
Chinese as fellow Indonesian citizens without questioning their ethnic origin. 
Unfortunately, the step which the government took was that of assimilation which 
according to Gillborn (2005) devalued the ethnic minority people by forcing them 
to blend into the society while abandoning their ethnic identities and cultures. This 
policy was made worse in Soeharto’s presidency era where the assimilation policy 
was completely implemented, resulted in the banning of all the Chinese-language 
newspapers (but one under military control), prevention of the Chinese middle 
schools to operate, discouragement of the use of Chinese language, prohibition of 
the Chinese organizations, and prevention of the Chinese cultural expressions 
(Suryadinata, 2003). Also in this New Order Era, there happened the May 1998 
Riots in which the ethnic Chinese became the targets of ethnic violence (Vickers, 
2005) and sexual abuse, with the worst being in Jakarta but also bad in Solo, 
Central Java (Brown, 2003). Following the riots, the government started to reform 
and remedied their policy especially considering the matter of ethnic Chinese. 
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Starting from the B. J. Habibie presidency which released a Presidential 
Decree No. 26 about eliminating all forms of discrimination in the government, 
including the use of pribumi (indigenous) and non-pribumi (non-indigenous) 
(Bertrand, 2004). Meanwhile, a more significant move was initiated in 
Abdurrahman Wahid presidency which revoked the Presidential Instruction no. 
41-1967 regarding the prohibition of Chinese cultural expressions. The celebration 
of Chinese New Year on the streets of Indonesia was then, for the first time since 
the late 1960s, permitted (Bertrand, 2004; Mydans, 2000). In Megawati 
Soekarnoputri presidency, Imlek or the Chinese New Year is celebrated as an 
official national holiday as an effort to give equal, non-discriminatory treatment to 
ethnic Chinese (Bertrand, 2004; Langit, 2002), followed by the announcement that 
Chinese Indonesians were no longer required to have an Indonesian Citizenship 
Certificate (SBKRI) (Setiogi, 2004). In Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono presidency, 
Confucianism was acknowledged as one of the five accepted religions in 
Indonesia, though according to Taufiqurrahman (2006) many Chinese Indonesians 
still believe that they had to disguise their faiths as the tolerance and acceptance 
were “yet to filter down to the local-level bureaucracy.” 
 
4) Verdicts on the Ethnic Issues in Indonesia 
It can be pointed out from the ethnic-related events above that there 
were struggles for living peacefully in unity among the ethnically-diverse 
communities in Indonesia. Movements to reach social integration were regularly 
challenged by anti-ethnic sentiments as well as ethnic inequality, and many 
violent actions against particular ethnic groups which may hurt both sides and left 
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many people victimized. On the other hand, there were also positive developments 
such as the will to unite the Indonesian people from various ethnic groups since 
the early 20th century, the interests to understand each other’s ethnic cultures as 
shown in the frequent theme of multiculturalism depicted in early Indonesian 
modern literatures, and the declining of ethnic conflicts which shows 
improvement on the tolerance and respect for ethnic differences among the 
Indonesian people. 
As it is examined, the ethnic conflicts may be caused by several 
motives. The conflicts between the ethnic Buginese-VOC alliance and the ethnic 
Makasarese can be understood as seizure of power over land in which the ethnic 
Buginese and the VOC looked forward to acquire the city of Makassar. It can also 
be caused by political matters such as when the number of ethnic Javanese 
dominated the appointed government posts in the 1955 election which caused 
resentment from other ethnic groups. Additionally, in some cases it can also be 
more of composite and permanent reasons as in the case of the ethnic Chinese 
which frequently became the victim of discrimination, which motives came from 
several reasons including their origin as initially being immigrants who are treated 
as non-indigenous people or foreign people, the economic discrepancy between 
many of the ethnic Chinese and other ethnic groups, and the visibility of their 
physical characteristics, reinforced by their nature as minority in Indonesia, which 
often be the cause of racial discrimination. 
In a similar situation of ethnic diversity in Canada, Reitz and Banerjee’s 
(2009) study on Racial Inequality and Social Integration shows that the social 
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integration into Canadian society for racial minorities appears to be slower than 
for immigrants of European origins. This may also apply in Indonesian society as 
is evidenced by the long history of ethnic-related events in Indonesia, especially 
for there are many ethnic groups living together throughout the archipelago and 
there also exists visible minorities among the Indonesian society. There needs to 
be guidance to the awareness of ethnic diversity which aims for respect, tolerance, 
and acceptance of differences particularly among the new generation in Indonesia 
so that the Indonesian national motto, bhinneka tunggal ika (unity in diversity), 
will not only become an irony just as what has happened in the past or is possibly 
still happening. 
 
4. Ethnicity and Education 
a. Education as Solution to Ethnic Problems 
Education is one way to help build the young generation’s mentalities 
towards the diverse society, promoting a sense of togetherness as well as respect, 
tolerance, and acceptance for diversity (Byrnes and Kiger, 1992; Jacobs and 
Cates, 1999). In one bolder idea, there is the peace education which believes that 
education is one possible solution to conflicts including ethnic conflicts 
(Bekerman and McGlynn, 2007). It is now pretty common to find schools which 
learners are from different ethnic groups, especially in Indonesia with its 
ethnically diverse society. It has also been usual for learners in Indonesia to have 
their learning media and learning materials related to other places outside their 
hometown and thus related to other ethnic groups. The problem arises when there 
exists a minority group within the society which may cause unequal treatment 
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from the majority group, and when there is immediate judgment to differences 
which results from a narrow self-centered perspective. These are, however, 
inevitable, as nowadays the technology of communication and transportation has 
advanced that distance is no longer matter, people will meet others of different 
ethnic groups or exposed to other cultures which probably significantly different 
to their own. Schools and classroom education, in particular, can be seen as the 
miniature of the large society where early encounters may happen while its effects 
may continue to the larger society. These encounters and exposures of ethnic 
diversity needs to be guided and further developed as to avoid ethnic-related 
problems and help realize a unity in diversity. 
It is unfortunate that early proposition to the solution of ethnic problems 
was simply to ignore the differences or even make taboo the topic of ethnicity. In 
Indonesia, it happened in the New Order era under Soeharto’s presidency, where 
ethnicity was considered to be a political taboo at the time (Ananta et al., 2013). 
This practice of ignoring the differences or not talking about it may initially seem 
normal from the point of view of an outsider, while actually it hurts the society, 
encouraging the citizens to be narrow-minded (Lie, 2000), and creating an 
identity-less societies. As Fishman (1989) in Lie (2000: 97) underlines, “Absence 
of diversity would lead to the dehumanization, mechanization, and utter 
impoverishment of human beings”. This is also problematic when visible 
minorities are involved. As people are losing the opportunities to learn and 
understand ethnic differences, ethnic minority people who bear their visible 
physical differences since they were born will be the target of stereotyping (Pine 
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and Hilliard, 1990 in Byrnes and Kiger, 1992). Therefore, instead of ignoring the 
differences which cannot simply be eliminated for fundamental reasons above, 
people are encouraged to know, learn, and understand the diverse society in which 
they are living in so that they will be able to accept their differences. This 
acknowledgement of differences, in the educational setting, bore the notion of 
multicultural curriculum which covers ethnic differences as one of its main 
focuses. 
 
b. Multicultural Curriculum 
As if reflecting the environment of a society, school, as one of the most 
practical implementations of education, serves to give learners an early 
representation of how to live together in a society. In schools, learners especially 
children and teenagers, are prepared to be able to function accordingly in the 
society, including the moral value and mentality to respect, tolerate and live 
together peacefully in diversity. One major problem regarding this issue is 
encountered, apparently, due to a misguided curricular content and pedagogical 
styles: many ethnic minority learners suffer inequalities of opportunity (Gillborn, 
2005). Furthermore, Gillborn (2005) adds that the late assumptions regarding 
education policies on ethnic diversity: the assimilation or the institutionalization 
of the ethnic minority people who are regarded as educational problem, and 
integration or the acknowledgement of diversity in conception but severely 
misconceived by putting one certain point of view of mostly ethnic majority, 
devalued ethnic minority people by reducing them to the status of a problem. 
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Coming from these failed attempts of dealing with diversity, multicultural 
curriculum is then developed. 
Multicultural curriculum is one in which choice of content reflects the 
multicultural nature of a particular society (Cohen and Manion, 1983 in Gillborn, 
2005). One significant difference between multicultural curriculum and the 
previous two education policies is its multicultural-perspectivity or cross-cultural 
perspective (Johnson, 2007; Zajda and Freeman, 2009), the need to avoid value 
judgments about the differences especially from certain majority point of view, 
and instead it builds recognition of the differences and makes effort against such 
judgments (Byrnes and Kiger, 1992). The goal of multicultural education 
according to Prihandono (2005), based on Gorski’s (2003) in Prihandono (2005), 
is fundamentally a social transformation which consists of self transformation, 
school and school system transformation, and transformation of the society. 
Swann’s (1985) in Gillborn (2005) Education for All, a report of the Committee of 
Inquiry into the Education of Children from Ethnic Minority Groups, reported six 
criteria to evaluate the school’s curricula regarding the multicultural perspective 
which includes: 
1. The variety of social, cultural and ethnic groups and a perspective of 
the world should be evident in visuals, stories, conversation and 
information. 
2. People from social, cultural and ethnic groups should be presented as 
individuals with every human attribute. 
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3. Cultures should be empathetically described in their own terms and 
not judged against some notion of ‘ethno-centric’ or ‘Euro-centric’ 
culture. 
4. The curriculum should include accurate information on racial and 
cultural differences and similarities. 
5. All children should be encouraged to see the cultural diversity of our 
society in a positive light. 
6. The issue of racism, at both institutional and individual level, should 
be considered openly and efforts made to counter it. 
 
c. Significance of Learning Materials and Resources to Multicultural 
Curriculum 
Experts of multicultural education have shown their concerns about the 
design of learning materials and resources, particularly of textbooks. As Johnson 
(2007: 28) pointed out, “When texts present information from only the dominant 
perspective, students stand to suffer from exposure to a biased construction of 
knowledge. Educating for a culture of peace involves developing textbooks, as 
primary instruments for learning, that speak beyond the dominant narrative.” 
This was sadly ever happened in Indonesia that based on Lie’s (2000) study, it 
was found out that students from non-Java ethnic groups might feel alienated by 
textbooks which contents are dominated by Javanese cultures, that it seem foreign, 
irrelevant, and unfamiliar. Lie (2000), who believes that school curriculum, 
materials, and activities reflect social values, later concludes that educators should 
ensure that textbooks are culturally sensitive and respect learners’ varied socio-
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cultural backgrounds, for school curriculum, materials and activities reflect social 
values. 
In a more significant role, textbooks revision with regard to exposure of 
cultures is according to Salim (2005) needs to be considered as one of the initial 
efforts to multicultural education. Johnson (2007: 28) is also in agreement that on 
a certain level, textbooks serve an academic gate-keeping role in society and that 
it represents “fertile ground for promulgating the national narrative in divided 
societies”. Additionally, it is also known that “in 1995, UNESCO declared that 
textbooks should be cleared of negative stereotypes and when presenting issues 
should promote a sense of ‘otherness’ while offering multiple viewpoints based on 
scientific facts, not national or cultural background” (Pingle, 1999 in Johnson, 
2007: 28-29). There are still many other opinions underlining the importance of 
learning materials and resources with textbooks as the mainly discussed topic. It is 
thus encouraged that in the beginning of the implementation of the new 
curriculum in Indonesia, assessment of textbooks which have adapted the latest 
curriculum is of significance. 
 
D. Systemic Functional Grammar 
The term Systemic Functional Grammar (SFG), often interchangeably 
used with Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL), cannot be separated from SFL in 
the sense that it is one point of view in seeing the social semiotic model of 
language exclusively from the grammatical perspective. It represents the 
grammatical description in SFL (Halliday, 1961/2002). Some general ideas of 
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SFL, and thus, SFG, are summarized by Eggins (2004) into four main theoretical 
claims about language by systemic linguists: 
1. that language use is functional, 
2. that its function is to make meanings, 
3. that these meanings are influenced by the social and cultural context 
in which they are exchanged, 
4. that the process of using language is a semiotic process, a process of 
making meanings by choosing. 
These four points respectively refers to the language use as functional, 
semantic, contextual and semiotic. 
SFG is most well known in taking into consideration the large linguistic 
unit of text or discourse, the stratification theory, the systems as key organizing 
principle, the notion of meaning potential and the view of language as social 
semiotic which evolved in use in response to realization of context. In this regard, 
SFG is understood as a grammatical framework which demonstrates how 
grammatical choices simultaneously construe both experience and role 
relationships within texts/discourses which have particular social and cultural 
purposes. It is systemic as it conceives of lexicogrammar as resources for 
expressing meaning (Matthiessen et al., 2010). It evolves in use as it “has no 
existence apart from the practice of those who use it” (Halliday 1985/2003: 185). 
It is distinctive that it seeks to develop both a theory about language as social 
process and description of language patterns (Eggins, 2004). 
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1. The Concept of Class and Function 
SFG is also known to base heavily its analysis on the notion of rank. In 
defining rank, Halliday and Matthiessen (2004) refer to rank scale as hierarchy of 
units related by what is called constituency, whereby rank is each step in the 
hierarchy. As Matthiessen et al. (2010: 170) points out that “units of one rank are 
composed of the units of the rank immediately below”. Units set up to account for 
pieces of language, carrying different types of linguistic patterns (Eggins, 2004; 
Butler, 2003 in Ravelli, 2010). The units of lexicogrammar1 rank scale can be seen 
in Table 2. 
Table 2: The Units of Lexicogrammatical Rank Scale (Eggins, 2004) 
 
 Units of Lexicogrammar 
Highest rank (largest unit) Clause 
 phrase/group 
 Word 
Lowest rank (smallest unit) Morpheme 
 
These concepts of rank and unit mark the potential for rank shift, 
“whereby a unit of one rank may be downranked (downgraded) to function in the 
structure of a unit of its own rank or of a rank below. Most commonly, though not 
uniquely, a clause may be downranked to function in the structure of a group” 
(Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004: 9-10). Rank shift then leads to the 
foregrounding of the difference between class and function in the labeling of the 
units (Ravelli, 2010). Class is defined by Halliday (1963/2002: 96) as “a set of 
items which are alike in their own structure”. It is the systemic term for the term 
                                                                    
1 As it has been pointed out earlier, despite its systemic approach to defining of the language, SFG uses 
structural representation for its discourse analysis (Halliday, 1994). Therefore, units of lexicogrammar, which 
represents structure, became the focus in the early part of SFG’s analysis for then to be reinterpreted with 
systemic description. 
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category in formal grammar and thus make up for the formal labeling 
(Matthiessen et al., 2010; Eggins, 2004), indicating “in a general way its potential 
range of grammatical functions” (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004: 52). On the 
other hand, as class label only classifies the class membership, there needs to be a 
label which indicates which role an item is playing in the structure, the function. 
Functional label, according to Halliday and Matthiessen (2004: 52), provides “an 
interpretation of grammatical structure in terms of the overall meaning potential 
of the language”. The labeling of class and function is more comprehensively 
exemplified by Eggins (2004) in Table 3 and 4. It is to be noted that there are no 
morpheme classes, since morpheme is the smallest unit in grammar which has no 
structure (Halliday, 1963/2002). 
Table 3: Examples Class Labels at Each Rank (Eggins, 2004) 
 
Rank Class Labels 
clause finite, non-finite, dependent clause, subordinate clause, relative 
clause, ... etc. 
phrase/group prepositional phrase, adverbial phrase, nominal group ... etc. 
Word noun, adjective, article, adverb . . . etc 
 
Table 4: Examples Function Labels at Each Rank (Eggins, 2004) 
 
Rank Function Labels 
Clause Main clause, Qualifying clause, Projected clause, etc. 
phrase/group Subject, Finite, Object, Agent, Actor ... etc. 
Word Deictic, Classifier, Thing, Head, Modifier ... etc. 
 
One of the most problematic functional concepts, as Halliday and 
Matthiessen (2004: 56) suggest, and one that is essential to the overall Halliday’s 
functional theory, is that of the functional label of Subject. They point out that 
there are three different notions regarding Subject: 
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1. Psychological Subject means “that which is the concern of the 
message.” It is what the speaker has in mind when planning to utter 
the clause. 
2. Grammatical Subject means “that of which something is predicated.” 
It determines other grammatical features, such as the noun or 
pronoun which functions as Subject, or the case of concord. 
3. Logical Subject means “doer of the action.” As opposed to 
grammatical Subject which is associated with relation between 
grammatical symbols, logical Subject is concerned with relations 
between things. 
The three Subjects in SFG are translated into: Theme, referring to 
psychological Subject; Subject, instead of Grammatical Subject; and Actor, in 
place of logical Subject. Apparently, these three distinct functions hold significant 
roles as points of departure for the famous theory of metafunctions. 
 
2. Metafunctions 
Metafunction is often regarded as one theoretical core of the SFG as it 
is “one of the basic concepts around which the theory is constructed” (Halliday 
and Matthiessen, 2004: 60). Metafunction is the answer to the question of basic 
functions of language proposed by Halliday (1994: F39): “to understand the 
environment,” and “to act on the others in it.” Apparently, when the system 
network of language is seen from the paradigmatic axis, there will be found 
clusterings which are organized in a number of functionally defined components 
(Halliday, 1994a/2003). This is evidenced, referring to the previous section, in the 
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descriptions of Theme, Subject, and Actor, in which case are not belong to the 
same systemic cluster. Even if there is a Subject which can be categorized into the 
three functions, the functional components which follow each Subject are never 
found to be the same. Theme, Subject, and Actor respectively form “part of a 
different functional configuration” Halliday and Matthiessen (2004: 53-6) which 
constitute three separate lines of meaning of the clause: 
1. The Theme, being “the concern of the message,” sets up orientation 
to a clause which indicates the meaning of a clause as message. This 
corresponds to the organization of Textual function. 
2. The Subject is an “element the speaker makes responsible for the 
validity of what he is saying,” or of a proposition/proposal. This 
proposition or proposal indicates the meaning of clause as exchange, 
corresponding to the organization of Interpersonal function. 
3. The Actor as “doer of the action” carries out a process represented 
by the clause indicates the meaning of the clause as representation of 
process. This corresponds to the organization of Ideational function, 
which covers the Experiential function and the Logical function, 
with the latter only appears in the organization of clause-complex. 
The three functions, the interpersonal function, the ideational function, 
and the textual function, make up the essence of the description of metafunction. 
  
3. Interpersonal Metafunction 
Other than its famous function as means of communication, language 
also serves as means of interaction which refers to the establishment and 
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maintenance of social relations. Language expresses social roles from the simple 
communication roles such as roles of questioner or respondent, to the more 
complex role regarding language users’ power such as when language represents 
attitudes, assessments, judgments, expectations, and demands of the speakers. 
This active function of language, as Halliday (1979/2002) notes, is called the 
interpersonal metafunction. It is active as it is oriented towards the speaker and 
hearer’s continuous intrusion throughout the speech event, enacting social 
relationships. The interpersonal metafunction’s reality construal is social reality 
and its semantic system is parallel to the discourse structure of negotiation, that is 
which concerned with resources for exchanging information and goods and 
services in dialog (Martin, 2009). 
Interpersonal metafunction is represented by lexicogrammatical or 
phonological motifs which are “strung unboundedly” throughout the clause 
(Halliday, 1981/2002: 239), making a “unique rhetorical flavor” of a text 
(Halliday, 1981/2002: 239). For this reason, the interpersonal meaning generates 
prosodic structures which are less constituent-like, for example, compared to the 
experiential metafunction. Halliday (1979/2002: 206) explains the prosodic 
structures of interpersonal meaning by comparing it to prosodies in phonology, 
that is as “contrasting features having no place in the constituent structure but 
which are specified separately and then mapped on to the constituent structure as 
a distinct step in the realizational process.” This nature of the structure is 
exemplified as in the following figure. 
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Figure 1: Prosodic Nature of the Interpersonal Structure (Halliday, 
1979/2002) 
 
As the figure represents, the prosody is not only about the phonological 
motifs of intonation contour, but also of the lexicogrammatical motifs as 
exemplified by the system of person and modality above. The lexicogrammatical 
mode of realization of the interpersonal metafunction is captured in the 
configurations of mood system encompassing the elements of Subject, Finite, 
Predicator, Complement, Adjunct, Polarity and Modality (Halliday, 1981/2002; 
Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004). 
 
a. Speech Functions 
In order for an exchange to be established, the participants or the 
speakers need to take turns at speaking. To do this, they assign themselves with 
certain roles which affect the direction where the exchange is heading to. These 
speech roles, are by Halliday (1994) fundamentally classified into two: either the 
speaker gives something to the listener (giving) or demands the listener to do 
something (demanding). While doing this, the speakers should also recognize the 
commodity they are exchanging, which are also classified into two fundamental 
categories: information and goods-&-services (Halliday, 1994). Based on these 
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speech roles and commodities being exchanged, the speech functions can then be 
derived through cross-classification of the two considerations as presented in 
Table 5. 
Table 5: Speech Functions (Halliday, 1994) 
 
Speech Role 
Commodity Exchanged 
Information Goods-&-services 
Giving Statement 
I’m planning to go there 
tomorrow. 
Offer 
Will you come to dinner 
tonight? 
Demanding Question 
When do you plan to go 
there? 
Command 
Come to dinner at 8 sharp! 
 
As is seen in the table, the four primary speech functions are statement, 
question, offer, and command. Each of these speech functions has its own kind of 
responses either of expected responses or discretionary responses as summarized 
in Table 6. Speech function is significant in its contribution to the mood analysis 
of a clause as certain type of speech function is often realized by certain typical 
mood structure known as mood type. As the speech function is a semantic system, 
the mood is its grammatical representation in the interpersonal metafunction. 
Table 6: Speech Functions and Their Responses (Halliday, 1994) 
 
Speech Functions (Initiation) 
Response 
Expected Discretionary 
Statement Acknowledgement Contradiction 
She will go there tomorrow. I know. No, she won’t. 
Question Answer Disclaimer 
When will she go there? Tomorrow. Who knows? 
Offer Acceptance Rejection 
Shall I come to dinner tonight? Sure. No, it’s fine. 
Command Undertaking Refusal 
Come here for dinner tonight! Okay. I won’t. 
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However, this compatibility matches between the speech functions and 
their expected responses as proposed by Halliday (1994) seems to limit the 
possibility of more varied compatibility matches which can actually occur in real 
life exchanges. For example, the Command above may not only be responded 
with the Undertaking, “Okay,” or the Refusal “I won’t,” but it can also be 
responded with a responding speech function closer to a Disclaimer, “Actually, 
I’ll let you know later,” implying a postponed response. In another case, the 
expected and discretionary response of the Statement, the Offer, and the 
Command actually function similarly that they may actually be represented as one 
type of responding speech function. These weaknesses of Halliday’s (1994) theory 
of speech function may be caused by the limited discussions on this semantic 
aspect of the metafunction, as they focuses more on the grammatical aspect or the 
mood system which is discussed comprehensively. 
In response to this limitation of Halliday (1994) speech function theory, 
the dynamic model of exchange theory by O’Donnell (1999) which in itself is 
based on the SFL is considered to complement and enrich the references. In 
O’Donnell’s (1999) dynamic model of exchange, the speech functions of initiating 
and responding are categorized into a more practical types of move which covers 
the previously mentioned possibilities not included in Halliday’s (1994) speech 
functions. These categories are elicit, propose, support, contradict, and deny-
knowledge which consecutively correspond to the Question, Statement, 
Acknowledgement, Contradiction, and the Disclaimer. O’Donnell’s theory 
implies the possibility of a Disclaimer and an Acknowledgement to effectively 
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respond to an Offer and a Command. This consideration of O’Donnell’s (1999) 
dynamic model of exchange thus can be observed in the following reworked table. 
Table 7: Halliday’s (1994) Speech Functions Theory Modified with 
Consideration of O’Donnell’s (1999) Dynamic Model of Exchange 
Theory 
 
Speech Functions (Initiation) 
Response 
Expected Discretionary 
Question Answer  Disclaimer 
When will she go there? Tomorrow.  I’m not sure 
Statement    
She will go there tomorrow.    
Offer Acknowledgement Contradiction  
Shall I come to dinner tonight? Yeah.  No.  
Command    
Come here for dinner tonight!    
 
The description of each speech functions are presented as follows. 
 
1) Question 
The Question is the speech function which intersects the speech role of 
demanding and the exchange commodity of information. It is selected when the 
speaker requires certain information from the hearer. This information can be in 
the form of polarity or content. For example, the Question “When will you be 
ready?” shows that the speaker requires the information in the form of content as 
indicated by the WH-question ‘when’. In its mood realization, the Question is 
typically realized by the Interrogative mood. 
 
2) Statement 
The Statement is the speech function which signifies the giving of 
information. It functions to introduce a new complete proposition in the initiating 
move. By selecting a Statement, it is expected that the hearer who receive the 
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information to acquire a certain state of belief, a new knowledge to be 
acknowledged or contradicted. The Statement contrasts with the Question, Offer, 
and Command in that it does not require a response. In most cases, though, a 
Statement which is followed by a new exchange is actually being responded by an 
Acknowledgement implicitly unless the new exchange is completely unrelated to 
the proposition conveyed by the Statement. The unmarked mood realization of the 
Statement is instantiated by the Declarative. 
 
3) Offer 
The Offer is the speech function which accompanies the giving of 
goods-&-services. Unlike the other speech functions, the Offer is typically 
explicitly referring to the speaker himself as the voluntary performer of carrying 
out the services for the hearer. For this reason, the change of state which follows 
is mostly on the speaker, although by the decision made by the hearer. The Offer 
is not associated with certain mood realization and can be realized by most mood 
types including the Interrogative, the Declarative and the Imperative. Therefore, it 
does not demonstrate any markedness in mood realization. 
 
4) Command 
The Command is the equivalent of the Question in the exchange 
commodity of goods-&-services. It serves to demand goods-&-services from the 
hearer, as opposed to the Offer which assigns the speaker himself to provide the 
goods-&-services. The Command basically implies authoritativeness of the 
speaker, causing this speech function to represent power or control. In other cases, 
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however, the Command is also often selected in informal exchanges between 
close friends which may nullify the authoritativeness accompanying the 
Command. This speech function is also known to have varied grammatical 
realizations even within its unmarked mood realization, the Imperative, such as 
the addition of Let’s which implies the involvement of the speaker in doing the 
goods-&-services, or the addition of ‘please’ which soften the authoritative 
impression perceived from the Command. 
 
5) Answer 
The Answer is the expected response of the Question. It functions to 
provide the information required by the Question. This providing of information is 
basically the same function as conveyed by the Statement, only that the Answer 
can be considered as being more meaningful and effective as it gives information 
by the demand of the speaker, and as much as is required. Similar to the 
Statement, the Answer is also realized by the Declarative in its unmarked mood 
realization. 
 
6) Acknowledgement 
Acknowledgement represents the expected response to a Statement, an 
Offer, and a Command. This speech function is selected to convey agreement to 
the preceding speech function. In Halliday’s (1994) speech function theory, the 
Acknowledgement only responds to a Statement, while the expected responses to 
the Offer and Command are called Acceptance and Undertaking respectively. 
However, considering that the three responding speech functions have similar 
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speech roles and characteristics, the Acknowledgement may substitute the 
Acceptance and Undertaking, as in O’Donnell’s (1999) theory in which the 
equivalent of the Acknowledgement, the support, may respond to either the 
completed proposition or proposal. The unmarked mood realization of the 
Acknowledgement is represented by the elliptical Declarative consisting of only 
Mood Adjunct such as ‘yes’, ‘okay’, ‘sure’, etc. 
 
7) Contradiction 
Contrary to the Acknowledgement, Contradiction provides an 
alternative response for the participant to disagree with the previous speaker’s 
proposition. For the same reason as the Acknowledgement which substitutes the 
Acceptance and Undertaking, the Contradiction here also covers the speech 
functions of Rejection and Refusal from Halliday’s (1994) original speech 
function theory as the discretionary responses to the Offer and Command. Unlike 
the Acknowledgement, though, Contradiction tends to be selected explicitly. The 
Contradiction is also typically realized by the elliptical Declarative consisting of 
Mood Adjunct such as ‘no’, ‘nope’, ‘neither’, ‘not nearly’, etc. 
  
8) Disclaimer 
The participant of an exchange has an option not to give an expected 
response to a Question, an Offer, or a Command, when he for some reason does 
not have the ability or willingness to do so. This option is conveyed by the 
Disclaimer. This speech function is originally the discretionary response to a 
Question (Halliday, 1994), but it can actually also respond to an Offer, a 
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Command, and although rarely, a Statement. Similar to the other speech functions 
of the responding move, the Disclaimer is also typically realized by the 
Declarative. Some examples of the Disclaimer are “I don’t know”, “I’m not sure”, 
“I can’t tell you that”, “I don’t have the authority to answer your question”, etc. 
 
9) Salutory Speech Function 
While the previous speech functions can be categorized as the 
Negotiatory speech functions (O’Donnell, 1999), alternatively, there is also the 
Salutory speech function which does not convey any proposition or proposals, but 
serves a phatic function by maintaining the social relationship between the 
speakers and the hearers. This speech function includes greeting, leave-taking, 
thanking, or drawing one’s attention. It is realized by a Minor Clause without any 
mood elements such as “Hi”, “Hello”, “Good morning”, “Bye”, “Thanks”, etc.. 
 
b. The System of Mood 
As a primary system of the interpersonal metafunction, mood represents 
the grammaticalization of the semantic system of speech function in the clause in 
adopting and assigning speech roles (Matthiessen et al., 2010). It is concerned 
with the way a clause is structured to realize its function as exchange. In this 
regard, it is necessary to recognize the different semantic functions of a clause 
which naturally represent two different types of commodities being exchanged 
(Halliday, 1994). When language is used to exchange information, the semantic 
function of the clause is a proposition. Meanwhile, if it is used to exchange goods-
&-services, the semantic function of the clause is a proposal. It is also from this 
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recognition that the two general grammatical categories of mood types are 
identified. The grammatical category which is characteristically used to exchange 
information is the indicative, encompassing its subtypes of declarative and 
interrogative, while the one which is used to exchange goods-&-services is the 
imperative (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004; Matthiessen et al., 2010). The 
structural realization of mood generally consists of two elements, Mood and 
Residue. However, there are also normally found some other parts of a clause 
which do not belong in either of the two. These are thus not considered in the 
system of mood, but are necessary to recognize for the sake of differentiation 
between those which are considered in mood system and those which are not. 
 
1) Mood 
The element of Mood is essential in mood analysis compared to 
Residue as, especially in the clause of proposition, it determines the mood type of 
a clause. The way a Mood element is structured is typically different from one 
mood type to another. It may be less significant in a proposal, however, for an 
imperative mood may occur without a mood element. Regardless, for the most 
part, Mood is known to be the element which is the nub of an argument, carrying 
the argument forward (Matthiessen et al., 2010). 
As the element which carries the main burden of interpersonal 
meanings (Butt, 2000), it is notable for its characteristic of remaining constant and 
retaining its part in the responding clause(s). For example, someone may respond 
to an utterance, “She’s really clever” by saying “She is”. Even after omitting the 
part ‘really clever’, the argument in the responding clause can still be continued. 
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Therefore “She is” belongs to the Mood element. In an indicative declarative 
clause, the Mood element can be identified by giving the clause a tag such as in, 
“She’s really clever, isn’t she?” with the tag question ‘isn’t she?’ contain the 
Mood element. In this regard, although the polarity ‘not’ is included in the tag, it 
does not actually harm the argument when omitted. The Mood element can thus 
be observed as consisting of the constituents of Subject and Finite (Halliday, 
1994). 
Within the indicative, the two constituents forming the Mood element 
are actually the ones which determine the mood selection of a clause through its 
ordering. Halliday and Matthiessen (2004) underline this feature by listing the 
possibilities of mood type realized by the different ordering of Subject and Finite 
within the Mood element: 
1. Declarative is realized through the order Subject before Finite. 
I Have been here before 
Subject Finite 
Residue 
Mood 
 
Figure 2: Structure of Declarative Mood 
 
2. Yes/no interrogative is realized through the order Finite before 
Subject. 
Have you been here before? 
Finite Subject 
Residue 
Mood 
 
Figure 3: Structure of Yes/no-interrogative Mood 
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3. WH-interrogative is realized through either of the two: (a) Subject 
before Finite if the WH-element is the Subject; (b) Finite before 
Subject if the WH-element is not Subject (Complement or Adjunct). 
Who sent  you here? 
Subject/WH- ‘past’ 
Finite Residue 
Mood 
 
Figure 4: Structure of Interrogative Mood with the WH-element 
as Subject 
 
Where  have you been? 
Adjunct/WH- Finite Subject  
 Mood 
Residue 
 
Figure 5: Structure of Interrogative Mood with the WH-element 
as Adjunct 
 
In addition to Subject and Finite, there is actually another constituent 
which is analyzed as the Mood element namely the mood Adjunct. However, 
unlike Subject and Finite which are the main components of Mood element which 
together realize the mood selection, mood Adjunct is analyzed as part of the Mood 
rather for the reason that it acts directly on the Mood constituent (Eggins, 2004). 
 
a) Subject 
Matthiessen et al. (2010) describe the Subject as the constituent in the 
Mood element which is invested with modal responsibility for the validity of the 
proposition or proposal realized by the clause. For example, in “He ate my 
banana”, the Subject ‘He’ is responsible for the proposition of the clause to 
function, and that the speaker who said the utterance considers “He did (ate)” as 
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the case for which the listener then acknowledges. The Subject is typically 
realized by nominal group (noun or pronoun) that is in the nominative case, and 
that displays person and number concord with the (finite) verb (Halliday and 
Matthiessen, 2004). It is also known as being the pronoun in a tag. 
 
b) Finite 
Finite expresses the deicticity of the process in interpersonal meaning, 
by reference to either speaker-now (primary tense) or speaker judgement 
(modality) (Halliday, 1985a/2002). These references of tense and modality enable 
the Finite to function as making the proposition arguable (Eggins, 2004). An 
example is ‘didn’t’ in “They didn’t come to your house yesterday, did they?” In 
the example, the Finite ‘didn’t’ is noticeably separated from the verbal operator 
showing negative polarity, while in many cases it may be fused into a single 
verbal operator as in “They came to your house yesterday, didn’t they?”. In the 
latter example, the Finite ‘did’ is fused with the Predicator ‘come’ and thus both 
Finite and Predicator are analyzed as parts of the verbal operator ‘came’. As seen 
in the previous example of ‘didn’t’, Finite also known to typically specify polarity 
(Halliday and Matthiessen et al. 2010). 
 
c) Mood Adjunct 
There are generally three types of Adjunct based on the theory of 
metafunction (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004): the one which is interpersonal in 
function, including Mood Adjunct and Comment Adjunct; the one which functions 
as circumstance in the experiential metafunction namely the Circumstantial 
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Adjunct; and the one which is located in the clause with respect to the textual 
metafunction, the Textual Adjunct. These types of Adjunct and its analysis in the 
mood structure are presented more comprehensively in Figure 6 below. 
 
Figure 6: Types of Adjunct (Matthiessen et al., 2010) 
 
As the figure presents, the only type of Adjunct which is analyzed as 
part of the Mood is the mood Adjunct. Similar to other types of Adjunct, mood 
Adjunct is realized by adverbial or prepositional group. The neutral location of 
mood Adjunct in the clause is before or just after the Finite verbal operator 
(Matthiessen et al., 2010). Halliday and Matthiessen (2004) note that mood 
Adjunct is closely associated with the meanings construed in the mood system 
which include those of modality, temporality, and intensity, each of which 
respectively leads to further classification of Adjunct of modality, Adjunct of 
temporality, and Adjunct of intensity. 
  
Adjunct
textual: conjunctive Adjunct
[outside Mood + Residue]
experiential: circumstantial Adjunct
[part of Residue]
interpersonal: modal Adjunct
mood Adjunct
[part of Mood]
comment Adjunct
[outside Mood + 
Residue]
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1. Adjunct of modality 
Adjunct of modality expresses probability such as 
‘probably’, ‘possibly’, ‘certainly’, ‘perhaps’, ‘maybe’ and usuality 
such as ‘usually’, ‘sometimes’, ‘always’, ‘never’, ‘ever’, ‘seldom’, 
‘rarely’. Adjunct of modality is presented in more detail below in the 
section of Modality. 
2. Adjunct of temporality 
Adjunct of temporality relates either to the time set by the 
speaker such as ‘eventually’, ‘soon’, ‘once’, ‘just’, or to the 
expectation concerning the time in question for example ‘still’, 
‘already’, ‘no longer’, ‘not yet’ (Matthiessen et al., 2010). 
3. Adjunct of intensity 
Adjunct of temporality relates either to the degrees of 
expectation such as ‘entirely’, ‘almost’, ‘totally’, ‘hardly’, or to the 
counter-expectancy such as ‘even’, ‘actually’, ‘really’ (exceeding), 
‘simply’, ‘merely’, ‘only' (limiting). 
 
2) Residue 
Residue can be understood simply as part of the clause which does not 
constitute the Mood element in the mood structure (Matthiessen et al., 2010). This 
definition implies that there are actually some parts of the clause which do not 
belong to the mood structure, or in other words, they are neither part of the Mood 
elements nor the Residue. Regarding the distinction between the Residue and 
those other parts existing together with the mood elements, Matthiessen et al. 
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(2010) add that the Residue does not include elements that do not represent the 
proposition or proposal such as Vocative, Expletive, comment Adjuncts, or 
conjunctive Adjuncts. 
The position of Residue in the mood structure is less essential to the 
argument of the clause than is the Mood element (Eggins, 2004). The constituents 
of Residue encompass Predicator, Complement, and (circumstantial) Adjunct. 
 
a) Predicator 
Predicator represents the verbal elements in the Residue, that is, after 
the Finite is excluded. It is realized by the verbal group as exemplified in “I’ve 
been trying to tell you everything”, where the Predicator includes ‘been trying to 
tell’. According to Halliday and Matthiessen (2004), there are four functions of 
Predicator in the clause as listed below: 
1. It specifies time reference other than reference to the time of the 
speech event (secondary tense), such as ‘been willing to’ in ‘have 
been willing to’. 
2. It specifies the voice (active or passive), such as ‘seen’ in ‘was seen’. 
3. It specifies the process (action, event, mental process, relation) that 
is being discussed (Eggins, 2004; Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004), 
such as ‘seen’ in ‘was seen’ which represents the mental process 
‘seeing’. 
4. It specifies other aspects and phases such as ‘seeming’, ‘trying’, 
‘hoping’, as exemplified by the conative phase ‘try to’ in ‘have been 
trying to tell’.  
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b) Complement 
According to Halliday and Matthiessen (2004: 123), in the mood 
structure “any nominal group not functioning as Subject will be a Complement”. It 
has the potential of being Subject but is not (Halliday, 1994). This potential is 
reflected in the passive variant of a clause in which the Subject is derived from the 
Complement when the clause is in its active voice, such as ‘a book’ in “Mr 
Andrew borrowed a book from the school library”. In passive voice, the 
Complement functions as Subject as in “The book was borrowed by Mr. Andrew 
from the school library”. In traditional grammar, Complement covers both the 
complements and objects (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004). 
 
c) Circumstantial Adjunct 
As opposed to Complement, an Adjunct is the constituent in the 
Residue which does not have the potential of being Subject and typically realized 
by adverbial or prepositional group (Halliday, 1994). For example, in “We’ll leave 
tomorrow by train”, ‘tomorrow’ is an Adjunct realized by adverbial group, while 
‘by train’ is an Adjunct realized by prepositional group. 
 
3) Constituents outside the mood structure 
As mentioned earlier, there are some parts of the clause which do not 
belong either in Mood or Residue, or in other words, they do not belong in the 
mood structure. These parts of the clause may relate to the structure of other 
function such as the textual or conjunctive Adjunct in the textual metafunction, or 
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to other aspects of the mood instead of representing neither proposition nor 
proposal such as comment Adjunct, Vocative, and Expletive. 
 
a) Comment Adjunct 
Comment Adjunct, together with the mood Adjunct, actually 
contributes to the interpersonal metafunction. It is only that compared to the mood 
Adjunct, the comment Adjunct is less closely tied to the grammar of mood with 
respect to its restriction on the indicative clause and that the burden of the 
comment may be either ideational or interpersonal (Halliday and Matthiessen, 
2004). In the ideational type, the comment Adjunct expresses speaker’s attitude to 
the proposition as a whole, for example, ‘obviously’, ‘arguably’, ‘presumably’, 
‘hopefully’. Meanwhile in its interpersonal type, it expresses speaker’s attitude to 
the particular speech function such as ‘honestly’, ‘seriously’, ‘frankly’, 
‘personally’. Due to its scope of expressing the proposition as a whole, instead of 
just the Finite, the comment Adjunct is considered to operate outside the mood + 
residue structure (Halliday in Eggins, 2004). 
 
b) Conjunctive Adjunct 
Conjunctive Adjunct is another type of Adjunct which is not included in 
the mood structure, rather it is textual in function and originally contributes to the 
structure of textual metafunction, thus it is also known as the textual Adjunct. 
Conjunctive Adjunct “set up a contextualizing relationship with some other 
(typically preceding) portion of the text” (Halliday, 1994: 83-84). It is realized by 
conjunction group as exemplified in “I want to surprise everyone, so I came 
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earlier this morning” where the conjunctive Adjunct is represented by ‘so’. 
Furthermore, Eggins (2004: 164) specifies another type of Adjunct in relation to 
textual Adjunct which is called continuity Adjunct which function is “merely 
signal that the speaker will be saying more”, such as ‘well’ in “Well, then can you 
do it for me?” 
 
c) Vocative and Expletive 
Vocative is a feature of a dialog which is used by the speaker to enact 
the participation of the addressee (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004). It is 
identifiable as name which is used to directly address the person named (Eggins, 
2004) such as ‘Abdul’ in “I wonder what do you think about this case, Abdul.” 
Meanwhile the vocative enact the participation of the addressee, the Expletive is 
used by the speaker to enact his own current attitude or state of mind, exemplified 
by Halliday and Matthiessen (2004) in “God, mine’s terrific”, in which ‘God’ is 
the expletive. 
 
c. Mood Types 
With the speech function vary according to the speech roles and 
commodities being exchanged, the mood which grammaticalizes each different 
speech function also has its distinctive structure which is different to each other, 
making up the selection of typical mood types for different speech functions. 
Some of the mood types, such as the declarative, yes/no-interrogative, and WH-
interrogative have been introduced earlier, are shown to have different structure 
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especially those of the order of the Subject and Finite. Each of these mood types 
are presented in more detail as follows. 
 
1) Declarative 
Declarative is an indicative mood type which realizes the speech 
function of statement. It is characterized by the order of Subject before Finite. 
Declarative is also known as the only mood type to have ideational comment 
Adjunct (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004). As a mood type realizing a statement, 
declarative clause functions as giving information. It is also notable that Finite and 
Predicator in declarative are often fused, or in some cases when they are 
separated, it shows an emphasis or makes up the empathic version of the clause 
(Lock, 1996) such as in “I did go to the party last night.” 
 
2) Yes/no-interrogative 
Yes/no-interrogative or also known as polar interrogative is one of the 
two mood types which realizes the speech function of question, the other being the 
WH-interrogative. As the term implies, polar interrogative demands information 
about the polarity of a proposition realized by the clause (Matthiessen et al., 
2010). The structure of polar interrogative basically begins with the Finite which 
is then followed by the Subject. This sub-type of interrogative can be answered 
simply by a ‘yes’ or ‘no’, or sometimes also followed by a declarative consisting 
of only the Subject and the Finite from the question, together with the negative 
marker ‘not/n’t’ when relevant (Lock, 1996) such as “Yes, it is” or “No, it 
doesn’t.” 
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3) WH-interrogative 
Another mood type in the sub-types of interrogative is the WH-
interrogative, which function is to “specify the entity that the questioner wishes to 
have supplied” (Halliday, 1994: 85). It is called the WH-interrogative for it uses 
the Wh-element (‘What’, ‘Who’, ‘Where’, ‘When’, ‘Why’, ‘How’) to select the 
kind of information, participant, or circumstance which is demanded (Matthiessen 
et al., 2010). This is reflected in the WH-element’s nature which is always 
conflated with one or another of the three functions of Subject, Complement, or 
Adjunct (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004). The structure of the WH-interrogative 
then depends on which of the three functions it is conflated (Halliday, 1994). If 
the WH-element is conflated with Subject, that is, realized by ‘Who’, the order is 
Subject ^ Finite, with the WH-element becoming the Subject. If it is conflated 
with Complement or Adjunct, the order is WH-element ^ Finite ^ Subject with the 
WH-element is part of the Residue. 
 
4) Imperative 
As opposed to the indicative mood variants which concern with the 
exchange of information, the imperative deals with the exchange of goods-&-
services and realizes both the speech functions of command and offer 
(Matthiessen et al., 2010). Following the nature of exchanging goods-&-services, 
the imperative mood type only involves the Subject of ‘you’ or ‘me’. However, 
these Subjects are normally not part of the structure in the unmarked form of 
imperative, as well as it eliminates Finite. 
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The existence of Subject and Finite in imperative shows markedness of 
the person and polarity respectively, otherwise an unmarked imperative may 
consist of only a Predicator or Predicator and other elements of the Residue 
(Halliday, 1994; Lock, 1996). For example, ‘Sit’ is an unmarked form of an 
imperative for which a Subject can be added to show markedness for person as in 
“You sit,” or a Finite addition to show markedness for polarity as in “Do sit,” or 
“Don’t sit.” It can also have both Subject and Finite such as in “Don’t you sit,” 
which shows emphasis on person in negative polarity. Additionally, imperative 
mood type may include a mood-tag such as in “Finish your assignment, will you?” 
In the case of an offer, the imperative regards the first person system ‘me’ as the 
Subject and comes with the addition of ‘let’. For example “Let me drive you 
home,” or with a marked polarity, “Do let me drive you home.” Imperative also 
regards the person system of both you and me and realizes it with let’s such as in 
“Let’s dance,” or with a marked polarity, “Let’s not dance,” ‘Let’s’ here is 
analyzed as Subject (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004). 
 
5) Absence of Mood Construction: Minor Clause 
Minor clause or clausette, is the type of clause in which the mood 
structure of Mood and Residue are never present, but is able to realize minor 
speech functions such as exclamations, calls, greetings, and alarms (Matthiessen 
et al., 2010). Examples of minor clause are “Wow!”, “Ouch!”, “Terrific!” 
(exclamations), “John!”, “You there!”, “Sir” (calls), “Hi!”, “Good morning!”, 
“Cheers!” (greetings), “Watch out!”, “Help!”, “Careful!” (alarms). Their brevity 
are not the result of ellipsis, it is only that they “have never selected a Subject or 
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Finite” to begin with (Eggins, 2004). The structural function of minor clauses 
realizing exclamations and greetings can be analyzed as nominal groups, while the 
ones realizing calls are typically Vocatives (Halliday, 1994). Alarms are rather 
different in that they are “intermediate between major and minor clauses” 
(Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004). Minor clauses realizing alarms can contain 
Residue only such as “Look out!”, “Help!”, “(be) careful!” or appear in the form 
of nominal groups such as “Fire!” which can function either as Subject or 
Complement but Halliday (1994) preferably called them the function Absolute. 
 
E. When English Rings a Bell for SMP/MTs Kelas VIII 
When English Rings a Bell for SMP/MTs Kelas VIII is the government-
endorsed English textbook for Junior High School grade 8 which is among the 
initial official releases to adopt the Curriculum 2013. The contributors of the 
textbook are Siti Wachidah and Asep Gunawan and the editors are Emi Emilia 
and Raden Safrina. It is officially released by Pusat Kurikulum dan Perbukuan of 
the Balitbang of Ministry of Education and Culture as one effort to qualify the 
implementation of the new curriculum. 
The textbook uses the text-based approach which bases its learning 
activities on three text types including interpersonal, transactional, and functional 
texts. These texts are presented both in written and spoken (script) model texts. 
The language which is brought out in this textbook is mainly of the daily 
conversational English, considering that English is officially learned by 
Indonesian learners in this level of 8th grade of Junior High School. This can be 
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seen in the many dialogs used in the textbook which are accompanied by pictures 
of the speaker and the balloon dialogs. 
As the new Curriculum 2013 introduced the observation-based learning 
framework, this textbook reflects the framework through the distinct organization 
of activities which is divided into four main sections: observing and questioning, 
collecting information, associating, and communicating. Observing and 
questioning presents examples and exposures to the new language to be learned 
by the learners. Collecting information consists of guided activities for learners to 
deconstruct texts and internalize new knowledge and skills. Associating section is 
designed to make the learners actively referring back to the learned materials in 
the observing and questioning section, and practice the new knowledge and skills 
in semi-guided activities. Finally, the communicating section expects learners’ 
productive skills to present the new knowledge and to have a self-assessment 
through the compulsory learning journal in the end of the section. 
This textbook also introduces six new characters of six different ethnic 
groups originated in Indonesia who play the role of learners in the model texts. 
They are Edo from Papua, Siti from Java, Udin from West Java, Dayu from Bali, 
Lina from Manado, and Beni from Sumatra. They regularly appear in 
conversational situations where the model texts are presented. Additionally, they 
also occasionally appear to give guidance in the beginning of activities in the 
textbook. There are also two other characters who act as teachers who mainly give 
instruction in the activities presented in the textbook. 
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By approximately the middle of 2014, this textbook has been 
distributed to a number of formal schools throughout Indonesia and is 
downloadable as e-book in the government’s Buku Sekolah Elektronik 
(BSE/Electronic Coursebook) official site. In addition to this textbook for 
learners, the government also provides the teacher’s book as guidance for the 
teacher in using the textbook in learning and teaching activity. With the 
distribution and use of this textbook, it is expected that the textbook functions 
well and successfully support the implementation of the new Curriculum 2013. 
 
F. Previous Research Findings 
Problems regarding ethnicity and textbooks have often separately 
become the topics of discussion in many researches. However, researches which 
connect the topic of ethnicity with textbooks seem to be still quite rare. In this 
reference of previous research, researcher found two research titles which have 
both ethnicity and textbooks as their topics of interest, the first being The 
Multicultural Curriculum: Education for Peace and Development by Lie (2000), 
and the later being An Analysis of English Users in Reading and Speaking Text in 
EFL Textbooks in Curriculum 2013 used by the First Graders of Junior and 
Senior High School by Dewanti (2013). 
The first research aimed to find out the incorporation of multicultural 
perspectives within the 1994 Curriculum English textbooks in relation to learners’ 
diverse backgrounds. In this research, ethnicity is not the only one form of 
multicultural diversity being discussed, but is included together with gender, 
socioeconomic status, and geographical diversities. This content analysis study 
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used 44 textbooks used in Senior High School in Indonesia from the first grade to 
the third grade, while the category of ethnicity was divided into Javanese, those of 
other islands in Indonesia (non-Java), and those outside Indonesia (international), 
identified with the indicators of ethnic markers. The findings of this research 
showed the domination of Javanese culture over the non-Javanese ones with 
significantly large gap. Meanwhile, there is not much difference between the 
Javanese and international representation. Lie (2000: 95) later concluded that 
“students from non-Java ethnic groups might feel alienated by textbooks that seem 
foreign, irrelevant, and unfamiliar.” 
The later research analyzed the English users in both reading and 
speaking texts in two Curriculum 2013 English textbooks released in Indonesia, 
Pathway to English and Bright. These English users are divided into English users 
from Indonesia, Inner Circle Countries, Outer Circle Countries, and Expanding 
Circle Countries other than Indonesia, with Indonesian English users were 
analyzed further to their ethnic groups. The identification of English users is 
indicated by ethnic markers especially from names of the characters depicted in 
the textbooks. The findings of this research regarding the ethnicity of Indonesian 
English users in the textbooks showed that there are 9% of Javanese characters 
found as the most common characters whose ethnicity are known. In second place, 
there is Balinese with the percentage of 5%. Meanwhile other ethnic groups 
including Lampungnese, Cirebonese, Bandung/Sundanese, Jakartanese, 
Kupangnese, South Sumatra/Palembangnese, are each around 2-3%. The rest 71% 
are identified as Unknown. 
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It is interesting that the findings of both research showed that the ethnic 
Javanese to be the most commonly found ethnic groups in English textbooks. On 
the other hand, there is significant difference between the findings of the two 
researches regarding the gap in number between the ethnic Javanese and other 
ethnic groups in Indonesia: while the first research showed a significantly large 
gap with the non-Javanese ethnic groups are around 1/3 of the percentage of the 
ethnic Javanese, the second research showed that, in accumulation, non-Javanese 
ethnic groups are around twice of the ethnic Javanese. It is still notable, though, 
that in the second research the gap between the ethnic Javanese in the first place 
and the Balinese in the second place, is quite significant with the percentage of the 
Javanese to be almost twice the percentage of the Balinese. Referring to both these 
research findings, this research will try to examine further the representation of 
ethnicity in English textbooks with additional analysis of systemic functional 
linguistics in order to find out more thoroughly the depiction of ethnic groups in 
English textbooks. 
 
G. Conceptual Framework 
In this research, the researcher infers the representation of multi-
ethnicity in the textbook When English Rings A Bell for SMP/MTs Kelas VIII 
from the semantic and grammatical realization of its spoken texts using the 
interpersonal metafunction analysis (Halliday, 1994). Interpersonal metafunction 
deals with the language as interaction which constitutes interactive and personal 
communication. In its semantic perspective, the interpersonal metafunction 
classifies the spoken language into several speech functions, for which in its 
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grammatical representation, the realization of the speech functions encompasses 
the mood system. 
Speech functions are derived from the relationship between speech 
roles of either giving or demanding and the commodity being exchanged of either 
information or goods-&-services. Giving information makes up the speech 
function of a statement, while giving goods-&-services constitute the speech 
function of an offer. Similarly, demanding information comprises the question, 
while demanding goods-&-services constitute a command. Each of the four 
speech functions in the form of initiation may be responded in two manners, 
either expected or discretionary. Table 8 shows each corresponding response and 
its example. 
Table 8: Speech Functions and Their Responses 
 
Speech Functions (Initiation) 
Response 
Expected Discretionary 
Question Answer  Disclaimer 
When will she go there? Tomorrow.  I’m not sure 
Statement    
She will go there tomorrow.    
Offer Acknowledgement Contradiction  
Shall I come to dinner tonight? Yeah.  No.  
Command    
Come here for dinner tonight!    
 
Speech functions are realized by certain grammatical construction 
involving the system of mood. The mood system is the primary system in the 
interpersonal metafunction consisting of the structural realization of Mood and 
Residue. The Mood is the nub of an argument, carrying the argument forward 
(Matthiessen et al., 2010). It consists of Subject and Finite. Meanwhile Residue is 
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known as the part of the clause which does not constitute the Mood element in the 
mood structure. It encompasses Predicator, Complement and circumstantial 
Adjunct. In this construction, Mood element holds a significant role of 
determining the mood types. It is the possible ordering of Subject and Finite which 
makes up the different mood types corresponding to the selection of speech 
functions. 
Generally, there are two main types of mood construction, the 
indicative and the imperative. Both are identified by the commodity being 
exchanged respectively corresponding to the information and goods-&-services. 
The indicative mood can be more specifically divided into the declarative and 
interrogative mood types, with the latter can still be separated into three more 
detailed categories of yes/no-interrogative, WH-interrogative, and modulated 
interrogative. Additionally, there is also the exclamative which is a particular kind 
of declarative but having its own distinct structure and in some cases, there are 
clauses with no known mood structure identified as the minor clauses. 
Declarative mood corresponds to the speech function of a statement. It 
is characterized by the order of Subject before Finite. 
I went to the party last night. 
Subject Finite 
Residue 
Mood 
 
Figure 7: Example of Declarative Mood Structure 
 
Yes/no-interrogative realizes the speech function of a polar question. Its 
structure basically begins with the Finite followed by the Subject. 
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Did you find the item? 
Finite Subject 
Residue 
Mood 
 
Figure 8: Example of Yes/no-interrogative Mood Structure 
 
WH-interrogative represents the grammatical construction of a content 
question. Its structure depends on the functions the WH-element is conflated with 
(Halliday, 1994). If it is conflated with the Subject, the order is Subject ^ Finite, 
with the WH-element ‘Who’ being the Subject. If it is conflated with Complement 
or Adjunct, the order is WH-element ^ Finite ^ Subject, with the WH-element 
being part of the Residue. 
Who came with you yesterday? 
Subject Finite 
Residue 
Mood 
 
Figure 9: Example of WH-interrogative Mood Structure with the WH- 
element as Subject 
 
Why did you leave early last night? 
Adjunct/WH- Finite Subject  
 Mood 
Residue 
 
Figure 10: Example of WH-interrogative Mood Structure with the WH- 
element as Adjunct 
 
Imperative deals with the exchange of goods-&-services, and thus 
realizes both the command and offer (Matthiessen et al., 2010). The unmarked 
form of an imperative can only consist of a Predicator or Predicator and other 
elements of the Residue (Halliday, 1994; Lock, 1996). The Subject or Finite, if 
exists in the imperative mood, shows the markedness of the person or the polarity. 
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Bring your own book! 
Predicator Complement 
Residue 
 
Figure 11: Example of Imperative Mood Structure 
 
There are also languages such as "Wow!", "Ouch!", "Hi!", and so on 
which do not identify with any mood structure. They are called the minor clauses. 
Minor clauses realize minor speech functions such as exclamations, calls, 
greetings, and alarms. 
Each speech function and its unmarked mood realization can be seen in 
the following table. 
Table 9: Speech Functions and Their Unmarked Mood Realizations 
 
Speech Functions Mood Types 
Statement Declarative 
Question Yes/no-interrogative, WH-interrogative 
Offer - 
Command Imperative 
Answer Declarative 
Acknowledgement Declarative 
Contradiction Declarative 
Disclaimer Declarative 
Salutory speech function Minor Clause 
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CHAPTER III 
 
RESEARCH METHOD 
 
A. Type of the Research 
This research employed the qualitative research approach with the 
content analysis as its research design. It sought to understand the meaning behind 
the implementation of multicultural education promoted by the newly-developed 
Curriculum 2013. The study of meaning in this research is projected onto the 
study of representation of multi-ethnicity in the government-endorsed textbook 
entitled When English Rings A Bell for SMP/MTs Kelas VIII. 
The research design adopted by this research was that of content 
analysis. A research design is a specific procedure affecting the data collection, 
data analysis, and report writing (Creswell, 2012). The use of content analysis in 
this research was reflected in the contextual unitizing in the data collecting 
technique, the use of systematic coding scheme in the data analysis, and the 
interpretive description in the report writing. Despite its use of certain numerical 
accounting, Krippendorf (2004) believes that content analysis belongs to 
qualitative research for it depends on the activity of reading or interpreting texts 
which is fundamentally a qualitative process. The numerical accounting is used as 
consideration for interpreting texts instead of testing any hypothesis. 
 
B. Data of the Research 
This research employed the purposeful sampling technique (Creswell, 
2010), encompassing the dialogs and monologs spoken by six ethnically-
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determined characters in the textbook When English Rings A Bell for SMP/MTs 
Kelas VIII. The six characters are Edo (Papuan), Siti (Javanese), Udin 
(Sundanese), Dayu (Balinese), Lina (Minahasan), and Beni (Batak), with their 
names and respective ethnic-groups predetermined by the Ministry of Education 
and Culture which publishes the textbook. The decision to only sample the dialog 
and monolog model texts was based on the nature of the textbook which promotes 
three spoken-oriented text types of interpersonal, transactional, and functional 
texts. Furthermore, the spoken language as means of maintaining interpersonal 
relationship is more relevant to the analysis of the representation of the ethnic 
characters in their interaction with each other. 
The sampled data in the form of dialogs or monologs were then 
specified into recording or coding units in the form of clauses for analysis (Holsti, 
1968; Krippendorf, 2004). The clause distinction in the recording unit is in 
adherence to the within-the-clause principle of the interpersonal metafunction 
analysis. 
Lastly, the context units (Krippendorf, 2004) were defined as further 
reference to the limits of information to be considered in the description of the 
data in which the contextual dialogs or monologs appeared. These context units 
were mostly indicated by pictures of the background setting where the dialogs or 
monologs took place or separating lines drawn around the written dialogs or 
monologs, although in some cases the context units were identified by making 
sense of the meaning of the dialogs or monologs. 
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C. Data Source 
The data source of the research is the government-endorsed textbook 
entitled When English Rings A Bell for SMP/MTs Kelas VIII contributed by Siti 
Wachidah and Asep Gunawan and edited by Emi Emilia and Raden Safrina. It 
was published approximately in the middle of 2014 by Pusat Kurikulum dan 
Perbukuan of the Balitbang of the Ministry of Education and Culture in 
Indonesia. This 232-page long textbook consists of twelve chapters and one 
additional ‘singing a song’ chapter. In addition to the textbook which can be 
called the student book, it is also accompanied by a teacher book which contains 
general guidance for teachers in using the textbook. This teacher book was also 
used as data source in the case of incomplete dialogs in the tasks section of the 
student book as reference to the complete dialogs. Other than the possibility of the 
teacher revealing the dialogs to the students as examples of the correct dialogs, the 
teacher book was also necessary as the research regarded the designers’ point of 
view in designing the model texts. 
 
D. Data Collecting Technique 
This research dealt with texts delineated by the data source of the 
textbook When English Rings A Bell for SMP/MTs Kelas VIII. In order to record 
only the relevant data, the researcher collected the data through the technique of 
collecting and examining (Yin, 2011). In the collecting and examining technique, 
the data are the contents of certain printed materials such as documents or archival 
records or more specifically written texts contained in the materials. The 
researcher collected the determined sample of data by examining the texts and 
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then compiled it into the expected purposive sampling, in which also for this 
reason the technique of collecting always includes examining. In a more detailed 
step by step procedure, this technique of data collecting employed by the 
researcher includes the following steps: 
1. Skimming through the data source, 
2. Determining the data collection technique which suits the research 
best, 
3. Deciding the most suitable sampling strategy for the research, 
4. Defining the unitizing of the research including the sampling unit, 
recording/coding unit, and context unit, with consideration to the 
research objectives, 
5. Recording the data, which consists of the activities of examining and 
interpreting the data texts to identify the recording unit based on the 
literature review. 
6. Designing the data sheets for the coding of the data and pre-testing 
the coding of the previously recorded data in the data sheets to 
confirm that the collected data is well-saturated in categories. 
7. Presenting all the recorded data in the data sheets to make them 
available for analysis. 
 
E. Instruments of the Research 
There are two kinds of research instrument significant to this research. 
The first and primary research instrument is what Lincoln and Guba (2013) call 
the human instrument, referring to the researcher as the instrument. In qualitative 
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research, the researcher is considered as the primary instrument (Lodico et al., 
2010; Stake, 2010) for only through the researcher who exhibits information 
gathering and analyzing mechanism, the desired descriptions can be achieved 
(Lincoln and Guba, 2013). 
As Lodico et al. (2010) notes, in addition to the subjective experience 
which is implemented through the researcher acting as instrument, the qualitative 
measures also include tools to record as the second instrument. In this research, 
the latter instrument is in the form of data sheet. As a research instrument, the data 
sheet was used to record the sample units and the coded data. This data sheet was 
also designed to include categorization which served to prepare the data for 
analysis. The data sheet is as seen in the following table. 
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Table 10: Data Analysis Sheet 
 
Code 
S
p
eak
er 
Data 
Speech Functions Mood Types 
S
alu
tary F
u
n
ction
 
Initiation Response 
M
in
or C
lau
se 
Indicative 
Im
p
erative 
Q
u
estion
 
S
tatem
en
t 
O
ffer 
C
om
m
an
d
 
Expect-
ed 
Discre-
tionary 
D
eclarative 
Inter-
rogative 
A
n
sw
er 
A
ck
n
ow
led
gem
en
t 
C
on
trad
iction
 
D
isclaim
er 
Y
es/n
o
-
in
terrogative 
W
H
-in
terrogative 
0001/C001/P008 B From now on I will use English in my English class.               
0002/C002/P009 B Hi, …               
… … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … 
-* /C004/P010 X* Siti, what did I say? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
0016/C004/P010 S We will use English in our English class.               
… … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … 
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Notes:    
 Code : The code consists of “chronological number of datum 
or recording unit/chronological number of context 
unit/page number where the datum can be found”. 
For example, 0016/C004/P010 is interpreted as 
follows: 
- 0016 represents the 16th datum. 
- C004 represents the 4th context unit. 
- P010 informs that the data can be found on 
page 10 of the textbook. 
 
*The dialogs/monologs spoken by non-ethnic 
characters are included in the sheet as context units to 
provide contextual information for analysis purposes. 
 Abbreviations   
 B : Beni, the character representing ethnic Batak 
 D : Dayu, the character representing ethnic Balinese 
 E : Edo, the character representing ethnic Papuan 
 L : Lina, the character representing ethnic Minahasan 
 S : Siti, the character representing ethnic Javanese 
 U : Udin, the character representing ethnic Sundanese 
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F. Trustworthiness 
This research attempted to meet trustworthy data, findings, and research 
procedure as a whole by applying some strategies to enhance the credibility, 
dependability, confirmability, and transferability of the research. 
The credibility of this research is expected to be achieved mainly 
through triangulation (Creswell, 2012; Lodico et al., 2010; Lincoln and Guba, 
2013) and progressive focusing (Stake, 2010). Additionally, the researcher 
conducted some credibility-enhancing procedures suggested by Elo et al. (2014) 
such as pre-testing the coding, determining purposive sampling strategy, 
providing detailed description of data sampling and unitizing, and using figures 
and tables to explain the data processing in the reporting phase. These procedures 
are expected to achieve well-saturated data collection which is significant to the 
research credibility. 
The dependability of this research was challenged by providing detailed 
description of data collection and analysis, with emphasis on criteria and principle 
in selecting the sampled data (Lodico et al., 2010; Elo et al., 2014). The data 
analysis sheet of this research is also made available for reviewing in the 
appendices, so that other researchers may trace the collected data and the analysis. 
The confirmability of this research was enhanced by conducting a test-
retest design or several rounds of independence coding in the organization phase 
(Krippendorf, 2004; Schreier, 2012 in Elo et al., 2014). In the reporting phase, the 
confirmability of the research was met by quoting some relevant data as evidence. 
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The transferability of the research was evaluated by providing thick 
descriptions (Geertz, 1973 in Lincoln and Guba, 2013), including detailed 
information on context and cultural background regarding problems of the 
research in the literature review (Lodico et al., 2010) and systematic and careful 
presentation of findings in the reporting phase (Elo et al., 2014). 
 
G. Data Analysis 
As mentioned earlier, this research adopted the content analysis as its 
research design which mainly contributes to the process of data analysis. Content 
analysis as a data analysis technique, as Berg (2001) defines, is an objective 
coding scheme which is applied to various types of unobtrusive data to condense 
the data and made them systematically comparable for analysis. Other experts on 
content analysis such as Krippendorf (2004) and Holsti (1968), however, consider 
content analysis to function more than being a data analysis technique, but a 
significant research design in itself. Krippendorf (2004: 18) defines content 
analysis as “a research technique for making replicable and valid inferences from 
texts … to the contexts of their use”, while Holsti (1968: 601) offers a broader 
definition of content analysis as “any technique for making inferences by 
systematically and objectively identifying specified characteristics of messages.” 
This research also considers the particular type of content analysis 
namely linguistic content analysis (Roberts, 1989: 148). It refers to content 
analysis technique which “treats the clause as the unit of analysis” and “record 
relations among words,” for which Roberts (1989) calls it an alternative of 
content analysis “other than counting words.” Applying content analysis’ 
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essential concept of abductive inferences (Krippendorf, 2004) and Roberts’ (1989) 
theory of LCA, this research inferred the representation of multi-ethnicity in the 
textbook When English Rings A Bell for SMP/MTs Kelas VIII, viewed from the 
interpersonal metafunction choices of the clauses in the sampled dialogs or 
monologs. The data analysis process in this research is presented in more detail in 
the following steps: 
1. Coding the recorded data (disassembling) and place them into the 
designated data sheets, 
2. Categorizing the recorded data according to the categories 
determined in the data sheets (reassembling), 
3. Counting the frequency of occurrences of the data in each category, 
4. Repeating step 1-3 for trustworthiness of confirmability, 
5. Checking the credibility of the data by performing data triangulation 
with the research collaborators. 
6. Representing the data as a whole in the form of graphs/diagrams for 
comparison and making links, 
7. Interpreting the findings based on the research questions, 
8. Reporting the description of analysis process as well as the findings 
of the research. 
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CHAPTER IV 
 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
This chapter presents the descriptions for the findings, interpretations, 
and discussions of the research. The findings of the research summarize the result 
of the analysis and are described under the sub-chapter of Research Findings. This 
sub-chapter is aided by tables and diagrams for comprehensive representation. 
Meanwhile the interpretations and discussions of the research are covered under 
the sub-chapter of Discussions which reflects the efforts to achieve the proposed 
research objective. In order to present trustworthy interpretations and discussions, 
some selected data samples are provided in this sub-chapter as evidence. 
 
A. Research Findings 
There were 1050 data analyzed from the textbook When English Rings 
a Bell for SMP/MTs Kelas VIII. The data were in the form of clauses collected 
from the dialogs and monologs spoken by the six ethnic characters featured in the 
textbook. As summarized in Table 12, the occurrences among the six ethnic 
characters were distributed quite unequally with noticeable results for Edo 
(Papuan) being the highest with 205 occurrences (19.52%) and Siti (Javanese) 
being the lowest in the distribution with 146 occurrences (13.90%). The 
distribution of occurrences among the other ethnic characters showed invariable 
results of around 15%-17% occurrences. These data were then categorized into 
their respective selection of speech functions and were described further in the 
following sections. 
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Table 11: Distribution of Data Occurrences among the Six Ethnic Characters 
 
Rank (from 
highest to lowest 
occurrences) 
Ethnic Characters Occurrences Percentage 
1st Edo (Papuan) 205 19.52% 
2nd Lina (Minahasan) 181 17.24% 
3rd Beni (Batak) 178 16.95% 
4th Udin (Sundanese) 173 16.48% 
5th Dayu (Balinese) 167 15.90% 
6th Siti (Javanese) 146 13.90% 
Total 1050 100.00% 
 
1. Speech Functions 
The analysis of speech functions considers two general classifications 
of speech moves encompassing the Initiating and Responding moves, with the 
latter can still be divided into two categories of Expected Response and 
Discretionary Response. From these three classifications, the speech functions 
were then identified. In the Initiating move category, there are the speech 
functions of Question, Statement, Offer and Command. In the Expected Response 
category, there are the speech functions of Answer and Acknowledgement, as for 
the category of Discretionary Response, there are the speech functions of 
Contradiction and Disclaimer. Additionally, there is still another speech function 
which does not fall into both categories of Initiating and Responding moves, the 
Salutory speech function, for it is not considered as a function which initiates nor 
responds for negotiatory function, rather it opens or closes an exchange for phatic 
function. 
As presented in Table 12 below, the data analysis revealed the 
dominance of Statement in its distribution among the six ethnic characters with 
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591 occurrences (56.29%), considerably exceeded the distribution of the rest of 
the speech functions which have less than 16% occurrences. The other speech 
functions in the Initiating move category, the Question and Command, were 
selected in 103 occurrences (9.81%) and 74 occurrences (7.05%) respectively, 
while there was notably only 1 occurrence (0.10%) of Offer found in the data 
source. In the category of the Responding move, the speech function of Answer 
represented the second most selected speech function by accounting for 15.33% of 
the overall occurrences or 161 occurrences, while the Acknowledgement 
constituted 6.48% of the occurrences or 68 occurrences. The Salutory speech 
function closely followed with 45 occurrences (4.02%), causing the least selected 
functions to be contributed by the speech functions of the Discretionary Response, 
with the Contradiction and Disclaimer were identified in 5 (0.48%) and 2 
circumstances (0.19%) respectively. 
Table 12: Distribution of Speech Functions among the Six Ethnic Characters 
 
Speech Functions Occurrences Percentage 
Statement 591 56.29% 
Answer 161 15.33% 
Question 103 9.81% 
Command 74 7.05% 
Acknowledgement 68 6.48% 
Salutory speech function 45 4.29% 
Contradiction 5 0.48% 
Disclaimer 2 0.19% 
Offer 1 0.10% 
Total 1050 100.00% 
 
There were some visible patterns in the distribution of the speech 
functions among the six ethnic characters, although some speech functions such as 
the Questions and the Salutory speech functions were distributed more randomly 
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than the other speech functions. There was the speech function of the Statement 
which, in addition to being the most dominant speech function selected by the 
ethnic characters, was also notable for being the most evenly distributed speech 
function among the ethnic characters. The distribution of Command noticeably set 
Edo (Papuan) and Lina (Minahasan) apart from the rest of the ethnic characters 
with the gap of more than 10% occurrences above the other four ethnic characters. 
The distribution of Answer favored Edo (Papuan) as the ethnic characters with the 
most occurrences of Answer, constituting 31.68% of the overall 161 occurrences, 
separating himself from the rest of the ethnic characters with the gap of more than 
13% occurrences. Meanwhile, the distribution of Acknowledgements was 
revealed to be quite even with, aside from Udin (Sundanese) who dominated the 
distribution with more than 4% difference to the other ethnic characters, the gap 
between each of the rest of the ethnic characters’ occurrences did not exceed 
1.47%. The rest of the speech functions, the Offer, the Contradiction, and the 
Disclaimer, were found to have particularly small number of occurrences of 1, 5, 
and 2 occurrences, respectively. The 1 occurrence of the Offer was selected by 
Beni (Batak). The 5 occurrences of the Contradictions were selected once by 
Dayu (Balinese), Edo (Papuan), and Udin (Sundanese), and twice by Lina 
(Minahasan). Lastly, the 2 occurrences of the Disclaimers were each selected by 
Lina (Minahasan) and Udin (Sundanese). The following tables specify more of 
these distributions by the exact number of occurrences and percentages. 
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Table 13: Distribution of Question 
 
Rank (from 
highest to lowest 
occurrences) 
Ethnic Characters 
Question 
Occurrences Percentage 
1st Udin (Sundanese) 30 29.13% 
2nd Edo (Papuan) 20 19.42% 
3rd Beni (Batak) 19 18.45% 
4th Lina (Minahasan) 15 14.56% 
5th Siti (Javanese) 11 10.68% 
6th Dayu (Balinese) 8 7.77% 
Total 103 100.00% 
 
Table 14: Distribution of Statement 
 
Rank (from 
highest to lowest 
occurrences) 
Ethnic Characters 
Statement 
Occurrences Percentage 
1st Beni (Batak) 111 18.78% 
2nd Lina (Minahasan) 109 18.44% 
3rd Dayu (Balinese) 106 17.94% 
4th Siti (Javanese) 95 16.07% 
5th Edo (Papuan) 93 15.74% 
6th Udin (Sundanese) 77 13.03% 
Total 591 100.00% 
 
Table 15: Distribution of Offer 
 
Rank (from 
highest to lowest 
occurrences) 
Ethnic Characters 
Offer 
Occurrences Percentage 
1st Beni (Batak) 1 100.00% 
2nd Dayu (Balinese) 0 0.00% 
2nd Edo (Papuan) 0 0.00% 
2nd Lina (Minahasan) 0 0.00% 
2nd Siti (Javanese) 0 0.00% 
2nd Udin (Sundanese) 0 0.00% 
Total 1 100.00% 
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Table 16: Distribution of Command 
 
Rank (from 
highest to lowest 
occurrences) 
Ethnic Characters 
Command 
Occurrences Percentage 
1st Edo (Papuan) 20 27.03% 
2nd Lina (Minahasan) 19 25.68% 
3rd Beni (Batak) 11 14.86% 
4th Udin (Sundanese) 9 12.16% 
5th Dayu (Balinese) 8 10.81% 
6th Siti (Javanese) 7 9.46% 
Total 74 100.00% 
 
Table 17: Distribution of Answer 
 
Rank (from 
highest to lowest 
occurrences) 
Ethnic Characters 
Answer 
Occurrences Percentage 
1st Edo (Papuan) 51 31.68% 
2nd Dayu (Balinese) 29 18.01% 
3rd Udin (Sundanese) 27 16.77% 
4th Beni (Batak) 20 12.42% 
5th Lina (Minahasan) 17 10.56% 
5th Siti (Javanese) 17 10.56% 
Total 161 100.00% 
 
Table 18: Distribution of Acknowledgement 
 
Rank (from 
highest to lowest 
occurrences) 
Ethnic Characters 
Acknowledgement 
Occurrences Percentage 
1st Udin (Sundanese) 15 22.06% 
2nd Beni (Batak) 12 17.65% 
3rd Edo (Papuan) 11 16.18% 
3rd Siti (Javanese) 11 16.18% 
4th Lina (Minahasan) 10 14.71% 
5th Dayu (Balinese) 9 13.24% 
Total 68 100.00% 
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Table 19: Distribution of Contradiction 
 
Rank (from 
highest to lowest 
occurrences) 
Ethnic Characters 
Contradiction 
Occurrences Percentage 
1st Lina (Minahasan) 2 40.00% 
2nd Dayu (Balinese) 1 20.00% 
2nd Edo (Papuan) 1 20.00% 
2nd Udin (Sundanese) 1 20.00% 
3rd Beni (Batak) 0 0.00% 
3rd Siti (Javanese) 0 0.00% 
Total 5 100.00% 
 
Table 20: Distribution of Disclaimer 
 
Rank (from 
highest to lowest 
occurrences) 
Ethnic Characters 
Disclaimer 
Occurrences Percentage 
1st Lina (Minahasan) 1 50.00% 
1st Udin (Sundanese) 1 50.00% 
2nd Beni (Batak) 0 0.00% 
2nd Dayu (Balinese) 0 0.00% 
2nd Edo (Papuan) 0 0.00% 
2nd Siti (Javanese) 0 0.00% 
Total 2 100.00% 
 
Table 21: Distribution of Salutory Speech Function 
 
Rank (from 
highest to lowest 
occurrences) 
Ethnic Characters 
Salutory Speech Function 
Occurrences Percentage 
1st Udin (Sundanese) 13 28.89% 
2nd Edo (Papuan) 9 20.00% 
3rd Lina (Minahasan) 8 17.78% 
4th Dayu (Balinese) 6 13.33% 
5th Siti (Javanese) 5 11.11% 
6th Beni (Batak) 4 8.89% 
Total 45 100.00% 
 
Examining these tables, there were also some observable patterns to be 
worthy of notice when they were seen from the perspective of the six ethnic 
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characters and their ranks in the distributions. As revealed by the tables, four of 
the ethnic characters, Lina (Minahasan), Edo (Papuan), Udin (Sundanese) and 
Beni (Batak), had their fair share of being in the upper and lower rank of the 
distributions, especially Udin and Edo who ranked first in three and two 
distributions respectively. Udin (Sundanese) dominated the distributions of the 
Questions, the Acknowledgements, and the Salutory speech functions, while Edo 
(Papuan) dominated the distributions of the Answers and the Commands. On the 
other hand, the other two ethnic characters, Dayu (Balinese) and Siti (Javanese), 
were observed to mostly rank in the lower tier of the list. Dayu (Balinese) ranked 
second and third in the distribution of Answer, but was fourth in the distribution 
of the Salutory speech function and was in the last two in the other five major 
distributions. As for Siti (Javanese), her highest ranks were third and fourth in the 
distribution of the Acknowledgements and the Statements respectively, but then 
constantly placed in either of the last two ranks in the rest of the distributions. To 
help illustrating these findings, a stacked bar graph is presented in the following 
figure.  
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Figure 12: Pattern of Speech Function Distribution 
 
It is to be noted, however, that due to the small number of occurrences 
found in the distribution of the Offer, the Contradiction, and the Disclaimer, these 
speech functions are not considered in the analysis of the pattern above. Instead, 
these speech functions contribute to the determining of the richness of the ethnic 
characters’ selection of speech functions, as also determined by the markedness of 
the mood realizations some speech functions are associated with.  
 
2. Markedness in Mood Realizations 
With regard to the grammatical realizations, some speech functions 
demonstrate certain marked mood realizations in addition to its unmarked 
realizations. There are 4 speech functions which were found to have these marked 
realizations in the data source, encompassing the Question, the Statement, the 
Command, and the Answer. Meanwhile the other five speech functions did not 
show any marked realizations. This markedness of the mood realizations often 
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manifested unique instances of speech functions which may prompt a distinct 
interpretation, as well as adding to the variations of the speech function selected 
by the six ethnic characters. The following table details these occurrences of the 
marked mood realizations in the data source. 
Table 22: Marked Mood Realizations of the Speech Functions 
 
Speech Functions 
Markedness 
in Mood 
Realization 
B
en
i (B
atak
) 
D
ayu
 
(B
alin
ese) 
E
d
o 
(P
ap
u
an
) 
L
in
a 
(M
in
ah
asan
) 
S
iti 
(Javan
ese) 
U
d
in
 
(S
u
n
d
an
ese) 
T
otal 
Question 
Unmarked 18 8 20 15 10 30 101 
Marked 1 - - - 1 - 2 
Statement 
Unmarked 111 105 93 108 95 77 589 
Marked - 1 - 1 - - 2 
Command 
Unmarked 5 5 17 15 5 5 52 
Marked 6 3 3 4 2 4 22 
Answer 
Unmarked 20 29 51 17 16 27 160 
Marked - - - - 1 - 1 
 
As indicated by the table above, it can be noticed that the occurrences 
of the marked mood realizations of these speech functions were remarkably lower 
than their unmarked ones. There were only 2 occurrences of the markedly realized 
Questions selected by Beni (Batak) and Siti (Javanese). The Statements’ marked 
realizations were also found in 2 occurrences selected by Dayu (Balinese) and 
Lina (Minahasan). The marked mood realizations of the Commands, however, 
showed some comparable results with 22 occurrences found distributed almost 
equally between the ethnic characters. Meanwhile the marked mood realization of 
the Answer only occurred once as selected by Siti (Javanese). From the 
perspective of the ethnic characters, Siti (Javanese) was noticeably the only one 
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who selected these markedly realized speech functions but one of the Statements. 
On the other hand, Edo (Papuan) and Udin (Sundanese) only selected one of these 
marked mood realizations which is that of the Command. The other ethnic 
characters, Beni (Batak), Dayu (Balinese), and Lina (Minahasan) each selected 
two markedly realized speech functions and missed the other two marked mood 
realizations. The significance of these variations in the ethnic characters’ selection 
of speech functions, particularly focusing on the marked mood realizations, is 
discussed in more detail in the next sub-chapter of Discussions. 
 
B. Discussions 
This sub-chapter proposes answers to the research objectives by 
providing investigations and interpretations to the result of the research findings 
presented in the previous sub-chapter. There are two main sections in this sub-
chapter. The first section offers investigations and interpretations to the findings 
of speech function distribution as an effort to achieve the first research objective: 
“To investigate the influence of the speech functions selected by the six featured 
ethnic characters on the depiction of multi-ethnicity in the textbook When English 
Rings a Bell for SMP/MTs Kelas VIII.” Meanwhile the second section advances 
the investigations and interpretations to the findings of mood type distribution 
with regard to the second research objective: “To reveal the mood type 
distribution among the six featured ethnic characters and its significance to the 
representation of multi-ethnicity in the textbook When English Rings a Bell for 
SMP/MTs Kelas VIII.” The discussions are mainly based on O’Donnell’s (1999) 
theory of the dynamic model of exchange and Halliday and Matthiesen’s (2004) 
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theory of mood types. Furthermore, this sub-chapter also provides evidence in the 
form of analyzed data samples and references to the previous related research 
findings in order to present comprehensive and trustworthy discussions. 
 
1. The Representations of the Ethnic Characters as Conveyed by Their 
Selection of Speech Functions 
Speech functions refer to the roles selected by the participants of an 
exchange which affect the direction where the exchange is heading to. In the 
textbook When English Rings a Bell for SMP/MTs Kelas VIII, the six featured 
ethnic characters selected all types of speech functions including question, 
statement, acknowledgement, contradiction, and disclaimer speech functions. 
Each of these speech functions implies certain conditions for both the speaker and 
the listener as they assigned themselves with the roles. These conditions are 
different in each speech functions and thus are discussed separately in the 
following sections. 
 
a. Question 
Question is the speech function which signifies that the speaker is 
demanding the listener to complete a partly specified proposition. The speaker can 
leave either the content or polarity unspecified, for then the listener will respond 
by providing the required information to complete the proposition. Therefore, this 
speech function is always in the initiating position. 
As presented in the previous sub-chapter, the Question was the third 
most selected speech function in the overall distribution among the six ethnic 
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characters and the second most selected speech function in the initiating move. 
This shows the nature of the exchanges introduced in this junior high school level 
textbook which mostly consist of short exchanges. Rarely were the questions 
found to require long and thoughtful responses, such as a recount of a past 
experience or a description of something. This type of question was only found in 
later chapters, suggesting the increasing level of difficulty in learners’ language 
proficiency level as more chapters are introduced. This can be seen in the 
Question in datum 0542 with two responses in data 0543 and 0544, as well as the 
Question in datum 0888 which is followed by its multiple responses in data 0889-
0891: 
0542 U : What is he like? [initiation: question] 
0543 B : He’s tall. [response: answer] 
0544 B : He’s got a fair skin. [response: answer] 
(C146/P139) 
 
0888 E : First, how did you and your brother have the idea of 
making garden benches? [initiation: question] 
0889 U : My father cut down the old mango tree behind our house 
three weeks ago. [response: answer] 
0890 U : We saw a big piece of wood. [response: answer] 
0891 U : Then we had the idea. [response: answer] 
(C181/P182) 
 
The questions exemplified by the data above appeared in chapter 8 and 
10 respectively. In the first example, Udin (Sundanese) was looking for someone 
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he never met before, when he asked Beni (Batak) for the description of his 
physical appearances. It is to be expected that Beni responded by providing more 
than one proposition, offering more information until he thought that they would 
satisfy the required specifications. In the next example, Edo asked for a recount of 
Udin’s past experience, in which Udin effectively responded by providing a series 
of actions containing continuous propositions. 
With regard to its distribution, it was found that the 103 occurrences of 
the Questions were distributed unequally among the six ethnic characters. The 
findings notably revealed Udin (Sundanese) as the one with the highest number of 
occurrences of 29.13%, while Dayu (Balinese) being the one in the lowest rank 
with 7.77% occurrences. The complete list of this distribution which thus 
represents the most active and meaningful initiator to the least active and 
meaningful one was sorted as follows: Udin (Sundanese) (29.13%), Edo (Papuan) 
(19.42%), Beni (Batak) (18.45%), Lina (Minahasan) (14.56%), Siti (Javanese) 
(10.68%), and Dayu (Balinese) (7.77%). The following discussions shall consider 
this result as the basis for the selection of the data samples and the interpretations. 
 
1) The Questions Representing the Role of an Active Initiator 
The Question essentially reflects need, willingness, or activeness in 
initiating an exchange. Compared to the other speech function of the initiating 
move, the Statement, the Question can also be seen as being more conscious and 
meaningful as an initiation, for this function is often followed by a certain action 
or further exchanges depending on the responses, as seen in the following data: 
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0190 U : By the way, have you received a birthday invitation from 
Lina? [initiation: question] 
0191 E : Yes, I have. [response: answer] 
0192 U : Will you come then? [initiation: question] 
(C060/P045) 
 
In this context unit C060, Udin (Sundanese) had a phone call with Edo 
(Papuan) and talked about Lina’s birthday invitation. Udin, after getting the 
answer to his first question, “Have you received a birthday invitation from Lina?”, 
continued with a follow-up exchange. This new exchange can be different 
depending on Edo’s response. In this example, Edo responded with an Answer, 
“Yes, I have,” for only then Udin could initiate a new exchange by the question, 
“Will you come then?” If Edo selected a contradictory Answer such as “No, I 
haven’t”, then Udin could not initiate the new exchange by selecting the question 
“Will you come then?” instead, he would have a different initiation for the follow-
up exchange such as, “Oh really?” or “I see, have you checked your mailbox?” 
The following data represent some examples of the Questions in longer 
conversations, as to show how these Questions may actively control the direction 
of the conversations. 
0539 U : Hallo. [salutory speech function] 
0540 U : I’m in the bus terminal now, … [initiation: statement] 
0541 U : … but I still cannot find Simon. [initiation: statement] 
0542 U : What is he like? [initiation: question] 
0543 B : He’s tall. [response: answer] 
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0544 B : He’s got a fair skin. [response: answer] 
0545 U : Many people are tall … [initiation: statement] 
0546 U : … and have fair skin here. [initiation: statement] 
0547 U : Is he wearing jeans? [initiation: question] 
0548 B : No, … [response: answer] 
0549 B : … he’s wearing a uniform, black pants and a blue shirt with 
long sleeves. [initiation: statement] 
(C146/P139) 
 
0472 E : Is it easy to find your house? [initiation: question] 
0473 B : I think it is. [response: answer] 
0474 B : I live in a new housing complex, …[initiation: statement] 
0475 B : … so all the houses look the same. [initiation: statement] 
0476 B : They have the same design, with a blue roof, and no fence. 
[initiation: statement] 
0477 B : They are all white and grey. [initiation: statement] 
0478 B : There’s a tree in front of every house. [initiation: statement] 
0479 B : But we have two trees. [initiation: statement] 
0480 B : One of them is a star-fruit tree. [initiation: statement] 
0481 E : Is it near the small bridge on Jalan Teratai? [initiation: 
question] 
0482 B : Yes. [response: answer] 
0483 B : My house is the one with a handycraft from Tana Toraja 
hanging on the front door. [initiation: statement] 
0484 B : It is triangle with beautiful carving. [initiation: statement] 
(C140/P133) 
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0496 E : Do you see my notebook? [initiation: question] 
0497 E : I put it on my desk, … [initiation: statement] 
0498 E : … but it is not there now. [initiation: statement] 
0499 B : What does it look like? [initiation: question] 
0500 E : It’s thick. [response: answer] 
0501 E : It has a blue hard cover. [response: answer] 
0502 B : Does it have a pink ribbon separator? [initiation: 
question] 
0503 B : This one? [initiation: question] 
0504 E : No. [response: answer] 
0505 E : The ribbon is white. [initiation: statement] 
0506 E : There is a sticker on the cover. [initiation: statement] 
0507 E : It’s shiny, white, round, with a picture of an orang-utan. 
[initiation: statement] 
(C142/P134) 
 
In the context unit C146, Udin (Sundanese) asked Beni (Batak) about 
the description of Simon, someone he was looking for. Here, Udin selected the 
Question twice: the first one inquiring about Simon’s appearance, and the second 
one proposing a polar question to get more detailed information as he was not 
satisfied by the information elicited from the first one. Udin is shown to be more 
actively gathering information using the Question as he was responsible to find 
Simon. It may be more apparent in the following exchange in which Beni 
proposed a new exchange, “He’s a bit fat and chubby. He’s wearing a black hat,” 
even without being asked by Udin. The same explanation applies for the other two 
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examples, only that in these two series of exchanges the Questions are notably not 
preceded by any proposition. Unlike Udin in the first example who preceded the 
Question, “Is he wearing jeans?” with some Statements, “Many people are tall and 
have fair skin here” as information for the background knowledge, the later 
examples show only questions in one single turn. This implies that Edo’s and 
Beni’s questions do not require specified background knowledge in order for their 
questions to work and that their acknowledgements for the previous proposition 
are kept being implicit. 
 
2) The Questions Representing Curiosity 
Aside from its natural function of representing the speaker’s effective 
initiations in directing, and thus developing the conversation as discussed above, 
the Question in itself conveys some qualities which may reflect the speaker’s 
motive for selecting this speech function. There are at least two of these qualities 
which are repetitively conveyed by the Questions in the data source: the curiosity 
and the concern for others. The following data exemplify the Questions which 
represents the curiosity of the speakers. 
0077 B : What’s up? [initiation: question] 
0078 E : I want to show you my drawing. [response: answer] 
0079 E : What do you think about it? [initiation: question] 
0080 B : Well, I think it’s good. [response: answer] 
0081 E : It is the landscape of my hometown. [initiation: statement] 
0082 B : Really? [initiation: question] 
0083 E : Yes, it is! [response: answer] 
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0084 E : Will you come someday? [initiation: question] 
0085 B : Yes, I will. [response: answer] 
0086 E : What about your hometown? [initiation: question] 
0087 E : Do you think it is good? [initiation: question] 
0088 B : Yes, …[response: answer] 
0089 B : … it’s beautiful. [initiation: statement] 
… … : … 
(C025/P019) 
 
0283 U : How many visitors are there in the zoo? [initiation: 
question] 
0284 S : There are few visitors in the zoo. [response: answer] 
(C080/069) 
 
0288 U : How much water do the horses drink? [initiation: 
question] 
0289 L : They drink a lot of water. [response: answer] 
(C082/P070) 
 
0290/C083 U : How many zookeepers are there in the zoo? [initiation: 
question] 
0291/C083 L : There aren’t many zookeepers in the zoo. [response: answer] 
(C083)/P070) 
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In the first context unit, Edo (Papuan) asked Beni’s (Batak) opinion 
about his drawing using the Question, “What do you think about it?” followed by 
telling him that it is a drawing of the landscape of his hometown. He then initiated 
a new exchange by asking Beni, “Will you come someday?” to which he 
answered “Yes, I will”. After that, he initiated another exchange with a Question, 
“What about your hometown?” followed by another Question specifying the 
previous Question, “Do you think it is good?” As seen in this series of Questions, 
Edo shows some interests in Beni’s point of views including his opinion about the 
drawing, whether he would come to his hometown, and his opinion about his own 
hometown. Not only does the curiosity concern the information about the hearer, 
but it can also concern any information that the hearer presumably has the 
knowledge of as shown by Udin’s (Sundanese) Questions in the context unit 
C080, C082, and C083 above. In these contexts, Udin asked the other ethnic 
characters about some zoo-themed Questions including the number of visitors in 
the zoo, the amount of water the horses drink, and the number of zookeepers in 
the zoo. It can be seen that these Questions reflect Udin’s curiosity about the zoo. 
 
3) The Questions Representing Concern for Others 
In addition to conveying curiosity, the Questions found in the data 
source also represent care or concern of their speakers as demonstrated by the data 
below. 
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0956 U : You look tired and sleepy. [initiation: statement] 
0957 U : Why? [initiation: question] 
0958 B : I only slept for three hours last night. [response: answer] 
(C185/P191) 
 
0855 B : Why was Mrs Murni angry? [initiation: question] 
0856 L : We did not listen…[response: answer] 
0857 L : … when she was reading us the story. [response: answer] 
(C174/P174) 
 
0815 B : You did not like Math in primary school? [initiation: 
question] 
0816 E : No, I did not like Math… [response: answer] 
0817 E : … because the teacher did not explain it clearly. [initation: 
statement] 
0818 E : But now it is my favourite subject… [initation: statement] 
0819 E : … because Mr Sihombing explains it clearly. [initation: 
statement] 
(C167/P160) 
 
Every Question to a certain degree shows its speaker’s care or concern 
for someone or something being questioned. Some Questions as found in the data 
source, as revealed by the data above, particularly show visible concern about 
someone’s condition (datum 095), state of mind (datum 0855), or personal 
preferences (datum 0815). Udin’s (Sundanese) Question, “Why?” in the context 
unit C185 shows his concern for Beni’s condition as he looked tired and sleepy. In 
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the context unit C174, Beni (Batak) asked Lina (Minahasan) the reason why Mrs 
Murni angry, suggesting his concern for Mrs Murni’s state of mind at the 
moment. Meanwhile in the context unit C167, Beni’s markedly realized Question, 
“You did not like Math in primary school?” reflects his concern about Edo’s 
dislike of Math in his primary school. This type of Question may reveal its 
speakers’ considerate personality as those who choose to convey their concerns 
through these Questions are usually willing to hear some explanations or longer 
Answers from the hearer, either to collect some information so that they can do 
something if possible or simply to let the hearer share some of their stories. 
 
4) The Questions Representing an Interactive Introductory Role 
There is another finding which concerns the semi-guidance texts as seen 
in the following data. 
0292 U : What do zookeepers do? [initiation: question] 
(C084/P071) 
 
0470 U : Which one is your house? [initiation: question] 
(C139/P133) 
 
0494 U : Do you see my notebook? [initiation: question] 
(C141/P134) 
 
0510 U : What do the shoes look like? [initiation: question] 
(C143/P135) 
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0535 U : What kind of T-shirt do you want? [initiation: question] 
(C145/P136) 
 
These Questions appeared before certain conversations in the data 
source, with the ethnic characters who select these Questions may not participate 
in the conversation themselves. They are not directed to other characters in the 
textbook, rather to the readers of the textbook as semi-guidance texts which gives 
the general idea of the following model texts. All the ethnic characters excluding 
Siti are assigned to this role at some points in the textbook, while interestingly the 
semi-guidance Questions are mostly delivered by Udin (Sundanese). Using these 
semi-guidance Questions as exemplified by the data above, Udin directly asks the 
readers as if inviting them to use the textbook interactively. This way, it is easier 
to draw readers’ attention and encourage them to focus on the model texts which 
follow. From these Questions, Udin may be perceived as being given the role of 
the guide in the textbook, although it is unknown whether it is done intentionally 
by the textbook designer. 
 
b. Statement 
Statement is the speech function which combines the speech role of 
giving and the exchange commodity of information. In Statement, the speaker 
invites the listener to receive certain information, and by receiving the 
information, the listener is expected to change or acquire a certain state of belief. 
From the findings of the research, it is revealed that the Statement is the most 
selected speech function among the six ethnic characters. This indicates that the 
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contexts of the exchanges in the textbook are mostly occurred in daily life and 
school setting, which nature implies more information being given rather than 
sought (Adejare, 2013). Notably in the school setting, where the ethnic characters, 
acting as fictional learners, are demanded to present ideas and give new 
information rather elaborately. 
As presented in the Research Findings, there are 591 occurrences of the 
Statements found in the data source. The distribution of these Statements among 
the six ethnic characters ranged from 77 occurrences (13.03%) represented by 
Udin (Sundanese) as the ethnic character with the lowest occurrences, to 111 
occurrences (18.78%) represented by Beni (Batak) as the one with the highest 
occurrences. The rest of the ethnic characters between these two were ranked from 
the highest occurrences as follows: Lina (Minahasan) with 18.44% occurrences, 
Dayu (Balinese) with 17.94% occurrences, Siti (Javanese) with 16.07% 
occurrences, and Edo (Papuan) with 15.74% occurrences. It is fascinating that 
Dayu (Balinese) and Siti (Javanese) contributed a quite high percentage of 
occurrences in this distribution of Statement, considering that both of them were 
mostly found to be in the opposite end of the spectrum in the other speech 
function distributions. The Statements chosen by the ethnic characters with high 
percentages of occurrences were taken as examples to be discussed and 
interpreted as follows. 
 
1) The Statements Representing Knowledge 
As an initiating speech function, Statement can be considered as the 
least engaging speech function in terms of activating the hearer to respond, 
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compared to the other speech function in the initiating move. Unlike the Question, 
Offer, and Command which are predetermined to require the hearer to respond, 
the response of a Statement is almost always optional. For this reason, the 
Statements, although they do initiate exchanges, they do not customarily initiate 
conversations or take place in the very first move of a conversation. Many 
Statements manifest themselves as initiations of exchanges in the form of 
additional information following the speech function of Answer or 
Acknowledgement. This additional information can be more specifically 
identified as explanations, descriptions, reasons, opinions, expectations, etc. 
Through these types of additional information, the knowledge is conveyed. The 
following data show some instances of the knowledge manifested in the 
Statements in the data source. 
0046 L : Don’t you understand of what she said? [initiation: question] 
0047 S : Yes, … [response: answer] 
0048 S : … she said that we should speak English in our English 
class. [initiation: statement] 
(C014/P014) 
 
0217 U : Can I sit here? [initiation: question] 
0218 E : No, … [response: answer] 
0219 E : … the chair’s leg is loose. [initiation: statement] 
(C066/P050) 
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0582 L : Is our Science teacher, Mrs Herlina, here? [initiation: 
question] 
0583 L : I’ve never met her. [initiation: statement] 
0584 D : Yes. [response: answer] 
0585 D : She’s here. [response: answer] 
0586 D : But I don’t know where she is now. [initiation: statement] 
0587 D : She’s in batik and black pants. [initiation: statement] 
0588 L : But, all the ladies here are wearing batik and black pants! 
[initiation: statement] 
0589 D : You are right. [response: acknowledgement] 
0590 D : Sorry. [initiation: statement] 
0591 D : Ah, there she is. [initiation: statement] 
0592 D  She is the big lady with glasses. [initiation: statement] 
0593 D  She sitting on the bench in front of the Principal’s office. 
[initiation: statement] 
0594 L  Which one? [initiation: question] 
0595 L  Two ladies are big … [initiation: statement] 
0596 L  … and wearing glasses. [initiation: statement] 
0597 L  Is she wearing a scarf. [initiation: question] 
0598 D  No, she is not. [response: answer] 
0599 D  She’s the one carrying a pink purse. [initiation: statement] 
(C148/P141) 
 
0416 E : The old car is still faster than the horse cart. [initiation: 
statement] 
0417 E : The cart is slower than the car. [initiation: statement] 
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0418 E : The car can run 80 kilometers an hour, … [initiation: 
statement] 
0419 E : … and the horse cart can run only 20 kilometers an hour. 
[initiation: statement] 
(C124/P112) 
 
0733 L : Indonesia is a big country. [initiation: statement] 
0734 L : It is between two continents, Asia and Australia, and 
between two oceans, the Pacific ocean and the Indian 
Ocean. [initiation: statement] 
0735 L : It is the largest archipelago in the world. [initiation: 
statement] 
0736 L : There are more than seventeen thousand islands in 
Indonesia. [initiation: statement] 
0737 L : We have a lot of islands. [initiation: statement] 
0738 L : The big ones are Papua, Kalimantan, Sumatera, Sulawesi, 
and Java. [initiation: statement] 
0739 L : Of the five islands, Java is the smallest, … [initiation: 
statement] 
0740 L : … but it is the most populated one. [initiation: statement] 
0741 L : We can find people from around Indonesia in Java. 
[initiation: statement] 
(C161/P150) 
 
In the first three context units, the Statements are used to give 
additional information which follows the speech function of Answer or 
Acknowledgement. In datum 0048, Siti (Javanese) explained her understanding of 
what her teacher’s said to Lina (Minahasan). In the datum 0219, Edo (Papuan) 
told Udin (Sundanese) the reason why he should not sit on the chair. Within the 
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context unit C148, the Statements in bold produced by Dayu (Balinese) describes 
Mrs Herlina’s appearance, so that Lina would be able to find her. These data show 
the Statements as the means to provide information which may come in the form 
of explanation, reason, or description, and that the ethnic characters who chose 
this speech function can be considered as the source of information. 
In the next examples, the Statements are used in monologs which, 
unlike the previous dialogs, have less possibility to occur in daily conversation 
without preceded by a specific context. The first monolog shows Edo (Papuan) 
who illustrated the comparison between a car and a horse cart, detailed with the 
exact number of speed the two vehicles can reach. Meanwhile in the second 
monolog, Lina (Minahasan) explained the geographical features of the country of 
Indonesia. These two monologs can be categorized as the more academic-oriented 
texts which contains knowledge of a particular interest which come naturally 
when the data source adopted the school settings as its contexts, as it did 
regularly. The last monolog is especially observable for having its own field of 
study with its use of some scientific terminologies. The similarity can be drawn 
between all these five context units is that the Statements reflect knowledge, from 
the general ones such as the comprehension of what other people have said, the 
perceptiveness of one’s surroundings, or the quality of being familiar with 
someone, to the more specific ones such as the knowledge about vehicles or 
Indonesia’s geographical features. This denotes the ethnic characters with 
frequent occurrences of Statements to be the perceptive, well-informed, or 
knowledgeable characters.  
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2) The Statements Representing the Role of a Reliable Narrator 
Other than being preceded by the Answers or the Acknowledgements, 
there is a situation where a list of Statements can come naturally without being 
preceded by any other function, that is, in a monologue. As Longacre (1996: 124) 
defines the monolog as a “Prolonged self-expression in which one person speaks 
to a group of people who take the passive role of hearers…,” the statements can 
normally initiate without any expectation of being responded, as long as the 
information is successfully given and accepted. He also notes that a monologue 
can be included in a dialog or a conversation, as long as it retains its prolonged 
and uninterrupted structure with a clear boundary of its beginning and end. There 
are a number of spoken monologs in the data source which contribute to the 
recurring circumstances of Statements as exemplified below. 
0666 L : I like my classmates. [initiation: statement] 
0667 L : We are close to each other. [initiation: statement] 
0668 L : We tease each other, … [initiation: statement] 
0669 L : … but we do not get angry easily. [initiation: statement] 
0670 L : We play together. [initiation: statement] 
0671 L : We study together. [initiation: statement] 
0672 L : But I do not like a number of things about them. 
[initiation: statement] 
0673 L : Some are not discipline. [initiation: statement] 
0674 L : They do not do their work seriously. [initiation: statement] 
0675 … : … 
(C156/P146) 
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1011 S : When I was in Grade VI, … [initiation: statement] 
1012 S : … my class had a tour to a small village. [initiation: 
statement] 
1013 S : We visited a cow farm. [initiation: statement] 
1014 S : We got there in late afternoon on Saturday. [initiation: 
statement] 
1015 S : It was almost sunset. [initiation: statement] 
1016 S : We spent the night in a big house. [initiation: statement] 
1017 S : On Sunday morning, very early before sunrise, we walked 
to the farm. [initiation: statement] 
1018 S : When we got there, … [initiation: statement] 
1019 S : … some farmers were milking the cow. [initiation: 
statement] 
… … : … 
1028 S : At 10, we took a rest. [initiation: statement] 
1029 S : They gave each of us a big glass of cold fruity yoghurt. 
[initiation: statement] 
1030 S : Then we went home. [initiation: statement] 
1031 S : I will never forget the trip to the farm. [initiation: 
statement] 
(C188/P196) 
 
These data are two monologs consisting of only the speech function of 
Statement. In the first monolog Lina (Minahasan) described the things she likes 
and dislikes about her classmates, while in the second monolog Siti (Javanese) 
told her experience when she had a tour to a village. This type of monolog 
consisting of list of Statements is found to recur in the data source, especially in 
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the latter chapters of the textbook. Lina’s monolog represents a descriptive 
monolog in which Statements are used to give information about the 
characteristics of something. Meanwhile Siti’s monolog is a narrative monolog 
which tells continuous events happening in the past. Both these uses of Statements 
assign a role to the ethnic characters as a reliable ‘narrator’ or a ‘storyteller’ in 
which the hearers, or in this case the readers of the textbook, are to receive the 
information and to rely on the ethnic characters’ description or narration. 
Interestingly, the lengthy descriptive and narrative monologs found in the 
textbook mostly contain information or opinions centered on the narrators as seen 
from the frequent use of the first person personal pronouns in the monologs. There 
are Statements which contain the information about others, but they are often in 
shorter lists of Statements, such as some additional information following an 
Answer or Acknowledgement. It can actually be understood as the monologs act 
as model texts for 2nd grade learners of Junior High School in which it is in their 
proficiency level to recreate texts based on the information about them or the 
things around them. 
 
3) The Statements Representing an Expectation for an Agreement 
The previous discussions have addressed the general Statements which 
naturally do not have the power to require the hearer to respond, and rather, 
leaving the next move to depend on the hearer whether to respond or continued on 
a new exchange. Actually, there is a type of Statement which has the ability to 
demand a response from the hearer in the form of an Acknowledgement, that is, 
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the Statement which features a mood-tag at the end of its structure. This type of 
Statement is also found in the data source as exemplified in the following data. 
0114 S : Look, … [initiation: command] 
0115 S : … this is my cat. [initiation: statement] 
0116 S : She’s cute, isn’t she? [initiation: statement] 
0117 L : Yes, … [response: acknowledgement] 
0118 L : … I think she’s cute. [initiation: statement] 
(C034/P024) 
 
0173 L : Good morning. [salutory speech function] 
0174 L : What can I do for you? [initiation: question] 
0175 U : I just received an invitation card for your birthday. [response: 
answer] 
0176 L : You are coming, aren't you? [initiation: statement] 
0177 U : Yes, I am. [response: acknowledgement] 
0178 U : Thanks for inviting me. [salutory speech function] 
(C059/P044) 
 
As these data show, the two Statements are each responded by an 
Acknowledgement which serves to convey agreement. In the first context unit, 
Siti (Javanese) is seen showing her cat to Lina (Minahasan) while expressing her 
opinion about the cat with the Statement, “She’s cute, isn’t she?” The mood-tag in 
her Statement ‘isn’t she?’ represents an expectation for an agreement. Without 
this mood-tag, Siti would only give an opinion without concerning about Lina’s 
agreement to her opinion. Similarly, in the datum 0176 of the next context unit, 
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Lina’s Statement, “You are coming, aren’t you?” shows her assumption that Udin 
would be coming to her birthday party, and using the mood-tag ‘aren’t you?’ she 
looked for Udin’s agreement to her assumption. It is also to be noted that in 
informal conversations, this mood-tag is often replaced by the word ‘right’ at the 
end of the Statement, functioning the same as the mood-tag. As briefly mentioned 
in the discussion of the marked realization of the Question, this Statement can 
actually be closer to a Question markedly realized by the Declarative, only that 
while the Question represents more doubt or curiosity which demands a 
clarification or confirmation, the Statement featuring mood-tag demands an 
agreement to the given information or opinion. This difference, though, may blur 
when realized with a certain intonation. However, since there is no way to find out 
the intonation it is spoken with by only the written data, the researcher decided to 
analyze all these speech functions featuring mood-tag as Statements for the sake 
of uniformity. There are 7 occurrences of this type of Statement in the data source 
with the distribution: Beni (Batak) and Udin (Sundanese) each with 2 occurrences, 
and Siti (Javanese), Lina (Minahasan), and Edo (Papuan) each with 1 occurrence, 
leaving Dayu (Balinese) to choose none of these Statements. These Statements 
reflect a possibility of their speakers to demonstrate more interactive exchanges 
while using the normally less active speech function of the Statement. 
 
4) The Statements Representing the Role Model for Grammar Learning 
Lastly, there is another noteworthy finding regarding the Statements 
which came into view when they were examined from a different light, i.e. 
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grammatically, as a variety of grammatical constructions and forms is displayed in 
a Statement. 
0328 E : My mother is watering the plants. [initiation: statement] 
0329 E : My Father is cooking spaghetti. [initiation: statement] 
0330 E : My brother is washing his bicycle. [initiation: statement] 
0331 E : My sister is sweeping the floor. [initiation: statement] 
(C102/P097) 
 
0364 E : Rani has so many friend… [initiation: statement] 
0365 E : … even though she does not have much money. [initiation: 
statement] 
0366 L : She’s friendly and helpful, … [initiation: statement] 
0367 L : … so everyone like her. [initiation: statement] 
(C114/P104) 
 
0368 D : Although Mr Erry is old, … [initiation: statement] 
0369 D : … he is still an energetic teacher. [initiation: statement] 
0370 U : It is because he loves sport. [initiation: statement] 
0371 D : Yes, … [response: acknowledgement] 
0372 D : … he also teaches his student happily, … [initiation: 
statement] 
0373 D : … so all of his students love him. [initiation: statement] 
(C115/P104) 
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0374 L : I think Bono will win the race! [initiation: statement] 
0375 S : I think so too. [initiation: statement] 
0376 S : Bono is smaller… [initiation: statement] 
0377 S : … but stronger than Gani. [initiation: statement] 
0378 S : Gani is bigger… [initiation: statement] 
0379 S : … but weaker than Bono. [initiation: statement] 
(C116/P109) 
 
0450 D : I saw Malin Kundang on TV last night. [initiation: 
statement] 
0451 D : I think the book is more interesting than the film. 
[initiation: statement] 
(C132/P115) 
 
0825 S : Are you going to eat your lunch now? [initiation: question] 
0826 L : No! [response: answer] 
0827 L : It is my breakfast. [initiation: statement] 
0828 L : I did not have breakfast… [initiation: statement] 
0829 L : … before I went to school this morning. [initiation: 
statement] 
0830 L : I woke up at six… [initiation: statement] 
0831 L : … because I went to bed very late last night. [initiation: 
statement] 
0832 L : I did my homework until ten. [initiation: statement] 
(C169/P160) 
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As seen in the data above, every Statement reflects certain underlying 
grammatical constructions. In the data 0328-0331, Edo (Papuan) repetitively used 
the same grammatical construction of present continuous tense to describe what 
his parents were doing. In the data 0364-0373, Edo, Lina (Minahasan), Udin 
(Sundanese) and Dayu (Balinese) conversed about some topics with distinctively 
similar structures of commenting on two opposite ideas using the conjunction 
‘although’ or ‘even though’ and two cause-and-effect ideas using the conjunction 
‘because’ or ‘so’. In the data 0374-0379 and 0450-0451, Siti (Javanese) and Dayu 
were comparing some qualities of two subjects using the lexical suffix of ‘-er’ and 
the construction of ‘more… than’. Lastly, in the context unit C169, Lina were 
telling Siti what she had done the previous night which made her missed her 
breakfast, noticeably using the past tense structure as opposed to the present 
continuous tense used earlier in the conversation. In all those data, the ethnic 
characters who selected the Statements regularly became the examples as to how 
to use certain grammatical constructions for the readers or learners to examine, 
deconstruct, and recreate texts as exemplified. It is surely that not only Statement, 
but every speech function in the data source, reflects a grammatical system. 
However, observing the many occurrences of Statements and their repetitive 
nature of having similar grammatical constructions within a single context, the 
Statements seem to be featured as the basis for introducing the system to the 
readers of the textbook, or in this regard, the 2nd grade learners of Junior High 
School. 
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c. Offer 
Offer is the equivalence of Statement in the exchange commodity of 
goods-&-services. While a Statement gives information, Offer accompanies the 
proposal of giving some particular goods or services. Apparently there was only 
one occurrence of Offer found in the data source, selected by Beni (Batak) in the 
very beginning of the textbook as quoted in the following datum in bold. 
0002 B : Hi, … [salutory speech function] 
0003 B : May I introduce myself. [initiation: offer] 
0004 B : My name is Beni. [initiation: statement] 
(C002/P009) 
 
The context of the exchange is that Beni introduced himself to the 
readers, beginning with a salutory function and followed by the Offer, “May I 
introduce myself” which can be interpreted as Beni offered himself to give a 
certain service, i.e. an introduction, to the readers. Such Offer demonstrates the 
willingness of the speaker to do or give certain goods-&-services to the hearer. 
However, considering the context, the datum actually represents a common 
expression normally used in the beginning of an introduction that it may not make 
a notable example of an Offer, especially since it may be selected spontaneously 
and rather considered as a part of the tradition in introducing oneself. 
Apart from this datum, there was no other occurrence of Offer found in 
the data source. It is unknown as to why Offer is selected by none of the other 
ethnic characters. It may be that this particular speech function is overlooked by 
default in the designing process or it may also be because it is intentionally left 
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out for it has yet to be introduced in the 2nd grade of Junior High School 
curriculum. Although a confirmation by the textbook designers is necessary, the 
latter possibility is considerable due to the complexity of the Offer as it has no 
particular unmarked realization, and thus may be realized in varied mood 
structures to deserve its own in-depth chapter. 
 
d. Command 
Command is the speech function which serves to ask for goods-&-
services. It assigns the hearer to do something, as opposed to Offer which allows 
the speaker himself to do something. The realization of Command may lead to 
varied interpretations and effects on the hearer as this particular speech function 
utilizes the power or authority of the speaker to enact the hearer’s following 
action. It may leave certain impression on the speaker, with regard to the 
authoritativeness, which depends on how he/she carries out the Command. 
Therefore, the speaker who chooses the speech function of Command is normally 
aware of his/her relationship with the hearer and proceeds with certain realization 
of Command which suggests this relationship. For example, the Command 
realized by a boss to his workers will be different to the one carried out by a 
learner to his classmates or friends of the same age. 
As summarized in the Research Findings, it was found out that there 
were a total of 74 occurrences of Commands in the data source. Among the six 
ethnic characters, these Commands were from the highest to the lowest 
percentages comprised of 27.03% occurrences selected by Edo (Papuan), 25.68% 
occurrences selected by Lina (Minahasan), 14.86% occurrences selected by Beni 
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(Batak), 12.16% occurrences selected by Udin (Sundanese), 10.81% occurrences 
selected by Dayu (Balinese), and lastly 9.46% occurrences were of Siti’s 
(Javanese). From these results, it was revealed that Edo (Papuan) and Lina 
(Minahasan) dominated the distribution with considerable number of percentages 
apart from the rest of the ethnic characters. However, considering the varied mood 
realizations of Command even within its unmarked mood structure of the 
Imperative, these results may be more meaningful to be discussed and interpreted 
with regard to these realizations. 
The Command has a distinctive mood realization compared to the other 
speech functions as the structure, the Imperative mood, normally does not 
explicitly require the mood elements of Finite and Subject. Some exceptions to 
this make up some variations to the Imperative mood structure which gives each 
of them a different impression with regard to the politeness, directness, or the 
authoritative manner the Command may imply. These variations include the 
negative polarity of the structure which uses the Finite along with the ‘not’ 
element, the specialized Let’s Imperative which assigns the element ‘Let’s’ as the 
Subject, and the Imperative structure in which the element of Finite or Subject is 
deliberately marked. The last circumstance is apparently not found in the data 
source, while the first two occurred regularly in addition to the unmarked positive 
Imperative mood which generally begins with the Residue element of the 
Predicator. The following data exemplify these unmarked realizations of the 
Command. 
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1) The Commands Representing Close Social Relationship 
The first mood realization of the Command to be discussed is the 
regular positive Imperative structure as exemplified by the following data in bold. 
… … : … 
0175 U : I just received an invitation card for your birthday. [response: 
answer] 
0176 L : You are coming, aren't you? [initiation: question] 
0177 U : Yes, I am. [response: answer] 
0178 U : Thanks for inviting me. [salutory function] 
0179 L : No problem. [salutory function] 
0180 L : Oh ya, don’t forget the dress code, ok? [initiation: command] 
0181 U : I’m still thinking about it actually. [response: disclaimer] 
0182 L : 
Be there 
Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
Residue 
[initiation: command] 
0183 L : … and don’t be late. [initiation: command] 
0184 U : I’ll do my best. [initiation: statement] 
0185 L : All right, see you soon! [salutory function] 
(C059/P044) 
 
0114 S : 
Look, 
Predicator 
Residue 
[initiation: command] 
0115 S : … this is my cat. [initiation: statement] 
(C034/P024) 
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0394 B : 
Look! 
Predicator 
Residue 
[initiation: command] 
0395 B : That one on the left is a mountain. [initiation: statement] 
0396 B : And on the right is a hill. [initiation: statement] 
0397 B : The mountain is higher than the hill. [initiation: statement] 
(C119/P109) 
 
0152 B : Will you join us to the library? [initiation: command] 
0153 U : Okay, … [response: answer] 
0154 U : 
but wait a minute. 
 Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
 Residue 
[initiation: command] 
(C052/P042) 
 
0211 L : Can I use your pen? [initiation: command] 
0212 D : Sure. [response: answer] 
0213 D : 
Take the green one. 
Predicator Complement 
Residue 
[initiation: command] 
0214 D : Don’t use the red one. [initiation: command] 
0215 D : There’s no ink on it. [initiation: command] 
(C065/P050) 
 
The sense of authority of the Commands with positive polarity 
generally depends on the relationship between the speaker and the hearer, rather 
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than the structure itself. This is due to the nature of the structure being the most 
unmarked realization of Commands, that the sense of authority is perceived more 
contextually especially with regard to the power of the speaker. For example, the 
context unit C059 above shows the conversation between Udin (Sundanese) and 
Lina (Minahasan) about him coming to Lina’s birthday party. In this context, Lina 
and Udin are friends of approximately the same age as well as classmates. As Lina 
used the positive Imperative “Be there” in the datum 0182, the Command realized 
can be perceived as a friendly Command which says more about Lina’s 
enthusiasm and expectation for Udin to come to her party rather than a strict 
Command. After all, according to their previous exchange, Udin had said that he 
intended to come to her party. On the contrary, if it is spoken by a manager of a 
corporation to his employees, the structure “Be there” is enough for the employees 
to interpret it as an obligatory Command ordered by the person in control. The 
unmarked positive Imperative Commands in this data source are thus closer to 
casual and friendly Commands carried out between friends. These Commands 
show more enthusiasm in the characters’ social relationship as exemplified by 
data 0114, “Look,” and 0394, “Look!” which simply asked for attention to 
particular interesting sights, or data 0154, “… wait a minute,” and 0213, “Take the 
green one,” in which the Commands follow some supportive Answers and are 
stimulated by certain cooperative reasons normally happened in the social life, 
rather than some dutiful Commands. 
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2) The Commands Representing Determined Restriction 
As opposed to the positive Command realization, the following data in 
bold exemplify the Commands with the negative polarity still realized by the 
Imperative structure noticeably with the visible Finite. 
… … : … 
0175 U : I just received an invitation card for your birthday. [response: 
answer] 
0176 L : You are coming, aren't you? [initiation: question] 
0177 U : Yes, I am. [response: answer] 
0178 U : Thanks for inviting me. [salutory function] 
0179 L : No problem. [salutory function] 
0180 L : 
Oh ya, don’t forget the dress code, ok? 
 Finite Predicator Complement Tag 
 Mood Residue  
[initiation: command] 
0181 U : I’m still thinking about it actually. [response: disclaimer] 
0182 L : Be there… [initiation: command] 
0183 L : 
and don’t be late. 
 Finite Predicator Complement 
 Finite Residue 
[initiation: command] 
0184 U : I’ll do my best. [initiation: statement] 
(C059/P044) 
 
0226 U : It’s very cold. [initiation: statement] 
0227 U : Can I wear your jacket? [initiation: question] 
0228 E : Sure. [response: answer] 
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0229 E : I have two jackets. [initiation: statement] 
0230 E : 
Don’t forget to wash 
Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue 
[initiation: command] 
0231 E : … before you return it to me, ok? [initiation: statement] 
(C068/P050) 
 
0217 U : Can I sit here? [initiation: question] 
0218 E : No, … [response: answer] 
0219 E : … the chair’s leg is loose. [initiation: statement] 
0220 E : 
Don’t sit on it. 
Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue 
[initiation: command] 
0221 E : Please take the seat near the window. [initiation: command] 
(C066/P050) 
 
As exemplified by the data above, the realization of the Command with 
negative polarity is characterized by the Finite ‘do’ and the negative polarity 
element of ‘not’, in which both contract to ‘don’t’. These Commands are still 
realized by the unmarked Imperative, only that the Finite is made explicit as it is 
combined with the ‘not’ element. These Commands with negative polarity 
typically show determined restriction and more functional than its positive 
counterpart. For instance, in the context unit C059 in which Lina (Minahasan) 
invited Udin (Sundanese) to her birthday party, she asked Udin not to forget about 
the dress code (datum 0180) for then Udin replied in serious manner that he was 
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still undecided about it. The same interpretation also applies to the datum 0183, in 
which Udin’s reply, “I’ll do my best” is in response to the Command “… and 
don’t be late” instead of the previous positive unmarked Command “Be there…” 
(datum 0182), notably considering that both were carried out consecutively. The 
datum 0220, “Don’t sit on it” is even more meaningful and probably also shows 
more distance especially as the Command is followed by another Command with 
the addition of the word ‘please’ which will be discussed in the later examples. 
Furthermore, it is also fascinating that this negative form of Command, although 
in itself is more determined than the unmarked positive Commands appeared in 
the data source, is sometimes used in a manner that it makes less direct the 
possibly even more straightforward positive form of the Command so that it 
would not appear too demanding or to keep their social distance as close as their 
friendly relationship. This can be made apparent by altering the negative form to 
the positive form by replacing certain meaningful words in the structure. For 
example, the Command “don’t forget the dress code,” in datum 0180, would 
sound more direct if it is rephrased into “remember the dress code” as it also 
works the same way for the datum 0183, “don’t be late” when it is changed into 
“be early,” or the datum 0230, “Don’t forget to wash” when it is changed into 
“Remember to wash.” This may be because of that some positive Imperative 
structures imply explicit and definite Command, while the negative form may 
avoid such explicitness of the Command. 
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3) The Commands Representing Non-authoritative Invitation 
Apart from the regular Imperative realization of Commands with either 
positive or negative polarity, the next structure to be discussed is the specialized 
Let’s Imperative realization. As the name suggests, the structure is marked by the 
contraction ‘let’s’ or ‘let us’ in its realization as shown in the following data. 
0042 E : Hey, … [salutory function] 
0043 E : 
Let’s Go to the canteen! 
Subject Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue 
[initiation: command] 
0044 B : Sure. [response: acknowledgement] 
(C013/P012) 
 
0447 E : 
Let’s sit on the bench under the tree. 
Subject Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue 
[initiation: command] 
0448 E : I think it is more comfortable there. [initiation: statement] 
0449 E : It’s shady and cool. [initiation: statement] 
(C131/P115) 
 
0880 E : 
Let’s work together to plan our texts to tell 
our experience? 
Subject Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue 
[initiation: command] 
0881 U : Okay. [response: acknowledgement] 
0882 U : I’ll tell how my brother and I made the garden benches. 
[initiation: statement] 
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0883 E : I’ll tell how we won the First Prize of the Classroom 
Competition. [initiation: statement] 
0884 E : What about you Lina? [initiation: question] 
0885 L : I will tell my sister’s funny experience last Saturday. 
[response: answer] 
0886 L : She went to school on Saturday! [initiation: statement] 
0887 E : 
Let’s start with Udin’s story. 
Subject Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue 
[initiation: command] 
(C181/P182) 
 
The element ‘let’s’ in this structure is, as Halliday and Matthiessen 
(2004) mention, analyzed as the Subject. It is also to be noted that, even though 
the Imperative structure allows the Subject to be the first person singular I, the 
second person singular/plural you, or the first person plural you and I, the let’s 
Imperative is typically restricted to the first person plural Let us, since the first 
person singular Let me has its function blended with the mood type of an Offer, 
while the second person Let you is considered archaic and no longer exists 
(Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004). The let’s Imperative structure is probably the 
least authoritative Imperative structure considering that it lets the demanded 
service to be performed by both the speaker and the hearer, together. As seen in 
the datum 0043 in which Edo (Papuan) invited Beni (Batak) to go to the canteen 
with him, probably to get some food together, instead of asking Beni to do the 
service for him. The let’s Imperative is also less demanding or of no significant 
Command, as it implies more of a suggestion or an invitation rather than a 
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determined order. This can be observed in the datum 0447, in which Edo 
suggested or invited an anonymous character to sit on the bench under the tree 
with him using the let’s Imperative Command, followed by two Statements, “I 
think it is more comfortable there” and “It’s shady and cool” as if providing the 
reasons why he would suggest to do so. While there is the formal form Let us, 
there is only the contracted ‘let’s’ form found in the data source and thus the 
Commands realized by the let’s Imperative also construct a friendly or informal 
atmosphere and shows closeness of the speakers’ relationship as exemplified by 
the context unit C181 in which two let’s Imperative Commands are carried out by 
Udin (Sundanese) as he, Edo (Papuan), and Lina (Minahasan) had a friendly 
discussion on planning their texts together. 
 
4) The Commands Representing Polite Attitude 
In the following data samples, the unmarked Imperatives realizing 
Commands, both with the positive and the negative polarity as discussed 
previously, are noticeably having the Adjunct element ‘please’ added to its 
structure either in the beginning or its end. 
0155 S : 
Please come with me to see the 
principal! 
Comment 
Adj. 
 Circumstantial 
Adjunct 
 Complement 
Predicator 
 Residue 
[initiation: command] 
0156 L : Sorry, … [response: disclaimer] 
0157 L : … I’m busy. [initiation: statement] 
(C053/P042) 
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0203 S : You can wear a batik shirt or a formal shirt. [initiation: 
statement] 
 
0204 S : 
But please don’t wear T-shirt. 
 Comment Adj. Finite Predicator Complement 
  Mood Residue 
[initiation: command] 
(C062/P048) 
 
0217 U : Can I sit here? [initiation: question] 
0218 E : No, … [response: answer] 
0219 E : … the chair’s leg is loose. [initiation: statement] 
0220 E : Don’t sit on it. [initiation: command] 
0221 E : 
Please take the seat near the window. 
Comment 
Adjunct 
Predicator Complement Circumstantial 
Adjunct 
 Residue 
[initiation: command] 
(C066/P050) 
 
This addition of the Comment Adjunct ‘please’ does not actually affect 
the proposition grammatically, as in making up a new distinct Imperative 
structure, rather it affects the proposition semantically by modifying the force of 
the Command to be less direct and alternatively, more polite. As demonstrated by 
the data above, if for example the Adjunct ‘please’ is omitted from the datum 
0155 “Please come with me to see the principal,” leaving only “Come with me to 
see the principal,” the Command can be perceived as being more directive. 
Similarly in the datum 0204, “But please don’t wear T-shirt,” rephrased without 
the Adjunct ‘please’, the Command “But don’t wear T-shirt” would sound more 
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controlling. This addition of ‘please’ softens the Command with a possibly strict 
sense of authority, considerably modifying an ‘order’ into more of a ‘request’. 
Interestingly, the more polite a Command is, the more it suggests the distance 
between the speaker’s and the hearer’s social relationship. As exemplified by the 
datum 0221, if Edo (Papuan) and Udin (Sundanese) are really close friends, Edo 
may just say “Take the seat near the window,” instead of “Please take the seat 
near the window,” without making the Command too directive. This also applies 
to the previous examples and other circumstances of Command with the Adjunct 
‘please’ in the data source, indicating some possibilities of questioning such as 
whether the ethnic characters’ relationship is really close, whether the Adjunct 
‘please’ is actually a necessary addition to those Commands carried out by the 
ethnic characters, or whether the textbook designers intentionally avoid using the 
direct and authoritative Commands in the textbook by adding the Adjunct ‘please’ 
to the Commands which have the possibility of being too directive. 
Examining all the variations of Imperative structure found in the data 
source above, it seems to lead to the conclusion that the textbook designers had 
intended to avoid having the Commands to be too directive and show friendly 
Commands instead as exemplified by the positive Imperative realization, less 
directive Commands as discussed in the negative Imperative realization, non-
authoritative Commands as instantiated in the Let’s Imperative realization, and 
polite Commands as shown by the addition of the Adjunct ‘please’ to the some of 
the Commands. Although, in the last realization, it may result in some 
unnecessary addition of ‘please’ which makes the close social distance between 
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the ethnic characters demonstrated in the overall speech function realizations to be 
questioned in some of the ‘please’ Commands realizations. 
 
5) The Commands Representing Knowledge 
Although it is not its primary function to give information, the 
Commands are often found containing some information which is manifested as a 
motive for demanding goods-&-services. The following data exemplify these 
instances. 
0205 L : 
For exercise, please run, 
Circumstantial Adjunct Comment Adjunct Predicator 
   
  
Residue 
[initiation: command] 
0206 L : 
walk, 
Predicator 
Residue 
[initiation: command] 
0207 L : 
Or Ride a bicycle. 
 Predicator Complement 
 Residue 
[initiation: command] 
0208 L : 
Don’t use expensive tools. 
Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue 
[initiation: command] 
(C063/P048) 
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0209 U : 
For your health, do 
not 
eat too much 
instant noodle. 
Circumstantial Adj. Finite Predicator Complement 
 Mood  
Residue 
[initiation: command] 
0210 U : 
Eat more vegetables or fresh fruits. 
Predicator Complement 
Residue 
[initiation: command] 
(C064/P048) 
 
The speech functions containing specific knowledge are not only 
represented by the Commands in the data source, but are also found in the 
Statements as discussed in the previous section. The difference would be that the 
knowledge in the Commands is expected to be made practical as the speech 
function enables the participants of the exchange to perform some services, while 
the knowledge in the Statements is more about being transferred or conveyed 
between the participants of the exchange. In the data 0205-0208 above, Lina 
(Minahasan) shared some tips on cheap exercises using the Commands, hinting at 
her background knowledge or perhaps experience on the topic. Meanwhile in the 
data 0209-0210, Udin (Sundanese) suggested not to eat too much instant noodle 
and recommended to eat more vegetables or fresh fruits for health, implying him 
having the knowledge of what is possibly the danger of eating too much instant 
noodles or the advantages of eating more vegetables or fresh fruits for health. The 
knowledge in those Commands are not only transferred to the hearer, but is also 
accompanied by the initiative for the hearer to put them into action. The ethnic 
characters choosing such Commands may be perceived not only as being 
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knowledgeable or well-informed about certain topics, but also being influential for 
the persuasive nature of the Commands dealing with the knowledge in use. 
 
6) The Commands Representing the Interactive Directive Role 
The semi-guidance texts in the data source are not only found in the 
form of Questions as revealed in earlier discussion, but also are demonstrated by 
the Commands as well. These Commands are used to give explicit direction to 
tasks or activities designed in the textbook as shown in the following data. 
0325 E : 
Look at the picture below! 
Predicator Circumstantial Adj. Circumstantial Adj. 
Residue 
[initiation: command] 
0326 E : Here is a picture of my family. [initiation: statement] 
0327 E : 
Let’s see what they are doing! 
Subject Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue 
[initiation: command] 
(C101/P097) 
 
1047 D : Have you ever texted your friends in English? [initiation: 
question] 
 
1048 D : 
You should try it! 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue 
[initiation: command] 
1049 D : 
Work in pairs. 
Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
Residue 
[initiation: command] 
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1050 D : 
Text each other, about each of the following. 
Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Residue 
[initiation: command] 
(C192/P205) 
 
Similar to those in the Questions, these semi-guidance texts are spoken 
by the ethnic characters and directed to the readers of the textbook, as if the ethnic 
characters speak directly to the readers in order to give some sort of introductions, 
instructions or ideas with regard to making use of the model texts which follow. 
With regard to the Commands, the texts represent directions for the readers to 
follow a set of instructions leading to a task, an assignment, or certain activities. 
Unlike the semi-guidance texts in the form of Questions which are mostly spoken 
by Udin (Sundanese), those in the form of Commands are, in addition to Udin, 
also delivered by Edo (Papuan) as seen in data 0325 and 0327 above, Dayu 
(Balinese) as seen in data 1048-1050, as well as Lina (Minahasan). These ethnic 
characters are thus assigned to play the role of engaging the readers to interact 
with the model texts effectively using the speech function of the Command. 
 
e. Answer 
Answer represents the expected response to a Question. It serves as the 
speech role which provides information demanded by the Question, and thus in 
this regard, the Answer can also be identified as the Statement in the responding 
move. Similar to the Statement, the Answer is also realized by the Declarative in 
its unmarked mood realization. The fact that both the Answer and the Statement 
serve the same speech role and share the same unmarked mood realization may 
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cause some confusion in differentiating the two speech functions. This is 
especially the case when the Statement follows an Answer as additional 
information. The following data shows how the Answers and the Statements in 
the data source are analyzed differently. 
0798 B : What are you carrying? [initiation: question] 
0799 U : They are toy cars. [response: answer] 
0800 U : I collected them… [initiation: statement] 
0801 U : … when I was in elementary school. [initiation: statement] 
(C165/P159) 
 
0868 U : Who did you give my book to? [initiation: question] 
0869 D : I gave it to your aunt. [response: answer] 
0870 D : I met her… [initiation: statement] 
0871 D : … when she was feeding your brother, Budi, in the front 
yard. [initiation: statement] 
(C178/P175) 
 
These data in bold exemplify the ‘short Answers’, or the Answers 
which provide relatively limited information required by the Question. This type 
of Answer is usually followed by additional information in the form of 
Statements. In the context unit C165, for instance, Udin’s (Sundanese) Answer, 
“They are toy cars” to Beni’s (Batak) Question, “What are you carrying?” already 
answered the required missing information in the Question represented by the 
WH-element ‘What’. The following information, represented by the Statements in 
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data 0800-0801, is thus additional information which is supplementary and no 
longer answered the Question. Theoretically, the key concept of distinguishing the 
Answer from the Statements which follows is the shared ‘proposition’ between 
the Question and the Answer. This is ideally exemplified by the next data samples 
in the context unit C178, in which Udin’s Question, “Who did you give my book 
to?” shares the same proposition with Dayu’s (Balinese) Answer, “I gave it to 
your aunt,” containing the Subject ‘Dayu’ referred to as ‘you’ in the Question and 
‘I’ in the Answer, and the same Finite ‘did’ with the Predicator ‘give’. However, 
in real life context, especially in informal exchanges, the analysis of Answer relies 
more on the relevance of the Answer and the constitution of the missing 
information required by the Question. As in the previous example, in response to 
Beni’s (Batak) Question, “What are you carrying?” Udin’s Answer can be ideally 
constructed as, “(I am carrying) toy cars” instead of “They are toy cars”, in which 
the Subject of the proposition between the Question and the Answer is changed. 
Nevertheless, Udin’s response works as an Answer as it managed to specifically 
provide the expected missing information of the Question. 
While the short Answer is usually selected in response to the Questions 
with the WH-element of Who/What/Where/When, those with the WH-element of 
‘How’ or ‘Why’ often require longer Answers as exemplified by the Answers in 
data 0353-0355 and data 0873-0875 below. 
- X : Why do you come late? [initiation: question] 
0353 B : It’s because I missed the bus. [response: answer] 
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0354 B : I took an Ojeg… [response: answer] 
0355 B : … but I couldn’t come on time still. [response: answer] 
(C111/P102) 
 
0876 B : How did you get that bad scar on your knee? [initiation: 
question] 
0877 E : I tripped over something… [response: answer] 
0878 E : … and fell… [response: answer] 
0879 E : … when I was running to catch the bus. [response: answer] 
(C180/P176) 
 
0539 U : Hallo. [salutory function] 
0540 U : I’m in the bus terminal now, …[initiation: statement] 
0541 U : … but I still cannot find Simon. [initiation: statement] 
0542 U : What is he like? [initiation: question] 
0543 B : He’s tall. [response: answer] 
0544 B : He’s got a fair skin. [response: answer] 
(C146/P139) 
 
… … : … 
0920 U : What did the students do with the desks and chairs? 
[initiation: question] 
0921 E : Some of us washed the desks and the chairs. [response: 
answer] 
0922 E : Some furnished them. [response: answer] 
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0923 E : Some fixed the legs. [response: answer] 
0924 L : So, we won the competition! [initiation: statement] 
(C182/P185) 
 
The data 0353-0355 shows Beni’s (Batak) Answers to a teacher’s 
Questions, “Why do you come late?” These Answers are in the form of sequence 
of events consisting of three propositions, “It’s because I missed the bus,” “I took 
an Ojeg…,” and “…but I couldn’t come on time still”, otherwise the Answers 
may be unsatisfying or inadequate if conveyed by only the first proposition. 
Similarly, in data 0877-0879, Edo (Papuan) explained how he got the scar on his 
knee in response to Beni’s Question, “How did you get that bad scar on your 
knee?” Although Edo can only responded with “I tripped over something…,” he 
added more details relevant to the Questions by continuing the Answers with, 
“…and fell…,” and “…when I was running to catch the bus,” in the attempt to 
satisfy the Question. Furthermore, these longer Answers are also usually selected 
in response to “What…do?” or “What…like?” Question, as exemplified in the 
context units C146 and C182 above. These longer Answers seem to be utilized by 
the textbook designers to increase the level of difficulty in text comprehension as 
they are mostly found in later chapters of the textbook. 
The findings on the distribution of Answer favored Edo (Papuan) as the 
ethnic characters with the most occurrences of Answer. Constituting 31.68% of 
the overall 161 occurrences, Edo dominated the distribution and separated himself 
from the rest of the ethnic characters with the gap of more than 13% occurrences. 
The other ethnic characters followed, from the highest to the lowest occurrences, 
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starting from Dayu (Balinese) with 18.01% occurrences, followed by Udin 
(Sundanese) with 16.77% occurrences, then Beni (Batak) with 12.42% 
occurrences, and lastly Lina (Minahasan) and Siti (Javanese) with the same 
percentage of 10.56% occurrences. Considering that the gap of each consecutive 
rank between these ethnic characters is not particularly significant, Edo’s 
(Papuan) dominance in the distribution may draw some attention in the discussion 
which follows. 
 
1) The Answers Representing Perceptiveness 
The interpretations of the Answer are more or less similar to those of 
the Statement for their shared exchange role and commodity of giving 
information, despite being in two different types of move. One of these 
similarities primarily demonstrated in the data source is the fact that both exhibit 
knowledge and perceptiveness of the speaker. The following data shows some 
examples of Answers displaying these traits on the ethnic characters, and how 
they may be different to those displayed by the Statements. 
0285 D : How much food does the elephant eat? [initiation: question] 
0286 E : Not much, [response: answer] 
0287 E : just half a bucket of food. [response: answer] 
(C081/P069) 
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0319 U : Is Siti borrowing a book from the library? [initiation: 
question] 
0320 E : Yes, she’s borrowing it from the library. [response: 
answer] 
(C098/P095) 
 
0311 B : Are they looking at us? [initiation: question] 
0312 U : No, they aren’t looking at us. [response: answer] 
(C094/P094) 
 
- X : What do you think if we use English in our English class. We 
will use English in our class. Do you understand me? Siti, 
what did I say? [initiation: question] 
0016 S : We will use English in our English class. [response: 
answer] 
(C004/P010) 
 
0359 S : Why does Lina looks so happy? [initiation: question] 
0360 B : It is because she just won the school running competition. 
[response: answer] 
(C113/P104) 
 
As seen in the data above, the knowledge implied by the Answers is 
more limited to the environment surrounding the ethnic characters, compared to 
the more specific knowledge implied by the Statements in the data source as 
discussed previously. The data 0286-0287, for instance, show some knowledge 
seemingly comes from a certain field of study about animals, while actually based 
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on the context, Edo (Papuan) was able to answer Dayu’s (Balinese) Question of 
how much the elephant eats by observing the picture of a bucket of food served to 
an elephant in the zoo featured in the data source. This knowledge about the 
surrounding environment is also manifested in some apparent types of Answer 
such as the data 0320 and 0312 in which Edo and Udin (Sundanese) responded to 
a polar Question, playing the role of someone reliable for confirmation. This type 
of confirming Answer is particularly featured in chapter 6 in the data source. The 
manifestation of the knowledge also comes in the form of Answers implying 
perceptiveness or understanding of newly obtained information as exemplified by 
the data 0016 in which Siti (Javanese) ensured her understanding of her teacher’s 
idea of using English in the English class, or data 0360 which shows Beni’s 
(Batak) awareness of Lina being the winner of the school running competition that 
he could answer Siti’s Question. 
 
2) The Answers Representing the Role of Interest 
Another similarity of the Answers and the Statements found in the data 
source is also reflected in the way that they care about the speaker-related 
information. These instances of Answer are found regularly in the data source 
presumably because they act as model texts for the 2nd grade learners of Junior 
High School, in which the proficiency level suggests the texts to be easily 
recreated by the learners by having the background information related to the 
speaker or the things around them. The following data are among the Answers in 
which the given information concerns the speaker’s personal stories or 
preferences. 
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0295 D : What time do you get up? [initiation: question] 
0296 E : I get up at 5 o’clock. [response: answer] 
0297 S : I get up at 4.30 a.m. [response: answer] 
(C086/P080) 
 
- X : What are you doing? [initiation: question] 
0339 U : The window is dirty, … [initiation: statement] 
0340 U : … so I am cleaning it. [response: answer] 
(C106/P100) 
 
- X : What are you doing? [initiation: question] 
0341 D : There will be a test after the break, … [initiation: statement] 
0342 D : … so I’m reading a book at the library during the break 
time. [response: answer] 
(C107/P100) 
 
0815 B : You did not like Math in primary school? [initiation: 
question] 
0816 E : No, I did not like Math… [response: answer] 
0817 E : … because the teacher did not explain it clearly. [initiation: 
statement] 
0818 E : But now it is my favourite subject… [initiation: statement] 
0819 E : … because Mr Sihombing explains it clearly. [initiation: 
statement] 
(C167/P160) 
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0908 L : First, how did you know the competition? [initiation: 
question] 
0909 E : The principal announced the Classroom Competition on 
Monday in the Flag ceremony. [response: answer] 
0910 U : Okay. What did you do then? [initiation: question] 
0911 E : When we were back to the classroom, … [response: 
answer] 
0912 E : … we realised that many desks and chairs are old and 
dirty. [response: answer] 
0913 E : Some had loose legs. [response: answer] 
0914 L : And then? [initiation: question] 
0915 E : In the afternoon, we talked… [response: answer] 
0916 E : … and agreed to come on Saturday to fix them. [response: 
answer] 
0917 L : What did we bring to work on Saturday? [initiation: question] 
0918 E : On Saturday, each of us brought something from home, 
like soap, cloth, a broom, a mop, nails, a hammer, a 
duster, and so on. [response: answer] 
0919 U : What did the students do with the desks and chairs? 
[initiation: question] 
0920 E : Some of us washed the desks and the chairs. [response: 
answer] 
0921 E : Some furnished them. [response: answer] 
0922 E : Some fixed the legs. [response: answer] 
(C182/P185) 
 
Examining these data, it is noticeable that the Questions used the 
second person personal pronoun ‘you’, while the Answers used the first person 
personal pronoun “I” with the only exception of the ones in the last context unit. 
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These uses of the personal pronouns signal that the Questions seek the 
information about the hearers, and that the hearers respond to the Questions by 
providing certain self-related information in their Answers.  In data 0296 and 
0297, Edo (Papuan) and Siti (Javanese) gave the information about the time they 
wake up in response to Dayu’s (Balinese) Question. In data 0340 and 0342, Udin 
(Sundanese) and Dayu told their teachers about what they were doing in response 
to the teachers’ Questions, complete with the reasons why they were doing those 
particular activities in the form of preceding additional information. In datum 
0816, Edo stated that he did not like Math in primary school, confirming Beni’s 
(Batak) Question, also with the additional information in the form of Statements. 
The context unit C182, though, is a little different that it may have an interesting 
interpretation worthy of noticing. Here, Edo was being interviewed by Lina 
(Minahasan) and Udin in order to collect some information about how their class 
won the Classroom Competition. In this interview, the Questions do not 
specifically seek information about Edo’s winning a Classroom Competition, 
rather they take interest in Edo’s point of view in seeking the information about 
how Edo’s class won the Classroom Competition. The use of the personal 
pronoun ‘we’ in Lina’s Question in datum 0917, “What did we bring to work on 
Saturday?” is not a typing mistake, but shows that Lina is in the same class as 
Edo’s and that she intentionally elicited the information from Edo’s perspective, 
even though from her point of view, she might already have the information. The 
relationship between these Questions and Answers in the data above shows that 
the Answers grant their speakers a center of attention, either by giving the 
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information about the speakers’ personal experiences or by retracing certain 
experiences from their personal point of view. 
 
3) The Answers Representing Meaningful Expression of Opinion 
There is another feature of the Answer which is present in the Statement 
as well: the conveying of opinions. In the Statements found in the data source, 
however, this conveying of opinions is not as apparent as the one featured in the 
Answers. The Answers below suggest an explanation of how this is the case. 
0078 E : I want to show you my drawing. [initiation: statement] 
0079 E : What do you think about it? [initiation: question] 
0080 B : Well, I think it’s good. [response: answer] 
(C025/P019) 
 
0103 D : What do you think of this picture? [initiation: question] 
0104 S : I think it’s beautiful. [response: answer] 
(C028/P020) 
 
0064 B : What do you think? [initiation: question] 
0065 B : Is English easy or difficult? [initiation: question] 
0066 U : I think it’s easy. [response: answer] 
0067 U  I love English. [initiation: statement] 
(C020/P015) 
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0105 B : Do you think it is good? [initiation: question] 
0106 E : Yes, … [response: answer] 
0107 E : … it’s very nice. [initiation: statement] 
(C029/P020) 
 
As revealed by the data above, the conveying of opinions in the 
Answers appeared to be more recognizable for, unlike that of the Statements, the 
Answers are preceded by the Questions. Being demanded, the opinions conveyed 
by the Answers are more consciously anticipated by the participants of the 
exchange, especially the speakers of the Questions. For example, in the context 
unit C025, Edo’s (Papuan) Question directed to Beni (Batak), “What do you think 
about it?” shows his curiosity in particularly knowing Beni’s opinion about his 
drawing. A similar Question is also asked by Dayu (Balinese) to Siti (Javanese) in 
the context unit C028, “What do you think of this picture?” showing her interest 
in hearing Siti’s opinion. The WH-element what in both Edo’s and Dayu’s 
Questions represents these opinions of Beni and Siti respectively, to which the 
two ethnic characters expected them to give. The Questions, however, do not 
necessarily have to be directly asking for opinion as represented by the what-
Questions. The more close-ended polar Questions such as Beni’s in datum 0066 
“Is English easy or difficult?” and datum 0105, “Do you think it is good?” also 
suffice to show the interest of the speakers, provided that these Questions require 
an Answer to be looked forward to. Interestingly, the Questions asking for 
opinions in the data source are mostly responded with positive opinions as in the 
Answers exemplified above, which may cause the opinions to be more meaningful 
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as a means of establishing close social relationship, than its actual function of 
expressing of opinions. 
This position of Answers in the responding move which always follows 
the Questions sets the Answers apart from the Statements, seeing that the two 
speech functions shared some qualities as discussed above. Not only in the 
Answers conveying opinions but also in those representing knowledge and 
sharing personal information, the Answers are more necessarily effective and 
meaningful than the Statements as they are anticipated by the speakers of the 
Questions and are particularly demanded in the first place. Additionally, as the 
Answers often precede the Statements which come in the form of additional 
information, they shall concern the main idea which represents the information 
which follows. Prior to being asked, the speakers of the Answers are given the 
chance to give their ideas effectively, while the speakers of the Questions are 
ready to grasp the required ideas outlined in their Answers. 
 
f. Acknowledgement 
Acknowledgement represents the expected response to a Statement, an 
Offer, and a Command. It generally indicates an agreement or an understanding to 
a proposition of a Statement, or a proposal of a Command or Offer. In Halliday 
and Matthiessen’s (2004) SFL theory, the Acknowledgement actually only 
correspond to the Statement, while the Offer and Command are affiliated with the 
speech functions of Acceptance and Undertaking respectively. However, in this 
research, the Acknowledgement also covers the latter two speech functions due to 
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the similarity of their functions, with the consideration of O’Donnell’s (1999) 
SFL-based theory of the dynamic model of exchange. 
All the Acknowledgements in the data source are realized by its 
unmarked mood realization, the Declarative. This Declarative realization of the 
Acknowledgement may vary from those closer to an Exclamative containing a 
Mood Adjunct-only structure such as “okay”, “uh-huh”, “ah”, “yes”, “sure”, 
“alright”, “right”, “of course”, etc. as exemplified by data 0044, to the ones with 
the complete mood structure of Subject ^ Finite such as “That’s true”, “I see”, 
“That’s right”, “You are right”, “I think so”, “I agree”, etc. as exemplified by 
datum 0589 below. 
0042 E : Hey, … [salutory speech function] 
0043 E : … let’s go to the canteen! [initiation: command] 
0044 B : 
Sure. 
Mood Adjunct 
Mood 
[response: acknowledgement] 
0045 B : Let’s go. [initiation: command] 
(C013/P012) 
 
… … : … 
0585 D : She’s here. [initiation: statement] 
0586 D : But I don’t know where she is now. [initiation: statement] 
0587 D : She’s in batik and black pants. [initiation: statement] 
0588 L : But, all the ladies here are wearing batik and black pants! 
[initiation: statement] 
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0589 D : You are right. 
Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue 
[response: acknowledgement] 
0590 D : Sorry. [initiation: statement] 
0591 D : Ah, there she is. [initiation: statement] 
0592 D : She is the big lady with glasses. [initiation: statement] 
… … : … 
(C148/P141) 
 
What makes the Acknowledgement interesting, compared to the other 
speech functions, is that it is favored to be not selected in exchanges, despite its 
significance. Therefore, most of them can actually be omitted, or more 
specifically, made implicit, without changing much of the exchanges. The 
following data are those without the occurrence of Acknowledgement taken from 
the data source, showing how it is normal for an Acknowledgement to be absent 
in most exchanges. 
0140 D : Lina, will you go to the canteen with me? [initiation: 
command] 
0141 L : Let’s go. [initiation: command] 
(C043/P033) 
 
0364 E : Rani has so many friend… [initiation: statement] 
0365 E : … even though she does not have much money. [initiation: 
statement] 
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(-) L : (yes) [response: acknowledgement] 
0366 L : She’s friendly and helpful, … [initiation: statement] 
0367 L : … so everyone like her. [initiation: statement] 
(C114/P104) 
 
0474 B : I live in a new housing complex, … [initiation: statement] 
… … : … 
0478 B : There’s a tree in front of every house. [initiation: statement] 
0479 B : But we have two trees. [initiation: statement] 
0480 B : One of them is a star-fruit tree. [initiation: statement] 
(-) E : (Ah) [response: acknowledgement] 
0481 E : Is it near the small bridge on Jalan Teratai? [initiation: 
question] 
0482 B : Yes. [response: answer] 
0483 B : My house is the one with a handycraft from Tana Toraja 
hanging on the front door. [initiation: statement] 
0484 B : It is triangle with beautiful carving. [initiation: statement] 
(-) E : (I see) [response: acknowledgement] 
0485 E : But when the door is open…[initiation: statement] 
0486 E : … we cannot see it from the street, can we? [initiation: 
statement] 
(C140/P133) 
 
The first example above, the context unit C043 representing Dayu 
(Balinese) who invited Lina (Minahasan) to go to the canteen with her, is almost 
identical to the context unit C013 in the previous list of examples, in which Edo 
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(Papuan) invited Beni (Batak) to go to the canteen with him. It can be noticed that, 
while both agree with the invitation, Beni exclaimed, “Sure” to show his 
agreement explicitly, contrasting with Lina who missed it and instead preferred to 
directly proceed with the proposition “Let’s go”, implying her Acknowledgement 
to be a precondition. This implicit Acknowledgement is more apparent when 
representing an agreement to a statement as seen in the later two examples. The 
italicized propositions in the brackets do not exist in the real context units and are 
added here to illustrate the possibility of the insertion of an Acknowledgement. In 
the context unit C114, it would seem that Lina responded to Edo’s Statement with 
another Statement, while actually there is an implicit Acknowledgement in 
between the two Statements. Similarly, in the context unit C140, Edo in two 
occasions initiated a Question after seemingly ignoring Beni’s Statements, yet 
these Questions come naturally after the Statements. These series of initiations 
after initiations of the Statement, Offer, or Command are common in 
conversations, proving that for a new exchange to be initiated in a conversation, 
the preceding initiation needs to be understood or agreed either implicitly, 
sometimes with only gestures such as nodding, or explicitly with an 
Acknowledgement. 
There were 68 occurrences of the Acknowledgement counted in the 
data source with their distribution among the ethnic characters to be quite even 
within the range of 13.24% to 22.06%. There was a 4.41% gap between Udin 
(Sundanese) as the ethnic character with the highest occurrences (22.06%) and 
Beni (Batak), the one with the second highest occurrences of the 
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Acknowledgement (17.65%). Apart from this, however, the gap between the 
occurrences of each ethnic character did not exceed 1.47%. After Beni, both Edo 
(Papuan) and Siti (Javanese) followed with 16.18% occurrences. Meanwhile Lina 
(Minahasan) and Dayu (Balinese) constituted the last two ranks with 14.71% and 
13.24% occurrences respectively. This finding which revealed the ethnic 
characters with the highest occurrences represented by Udin to the lowest 
occurrences represented by Dayu is to be considered in the following discussions. 
 
1) The Acknowledgements Representing Cooperative Attitude to Commands 
Taking into account the fact that the Acknowledgements are mostly 
implied, those which are explicitly selected in the data source can thus be 
interpreted, to a certain degree, as indications of a conscious or deliberate support, 
agreement, or expression of understanding of the preceding Statements, Offers, or 
Commands. In some cases, the Acknowledgement also responds to another speech 
function in the responding move, the Answers, as it is in a sense a form of 
Statement which has a truth or factual value to be agreed on. Since there is no 
Acknowledgement responding to an Offer found in the data source, the first type 
of Acknowledgement to discuss would be the Acknowledgments expressing 
agreement to Commands as seen in the following data. 
- X : Please open the window! [initiation: command] 
0149 E : Of course. [response: acknowledgement] 
(C050/P041) 
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0167 U : Don’t tell Lina that we will give her a special gift. [initiation: 
command] 
0168 D : Sure. [response: acknowledgement] 
(C058/P043) 
 
1039 E : Let’s work together at my house. [initiation: command] 
1040 E : Beni and Lina are coming too. [initiation: statement] 
1041 U : Sure. [response: acknowledgement] 
(C191/P204) 
 
0137 L : Siti, will you come to my party? [initiation: command] 
0138 S : Of course. [response: acknowledgement] 
0139 S : I will. [response: acknowledgement] 
(C042/P033) 
 
In the context units listed above, it is revealed that the 
Acknowledgements are used to respond to some types of Commands including 
the polite Command using the please Imperative, the prohibiting Command using 
the negative Imperative, the first person plural let’s Imperative, and the request 
using the Yes/no-interrogative realization. Despite responding to these varied 
types of Commands, it can be noticed that the Acknowledgements function the 
same in all those context units. In the context unit C050, Edo (Papuan), signaled 
by his Acknowledgement “Of course,” willingly opened the window as he fulfills 
his teacher’s command. Dayu (Balinese) in the context unit C058, agreed not to 
tell Lina (Minahasan) about the special gift as suggested by Udin (Sundanese) as 
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indicated by her Acknowledgement, “Sure”. In the context unit C191, Udin 
accepted Edo’s invitation to do their assignments together in his house, as he 
responded with the Acknowledgement, “Sure.” Lastly, in the context unit C042, 
Siti (Javanese) responded to Lina’s invitation to her party with two 
Acknowledgements, “Of course” and “I will.” It is notable that Siti’s two 
Acknowledgements can actually come in one proposition with the Declarative 
realization of Mood Adjunct complemented with a manifested Subject ^ Finite. 
The separated propositions emphasize her agreement, and more specifically in this 
case, her excitement in accepting Lina’s invitation. 
It can be concluded that these Acknowledgements suggest the speakers’ 
support or cooperative attitude to carrying out the command, prohibition, 
invitation, or request. It is also fascinating that, as these examples reflect, many of 
the Acknowledgements to Commands presented in the data source are realized by 
the eager or enthusiastic selection of Mood Adjuncts such as, “Sure”, “Of course”, 
“Certainly”, etc. as if foregrounding the cooperative and agreeable nature of the 
ethnic characters who select these particular Acknowledgements. 
 
2) The Acknowledgements Representing Agreeable Attitude to Statements 
The Acknowledgements which respond to the Statements generally 
represents the same function as those which respond to the Commands, that is, an 
agreement to the proposition of the preceding Statements or Commands. The main 
difference lies in the execution which follows the Acknowledgement. Some of the 
Acknowledgements responding to Statements in the data source compiled below 
shall reveal the difference. 
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0368 D : Although Mr Erry is old, … [initiation: statement] 
0369 D : … he is still an energetic teacher. [initiation: statement] 
0370 U : It is because he loves sport. [initiation: statement] 
0371 D : Yes, … [response: acknowledgement] 
0372 D : … he also teaches his student happily, … [initiation: 
statement] 
0373 D : … so all of his students love him. [initiation: statement] 
(C115/P104) 
 
0374 L : I think Bono will win the race! [initiation: statement] 
0375 S : I think so too. [response: acknowledgement] 
0376 S : Bono is smaller… [initiation: statement] 
0377 S : … but stronger than Gani. [initiation: statement] 
0378 S : Gani is bigger… [initiation: statement] 
0379 S : … but weaker than Bono. [initiation: statement] 
(C116/P109) 
 
In the context unit C115 above, Dayu (Balinese) responded with an 
Acknowledgement “Yes” to Udin’s (Sundanese) Statement about Mr Erry’s love 
of sport which makes him still energetic in his old age. She then followed the 
Acknowledgement with two new Statements about Mr Erry’s teaching which 
makes the students love him, proposing some additional information about his 
good-natured character. This additional information implies that Dayu has 
received the information given by Udin’s Statement, in which otherwise, she 
would not have the required knowledge to even initiate the new propositions. The 
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Acknowledgement, which was selected between Udin’s Statement and Dayu’s 
follow-up Statement, is the key role which signals that she had successfully 
received the information and thus qualified to initiate a new proposition. This 
receiving of information may be in the sense of accepting the preceding Statement 
to be true according to the speakers’ point of view such as in Dayu’s 
Acknowledgement, or it may also more explicitly mean agreeing with the 
Statement as exemplified by the context unit C116. In this context unit, Siti 
(Javanese) expressed her agreement to Lina’s (Minahasan) Statement that Bono 
would win the race using the Acknowledgement, “I think so too.” As Lina’s 
Statement represents an opinion predicting a future, acceptance of such 
proposition comes in the form of having the same opinion, for Siti cannot 
determine whether an opinion represents the truth. 
From these two Acknowledgements, it can be seen that in comparison 
with agreeing to a Command which means approving to carry out the services 
demanded, agreeing to a Statement shall mean approving the proposition of the 
Statement to be true or of the same point of view, so that the speaker can proceed 
with a new proposition by considering the approved proposition in mind. It may 
as well be noted that, by approving the truth or similarity in opinion to a 
Statement, the speaker must have presumably understood the proposition. For this 
reason, the Acknowledgement also indicates a confirmation of the understanding. 
 
3) The Acknowledgements Representing Consideration 
There is an interesting recurring instance of the Acknowledgements 
found in the data source, referring to those related to the Statements featuring 
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mood-tag as presented below in the datum 0058 and 0556. As discussed earlier in 
the discussion of Statements, the mood-tag at the end of the Statement signals that 
a response is required, and what kind of response it is expected to be (Halliday 
and Matthiessen, 2004). Being the expected response to a Statement, both of these 
criteria refer to the speech function of the Acknowledgement. 
0056 B : What do you think of the picture? [initiation: question] 
0057 B : Beni did it well, didn’t he? [initiation: statement] 
0058 E : Yes, he did. [response: acknowledgement] 
0059 E : It is very beautiful. [initiation: statement] 
(C018/P015) 
 
… … : … 
0551 B : He’s a bit fat and chubby. [initiation: statement] 
0552 B : He’s wearing a black hat. [initiation: statement] 
0553 U : Oh ya, I see him now. [initiation: statement] 
0554 U : He’s walking toward me. [initiation: statement] 
0555 U : He’s carrying a back pack, isn’t he? [initiation: statement] 
0556 B : I think so. [response: acknowledgement] 
(C146/P139) 
 
In the context unit C018, Beni (Batak) initiated a Statement saying that 
he was doing well with the picture. The mood-tag in the end of his Statement 
shows her expectation for Edo’s (Papuan) Acknowledgement. Apparently Edo 
responded with the Acknowledgement, “Yes, he did” which may satisfy Lina’s 
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(Minahasan) expectation. Meanwhile in the context unit C146, Beni responded 
with a less determined Acknowledgement, “I think so,” to Udin’s Statement about 
Simon carrying a back pack. This could indicate that Beni may be uncertain about 
whether he had the required knowledge to approve Udin’s Statement, that is, 
whether Simon was actually carrying a back pack, yet he attempted to respond 
with an Acknowledgement. This kind of Statements can actually be responded 
with a Contradiction or a Disclaimer which represents the discretionary response 
to the Statements. This could especially happen in Beni’s circumstance, as his 
Acknowledgement actually hinted at the possibility of uncertainty, that it may be 
more convenient for him to respond with a Disclaimer. However, Udin’s and 
Beni’s Acknowledgements reflects their consideration, notably with such 
Statements which explicitly require an expected response. There are total five 
instances of the Statements of this type in which all of them are responded with 
Acknowledgements, three of which are opinion-based Acknowledgements by Edo 
(Papuan), Lina (Minahasan), and Beni (Batak). These opinion-based 
Acknowledgements suggest the cooperative and considerate nature of the ethnic 
characters identified with them as they provide the expected response as desired 
by the speakers of the Statements. 
In conclusion to all the circumstances of the Acknowledgements above, 
it can be interpreted that the Acknowledgements grant the ethnic characters 
identified with this speech function a cooperative and agreeable quality. Although 
some Acknowledgements are based on factual agreement, most of the 
Acknowledgements in the data source are based on an agreement in point of view. 
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This indicates that the ethnic characters actually have the options to select a 
Contradiction or a Disclaimer, which makes their decision to select the 
Acknowledgements can be considered as deliberate. This suggests that, using the 
Acknowledgements, the textbook depicts the ethnic characters as being more 
cooperative or respectful in exchanges. 
 
g. Contradiction 
Contradiction can be defined as the opposite of the Acknowledgement, 
in that this speech function serves to convey disagreement in the responding 
move. Along with the Disclaimer, the Contradiction represents the discretionary 
response to a Statement, Offer, and Command. As this research adopted 
O’Donnell’s (1999) theory of the dynamic model of exchange to complement 
Halliday and Matthiessen’s (2004) speech function theory, it may need to be noted 
that in the latter theory, the Contradiction also covers the speech function of 
Rejection and Refusal as the discretionary responses to the Offer and Command 
respectively. 
Similar to the Acknowledgement, the Contradiction is also realized by 
the Declarative, especially those which involve the Mood Adjunct with the 
Subject ^ Finite structure occurs either explicitly or elliptically such as “no”, 
“nah”, “no, it isn’t”, “no, I can’t”, etc. or those of Mood Adjunct-only structure 
such as “of course not”, “negative”, “not a bit”, “hardly”, etc. Some 
Contradictions are realized by the Declarative without the Mood Adjunct such as 
“I don’t think so”, “It’s wrong”, “That’s not true”, “You’re incorrect”, etc. 
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Another similarity to the Acknowledgement also suggests that the 
Contradiction can actually be implied as shown in the context unit C053 below. 
0155 S : Please come with me to see the principal! [initiation: 
command] 
0156 L : Sorry, … [initiation: statement] 
(-) L : (I can’t) [response: contradiction] 
0157 L : … I’m busy. [initiation: statement] 
(C053/P042) 
 
In the exchange above, Lina (Minahasan) refused Siti’s (Javanese) 
invitation to come with her to see the principal because she was busy at the 
moment. The italicized Contradiction in the brackets does not actually exist in the 
data source and is added here to illustrate a possible explicit realization of the 
Contradiction. It can be observed that Lina’s disagreement over the invitation still 
delivers without the Contradiction to be explicitly realized. On the other hand, her 
Statement expressing an apology “Sorry…” followed by one conveying the reason 
why she cannot accept Siti’s invitation, “… I’m busy” are enough to show her 
disagreement. This is presumably because the expression of apology has been 
customarily used when refusing an invitation, then the latter Statement about her 
being busy had clearly indicated that she was unable to accept the invitation. What 
needs to be noted here, though, is that the fact that the Contradiction being 
implied and instead, an apology and a reason of refusal directly follow Siti’s 
Command, suggests that Lina is being polite in refusing Siti’s invitation. A 
Contradiction responding to Command as in Lina’s case if conveyed explicitly 
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does imply a possibility of impoliteness. However, unlike the Acknowledgement 
which is favored to be not selected in exchanges due to its unmarked positive 
nature, generally an explicit or a direct Contradiction is preferred for it 
prominently indicates the change or correction of the proposition in the speech 
functions which follow.  
There were only 5 occurrences of the Contradiction found in the data 
source that it may be not enough to attain a reliable interpretation to the 
representation of the ethnic characters selecting this particular speech function. 
Among these 6 occurrences, 2 occurrences were of Lina’s (Minahasan). 
Meanwhile Edo (Papuan), Dayu (Balinese), and Udin (Sundanese) each selected 1 
occurrence of the Contradiction, leaving Beni (Batak) and Siti (Javanese) to select 
none of the Contradiction. Since there was no Offer responded by a Contradiction 
found in the data source, the following discussion concerns the Contradictions 
which responded to the Commands and the Statements. 
 
1) The Contradictions Representing Uncooperativeness 
As opposed to the Acknowledgement which generally represents the 
cooperative nature of its speakers, the Contradiction can be considered to 
represent uncooperativeness in exchanges. This is especially true in the case of the 
Contradictions responding to Commands, resonating with the wisdom that it is 
impolite to refuse a request unless supported by a reasonable explanation. There 
are only two Contradictions which respond to the Command found in the data 
source as presented in the following. 
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0216 U : Is this seat taken? [initiation: question] 
0217 U : Can I sit here? [initiation: command] 
0218 E : No, … [response: contradiction] 
0219 E : … the chair’s leg is loose. [initiation: statement] 
0220 E : Don’t sit on it. [initiation: command] 
0221 E : Please take the seat near the window. [initiation: command] 
(C066/P050) 
 
0129 B : Can you come to the party? [initiation: command] 
0130 L : No, I can’t. [response: contradiction] 
(C038/P027) 
 
As seen from the two context units above, it can be noticed that these 
two Contradictions responding to Commands show a significant difference. One 
identifies itself as having an agreeable reason for disagreement, while the other is 
left unsupported by any explanation. In the context unit C066, Edo (Papuan), 
using his Contradiction “No…,” did not approve of Udin’s (Sundanese) request of 
sitting in an empty seat. He then immediately explained the reason why Udin 
cannot seat in the chair by initiating a follow-up Statement “… the chair’s leg is 
loose.” Meanwhile, the context unit C038 only consists of two propositions, 
Beni’s (Batak) Command concerning him inviting Lina (Minahasan) to a party 
and Lina’s response in the form of Contradiction, “No, I can’t” without any 
additional propositions which may explain why Lina cannot accept Beni’s 
invitation. The lack of additional propositions which may support Lina’s 
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Contradiction does make Lina’s response to be unfavorable. However, this is 
arguably because the textbook at the section in which this exchange is found 
seems to focus on providing the model texts for asking for someone’s capability 
and its possible responses in both the positive and negative instances. It does not 
add any detail on the reasons why the ethnic characters give their preferred 
responses perhaps to avoid distractions, or maybe because at this stage the readers 
are supposedly not yet ready for longer exchanges such as explaining why one 
refuses an invitation, considering that these model texts are introduced in chapter 
2 of the textbook. 
 
2) The Contradictions Representing Disagreement 
Three Contradictions responding to Statements found in the data source 
are apparently less conflicting than those responding to the Commands. As 
presented below, two of these Contradictions (data 0239 and 0258) represent 
disagreement to the preceding propositions for factual reasons, while the other one 
(datum 0062) shows a difference in opinion. 
… … : … 
0255 U : Wow. [salutory speech function] 
0256 U : There are so many people here. [initiation: statement] 
0257 U : It seems that the party has just begun. [initiation: statement] 
0258 L : Not yet actually. [response: contradiction] 
0259 L : We’ve been waiting for you. [initiation: statement] 
… … : … 
(C075/P054) 
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0237 U : Do you see my jacket? [initiation: question] 
0238 S : Is it yours? [initiation: answer] 
0239 U : No, … [response: contradiction] 
0240 U : … it’s Edo’s jacket. [initiation: statement] 
0241 U : Our jacket are same … [initiation: statement] 
0242 U : … but the sizes are different. [initiation: statement] 
(C071/P053) 
 
0060 L : The meal is not delicious. [initiation: statement] 
0061 L : Is that how you say it? [initiation: question] 
0062 D : I don’t think so. [response: contradiction] 
0063 D : It’s nice. [initiation: statement] 
(C019/P015) 
 
In the context unit C075, Udin (Sundanese) with his Statements guessed 
that the party had begun for there were so many people already, to which Lina 
(Minahasan) responded with the Contradiction, “Not yet actually,” followed with 
an explanation that they had been waiting for him. Lina’s Contradiction here do 
not reflect any form of uncooperativeness or inconsiderateness which may be 
perceived in a Contradiction responding to Commands as it is based on the fact 
that Udin’s guess is not true. This is also the case with the context unit C071, in 
which Udin responded with the Contradiction, “No, …” to Siti’s (Javanese) 
proposition about the jacket she found belongs to him based on the fact it is really 
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not his but Edo’s (Papuan). On another note, it can be noticed that Udin’s 
Contradiction responds to an Answer realized markedly realized by the Yes/no-
interrogative. This shows another similarity to the Acknowledgement which can 
also respond to an Answer despite being in a responding move, for the Answer is 
essentially a Statement which also has truth or a factual value to be disagreed on 
or disapproved of. Finally, the last instance of the Contradiction responding to the 
Statement, the data 0062, does not show a fact-based disagreement, rather an 
opinion-based disapproval. In the context unit C019, Dayu (Balinese) expressed 
her disagreement to Lina’s Statement about the meal being not delicious with the 
Contradiction, “I don’t think so.” This Contradiction represents a difference in 
point of view, which means that there is no actual truth or false as in those 
Contradictions which are based on factual truth, causing Dayu’s Contradiction 
may be perceived as disagreeable. In the end, this last instance of the 
Contradiction reminds that disagreement in speech function only is not enough to 
give a verdict on the ethnic characters’ depiction in the textbook. In addition to the 
fact that there are only few occurrences of this particular speech function found in 
the data source, there are also some external factors such as the intonation of how 
the Contradictions are realized or the social distance relationship between the 
ethnic characters which also need to be of consideration in analyzing their 
representation in textbook. 
 
h. Disclaimer 
Disclaimer is the responding speech function which serves to represent 
inability to provide an adequate response due to the lack of required knowledge or 
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uncertainty. It is originally an exclusive discretionary response to a Question 
(Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004), but actually it also appears as a response to a 
Statement, an Offer, and a Command especially in informal exchanges as in daily 
conversations adopted by the data source. In the case of responding to these three 
initiating speech functions, the Disclaimer provide a possibility of a response 
which neither agrees, as represented by the Acknowledgement, nor disagrees, as 
represented by the Contradiction, rather, it conveys indeterminacy over the two 
qualities. In some cases, especially in response to a Question, the Disclaimer is 
also used to convey the speaker’s unwillingness to participate in the exchange 
despite having the knowledge required. 
The same as the other speech functions of the responding move, the 
Disclaimer is also realized by the Declarative in its unmarked mood realization. 
Some examples of common Declarative constructions realizing the Disclaimer 
include “I don’t know”, “I’m not sure”, “I have no idea”, “I have yet to find out 
about it”, “I’m not certain”, “I can’t tell”, “I don’t have that information”, “It is 
confidential”, etc. The Disclaimer can also be implied when the following 
proposition provides some information which indicates the inability of the speaker 
to give the required response, as exemplified by the following context unit taken 
from the data source. 
0558 S : Hallo [salutory speech function] 
0559 S : I’ve received the family photo. [initiation: statement] 
0560 S : Thank you very much. [salutory speech function] 
0561 S : Which one is Sofia? 
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0562 L : Sorry [initiation: statement] 
(-) L : I can’t tell [response: disclaimer] 
0563 L : I don’t have the photo with me now. [initiation: statement] 
0564 L : But, this may help. [initiation: statement] 
… … : … 
(C147/P140) 
 
The context unit above shows Lina (Minahasan) who was unable to 
answer Siti’s (Javanese) Question requiring the information about which in the 
photograph is Sofia. Lina can actually select a Disclaimer such as illustrated by 
the italicized line. However, her following Statement “I don’t have the photo with 
me now” is enough information to signals that she is unable to provide the 
required Answer, therefore the implied Disclaimer. 
There were only two occurrences of Disclaimer in the data source, one 
was selected by Lina (Minahasan), and the other by Udin (Sundanese). These 
Disclaimers are presented below. 
0175 U : I just received an invitation card for your birthday. [initiation: 
statement] 
0176 L : You are coming, aren't you? [initiation: statement] 
0177 U : Yes, I am. [response: acknowledgement] 
0178 U : Thanks for inviting me. [salutory speech function] 
0179 L : No problem. [salutory speech function] 
0180 L : Oh ya, don’t forget the dress code, ok? [initiation: command] 
0181 U : I’m still thinking about it actually. [response: disclaimer] 
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0182 L : Be there … [initiation: command] 
0183 L : … and don’t be late. [initiation: command] 
0184 U : I’ll do my best. [initiation: statement] 
(C059/P044) 
 
0126 B : Can you do it now? [initiation: command] 
0127 L : I’m not sure … [response: disclaimer] 
0128 L : … but I’ll try [initiation: statement] 
(C037/P027) 
 
Both of these Disclaimers apparently responded to a Command, and 
thus represent uncertainty rather than lack of factual knowledge. In the first 
context unit, Lina (Minahasan) reminded Udin (Sundanese) about the dress code 
for her party, to which Udin responded with a Disclaimer, “I’m still thinking 
about it actually.” When carefully examined, actually Udin’s Disclaimer did not 
really respond to Lina’s Command which only require him to not forget about the 
dress code. However, Udin seems to unconsciously read between the lines of 
Lina’s Command and assumed further about the dress code he was asked to wear 
for the party, hence his Disclaimer. The next context unit shows another 
interesting point often associated with the Disclaimer, that is, a hesitation 
preceding a decision. In this context, Lina was requested by Beni (Batak) to do 
something at the moment, in which she responded with the Disclaimer, “I’m not 
sure.” suggesting her uncertainty. Nevertheless, she immediately followed the 
Disclaimer with a determination in the Statement, “… but I’ll try.” This 
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immediate following of a Statement after a Disclaimer shows reconsideration or 
reviewing of the preceding uncertainty, indicating an attempt of the speaker to 
give the expected response despite a possible inability to do so. Such circumstance 
actually commonly occurs in the exchanges involving the Disclaimer, causing this 
particular speech function to also represent a hesitation or halted determination. 
Through their Disclaimers, it is revealed that the two ethnic characters 
display some form of indecisiveness or indeterminacy in responding to the 
Commands directed to them. However, as also revealed in the discussion of the 
Contradiction, the two Disclaimers are too few occurrences to reveal the 
representation of the ethnic characters associated with the speech function. 
 
i. Salutory Speech Function 
In addition to the speech functions discussed previously which convey 
propositions such as information or goods-&-services, there is also another speech 
function which does not really represent a proposition, rather it serves to maintain 
the social relationship between the speakers and the hearers. This speech function, 
namely the Salutory speech function (O’Donnell, 1999), is selected for phatic 
purposes such as greeting, leave-taking, thanking, or drawing one’s attention to 
participate in a conversation. Therefore the Salutory speech function is considered 
to be neither of the initiating move nor the responding move. Unlike the other 
speech functions, the Salutory speech function is not realized by a clause structure 
of the Mood types, but a Minor Clause without any mood elements such as “Hi”, 
“Hello”, “Good morning”, “Bye”, “Thanks”, etc. or those which seemingly have a 
mood construction but are analyzed as minor clauses for the convention of being 
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used only in phatic purposes such as “see you”, “you know what”, “catch you 
later”, “pardon me”, “don’t mention it”, etc. 
There were 45 occurrences of Salutory speech functions found in the 
data source. Among these occurrences, 28.89% were selected by Udin 
(Sundanese), causing him to dominate the distribution of the Salutory speech 
function between the six ethnic characters. After Udin, the other ethnic characters 
were ranked consecutively as follows: Edo (Papuan) with 20.00% occurrences, 
Lina (Minahasan) with 17.78% occurrences, Dayu (Balinese) with 13.33% 
occurrences, Siti (Javanese) with 11.11% occurrences, and Beni (Batak) with 
8.89% occurrences. The discussion which follows shall consider this distribution 
as one of the bases for interpretation. 
 
1) The Salutory Speech Functions Representing Positive Social Attitude 
Generally the Salutory speech function indicates a positive social 
attitude, hospitality, or welcoming behavior toward a social interaction, especially 
in this case, a conversation. In the data source, this speech functions are 
dominated by the greetings and leave-takings, the expression of gratitude, as well 
as the expressions to attract someone’s attention. The first to be analyzed is the 
Salutory speech function conveying the greetings and leave-takings as 
exemplified in the following data. 
0169 U : Hello, … [salutory speech function] 
0170 U : … good morning. [salutory speech function] 
0171 U : This is Udin. [initiation: statement] 
0172 L : Oh, hi Udin. [salutory speech function] 
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0173 L : Good morning. [salutory speech function] 
0174 L : What can I do for you? [initiation: question] 
0175 U : I just received an invitation card for your birthday. [response: 
answer] 
… … : … 
0182 L : Be there … [initiation: command] 
0183 L : … and don’t be late. [initiation: command] 
0184 U : I’ll do my best. [initiation: statement] 
0185 L : All right, see you soon! [salutory speech function] 
(C059/P044) 
 
1038 E : Udin, we have a lot of assignments for tomorrow. [initiation: 
statement] 
1039 E : Let’s work together at my house. [initiation: command] 
… … : … 
1044 E : Don’t forget to bring a calculator, ok? [initiation: command] 
1045 U : Ok. [response: acknowledgement] 
1046 U : See you then. [salutory speech function] 
(C191/P204) 
 
0257 U : It seems that the party has just begun. [initiation: statement] 
0258 L : Not yet actually. [response: contradiction] 
… … : … 
0272 U : By the way, happy birthday! [salutory speech function] 
0273 U : Nothing I could say but everything for your best always. 
[initiation: statement] 
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0274 L : It’s very kind of you. [initiation: statement] 
… … : … 
(C075/P054) 
 
The Salutory speech functions in the form of greetings and leave-
takings, as presented in the context units above, are mostly found in long 
conversations, and apparently most of these conversations occurred through phone 
calls. In the context unit C059, Udin (Sundanese) called Lina (Minahasan) by 
phone to talk about him coming to her birthday party. Here, Udin opened the 
conversation with two Salutory speech functions, “Hello…” and “… good 
morning”, to which Lina replied each of the greeting with “Oh, hi Udin” and 
“Good morning.” In the end of the conversation, Lina then closed the 
conversation with “All right, see you soon!” From this conversation it is 
noticeable that the greetings and the leave-taking create a friendly atmosphere 
between the two ethnic characters. These Salutory speech functions also 
particularly help the two ethnic characters to open and close the conversation 
naturally. Meanwhile with regard to the leave-takings, it is interesting to note that 
all of the leave-takings in the data source use the expression of “see you”. This 
can actually be understood as the conversations mostly discussed an upcoming 
meeting involving the two participants. This is also seen in the context unit C191 
in which Udin and Edo (Papuan) exchanged some text messages to make an 
appointment of working together in Edo’s house. In the end of their conversation, 
Udin ended his message with the Salutory speech function, “see you then”, 
implying their upcoming meeting at Edo’s house. Furthermore, there is another 
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greeting found in the data source which can only be selected in a special occasion. 
Apparently there is only one occurrence of this type of greeting in the data source 
as shown in Udin’s Salutory speech function in datum 0272, “Happy birthday!” 
The context suggests that Udin wished Lina a happy birthday in the special 
occasion of Lina’s birthday party. As this type of greeting can only be selected in 
a certain occasion, it can be more discernible and effective in conveying its 
function to the hearer it is directed to. 
 
2) The Salutory Speech Functions Representing Appreciative Attitude 
The next Salutory speech function which appeared frequently in the 
data source is the expression of gratitude as exemplified by the data in bold below. 
… … : … 
0175 U : I just received an invitation card for your birthday. [response: 
answer] 
0176 L : You are coming, aren't you? [initiation: statement] 
0177 U : Yes, I am. [response: acknowledgement] 
0178 U : Thanks for inviting me. [salutory speech function] 
0179 L : No problem. [salutory speech function] 
(C059/P044) 
 
0073 B : What a wonderful picture! [initiation: statement] 
0074 E : Thank you. [salutory speech function] 
(C024/P016) 
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0251 U : Excuse me! [salutory speech function] 
0252 L : Oh, hi Udin. [salutory speech function] 
0253 L : Come in, please. [initiation: command] 
0254 U : Thank you. [salutory speech function] 
(C075/P054) 
 
Unlike those of greetings and leave-takings which may be different 
depending on the time and occasions, the Salutory speech functions as 
exemplified above generally represent the same function of conveying the 
gratefulness of their speakers. What makes the difference, rather, is the reason for 
the gratitude. In the first context unit above, Udin (Sundanese) thanked Lina 
(Minahasan) using the Salutory speech function, “Thanks for inviting me” 
explicitly stating the reason why he was being grateful, that is, for Lina had 
invited him to her birthday party. Different to Udin’s reason for gratefulness, 
Edo’s (Papuan) gratitude conveyed by the Salutory speech function, “Thank you” 
in the context unit C024 is motivated by Beni’s (Batak) complimenting his 
picture. Meanwhile in the context unit C075, Udin’s Salutory speech function, 
“Thank you” is more of a customary gratitude expressed when someone is being 
let in to a house, in this case, as presented in Lina’s Command, “Come in, please.” 
Compared to the previous two expressions of gratitude which are caused by a 
service and praise, the last gratitude is probably the least meaningful for it is 
expressed customarily. Nevertheless, with regard to fulfilling their phatic 
function, the three expressions of gratitude seem to deliver the purpose of showing 
appreciation to the hearer.  
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3) The Salutory Speech Functions Representing Close Social Relationship 
The last prominent Salutory speech function in the data source, 
although not as frequent as the previous two, is the expressions used to attract 
someone’s attention. This kind of Salutory speech function is similar to greeting 
in the way that they open a conversation, but is less restricted to the time and 
occasions as they usually come unexpectedly and thus are not anticipated by the 
hearer. The following data in bold show some examples of this particular Salutory 
speech function taken from the data source. 
1036 U : Hey, … [salutory speech function] 
1037 U : … I got a message. [initiation: statement] 
(C190/P204) 
 
0075 E : Excuse me! [salutory speech function] 
0076 B : Hi, Edo. [salutory speech function] 
0077 B : What’s up? [initiation: question] 
0078 E : I want to show you my drawing. [response: answer] 
0079 E : What do you think about it? [initiation: question] 
0080 B : Well, I think it’s good. [response: answer] 
… … : … 
(C025/P019) 
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0039 D : Excuse me, Ma’am. [salutory speech function] 
0040 D : What is ‘attention’ in Bahasa? [initiation: question] 
- X : Attention is /perhatian/. [response: answer] 
(C011/P012) 
 
0872 D : You know what. [salutory speech function] 
0873 D : I found this cute healthy cat… [initiation: statement] 
0874 D : … when he was hiding under a garbage truck a month ago. 
[initiation: statement] 
0875 D : It was very thin, hungry, and dirty. [initiation: statement] 
(C179/P176) 
 
From the data, it is revealed that these Salutory speech functions opened 
the conversations which happen almost immediately for a certain reason, and with 
the one, whose attention is needed, to be nearby since before the speaker opened 
the conversation. Udin’s (Sundanese) Salutory speech function, “Hey” in the 
context unit C190 is actually a semi-guidance text and thus is addressed directly 
to the readers of the textbook. Udin’s attracting attention of the readers in this 
regard is important considering that in this context, he introduced a model text of 
text messages so that the readers can learn and recreate for themselves later on. 
His use of the informal expression, “Hey” is also effective to close the distance 
between him and the readers. As opposed to the informal expression selected by 
Udin, the next context unit shows Edo (Papuan) who attracted Beni’s (Batak) 
attention using a more polite form of this Salutory speech function, “Excuse me!” 
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This is actually unexpected, however, since Edo and Beni are supposedly 
classmates and friends, while using a polite expression only shows the distance in 
their social relationship. This is more suitably demonstrated by Dayu’s (Balinese) 
Salutory speech function of the same expression, “Excuse me, Ma’am,” in the 
context unit C011 which she used to attract her teacher’s attention. Another 
instance of this Salutory speech function exemplifying the only one which is not 
realized by the minor clause “Hey” or “Excuse me” in the data source is Dayu’s 
Salutory speech function, “You know what” directed to Siti (Javanese). This is an 
informal expression of getting someone’s attention and implies a close social 
relationship between the speakers who selected this particular Salutory speech 
function. 
There is another type of the Salutory speech function which appears in 
the data source, though its occurrences are rarer than the three discussed above 
and does not really convey phatic functions. This refers to the exclamation 
“Wow” which is selected twice by Udin (Sundanese) and Siti (Javanese) to show 
surprise. Overall, this Salutory speech function does not contain any information 
to be conveyed, and instead functions to maintain social relationship. Selecting 
this speech function may indicate the cooperative behavior in adhering to the 
social norms, while ignoring this speech function may be perceived as being 
insensitive and in some cases may threat an established social relationship. In this 
data source, however, the absence of the Salutory speech function in many 
conversations does not imply ignorance, as it seems that this speech function is 
mostly utilized in long conversations for effectiveness reason.  
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2. The Significance of the Markedness in Mood Realizations of the Speech 
Functions Selected by the Ethnic Characters 
The following section presents the discussion of the types of mood 
realizations of the speech functions identified in the data source. These mood 
realizations are essentially divided into two: the unmarked mood realization which 
refers to the common realization of a speech function, and the marked mood 
realization which refers to the alternative realization of the same speech function. 
The latter is especially noticeable for it slightly modifies what the realized speech 
function may normally represent. 
It is to be noted that due to the lack of unmarked mood realization of 
the Offer and the invariable mood realization of the Acknowledgement, 
Contradiction, and the Disclaimer found in the data source, their mood 
realizations are not discussed here. Instead, their mood realizations are discussed 
briefly in their respective section in the previous discussion of the speech 
function. 
 
a. The Mood Realizations of the Question 
There were 101 occurrences of the unmarked mood realizations of the 
Questions found in the data source, while only 2 occurrences of the marked ones. 
These 2 occurrences were contributed by Beni (Batak) and Siti (Javanese). The 
significance of this markedness of the realizations of the Questions is discussed as 
follows. 
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1) The Unmarked Mood Realizations: The WH-interrogative and the Yes/no-
interrogative 
The unmarked mood realization of the Question is represented by the 
Interrogative which is more specifically comprised of the WH-interrogative, with 
the mood structure WH-element (Subject) ^ Finite or WH-element 
(Complement/Adjunct) ^ Finite ^ Subject, and Yes/no-interrogative, with the mood 
structure Finite ^ Subject. Although both the interrogative mood sub-types realize 
the function of demanding information, there are some differences unique to each 
mood type. The most apparent difference is probably the kind of information each 
of them requires. The Yes/no-interrogative realization requires the hearer to 
provide specific and clear information, that is, limiting itself to a ‘yes’ or ‘no’. For 
this reason, the yes/no-interrogative is mostly used to attain specific information 
or to ensure the speaker’s assumption or understanding of a proposition. 
0086 E : What about your hometown? [initiation: question] 
0087 E : 
Do you Think it is good? 
Finite Subject Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue 
[initiation: question] 
0088 B : Yes, … [response: answer] 
0089 B : … it’s beautiful. [initiation: statement] 
(C025/P019) 
 
As exemplified in the context unit C025 above, at first, Edo (Papuan) is 
asking about Beni’s (Batak) hometown using the Question realized by the WH-
interrogative, “What about your hometown?” but then he specified the Question 
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by using the Yes/no-interrogative realization, “Do you think it is good?” This 
shows his decision to specify the information he demanded, that is, whether 
Beni’s hometown is good. Furthermore, an answer to a Yes/no-interrogative 
Question can have additional information when the hearer think it is necessary, as 
in Beni’s answer in which he responded with a ‘yes’, and then he added, “it’s 
beautiful.” Basically it is enough and complete with only a ‘yes/no’ provided. 
However, especially in a daily conversation, a Statement representing a new 
proposition as additional information often follows the ‘yes/no’ answer as if to 
signal interests or active participation. 
The WH-interrogative, on the other hand, offers to seek more open-
ended Answers to a Question. The speaker who chooses the WH-interrogative 
does not normally anticipate the kind of Answer the hearer would give as the 
response. The WH-interrogative Question may set the scope of the required 
information, but it cannot limit the variations and length as to how the information 
will be provided by the hearer. Another notable feature of the WH-interrogative 
questions is that they can actively control the direction of a conversation, as 
exemplified in the context unit C181 below. 
0888 E : 
First, how did you and 
your 
brother 
have the idea of 
making 
garden 
benches? 
 Adj./WH- Finite Subject Pred. Complement 
  Mood  
 Residue 
[initiation: question] 
0889 U : My father cut down the old manggo tree behind our house 
three weeks ago. [response: answer] 
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0890 U : We saw a big piece of wood. [response: answer] 
0891 U : Then we had the idea. [response: answer] 
0892 L : 
What did you do? 
Complement/WH- Finite Subject Predicator 
 Mood  
Residue 
[initiation: question] 
0893 U : We told told Dad that we wanted to make garden benches 
from the wood. [response: answer] 
0894 U : He agreed… [response: answer] 
0895 U : … and he would help us. [response: answer] 
0896 E : 
What did your 
father 
do to help you? 
Compl./WH- Finite Subject Predicator Circum. Adj. 
 Mood  
Residue 
[initiation: question] 
0897 U : He sawed the wood into three pieces. 25 cm in diameter and 
25 cm in height. [response: answer] 
(C181/P182) 
 
In this context, Edo (Papuan) and Lina (Minahasan) helped Udin 
(Sundanese) to plan his texts for a recounting past experience assignment. First of 
all, Edo (Papuan) asked Udin to tell about the beginning of his story: how he came 
up with the idea of what he was about to do. After Udin answered the question, 
Lina then continued with the next question, moving on from the topic of coming 
up with an idea to the realization of the idea, by asking “What did you do?” As 
Udin answered the question and referred to his father’s involvement at some point 
of the story, Edo (Papuan) directed the focus of the conversation to the story about 
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Udin’s father’s involvement, asking, “What did your father do to help you?” As 
seen in the examples above, Udin’s answers are also notably varied in length and 
in narrative, as the characteristics of WH-interrogative’s open-ended questions. 
This is especially true with the WH-element of “How” and “Why” which 
normally require longer answers than the other WH-elements eliciting 
complementary or circumstantial information. 
 
2) The Marked Mood Realizations: The Declarative 
Although generally realized by an Interrogative, the Questions 
sometimes are found to be realized by a Declarative. Apparently there are two 
occurrences of this marked realization found in the data source as presented 
below. 
… … : … 
0579 S 
: 
Wow… [salutory function] 
0580 S 
: 
that chubby little 
girl five years ago 
is now a beautiful 
slim girl? 
Subject Finite Circum. Adj. Complement 
Mood Residue 
[initiation: question] 
0581 L : Yes, she is. [response: answer] 
(C147/P140) 
 
0815 B : 
You did 
not 
like Math in primary 
school? 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circum. Adj 
Mood Residue 
[initiation: question] 
0816 E : No, I did not like Math… [response: answer] 
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0817 E : … because the teacher did not explain it clearly. [initiation: 
statement] 
0818 E : But now it is my favourite subject… [initiation: statement] 
0819 E : … because Mr Sihombing explains it clearly. [initiation: 
statement] 
(C167/P160) 
 
In the first context unit above, Siti (Javanese) asked Lina (Minahasan) 
by surprise after discovering from a photograph that the girl she knew has 
changed a lot in appearance. Siti’s Question represents her disbelief about the fact 
that the chubby girl she used to know has transformed into a beautiful slim girl, 
and that she may unconsciously demand a confirmation through her Question. 
Meanwhile, in the context unit C167, Beni (Batak) asked Edo (Papuan) whether 
he did not like Math in primary school. Similarly, Beni’s Question shows his 
curiosity while demanding Edo’s confirmation. These Declaratives realizing 
Questions actually resemble the Declaratives with a mood-tag which are analyzed 
as Statements. The difference between the two is that, while the Declaratives 
realizing Questions show doubt or curiosity to be confirmed, the Declaratives with 
the mood-tag realizing Statements look forward to more of an agreement realized 
by the Acknowledgement as discussed in the later section. These two Declaratives 
realizing Questions may add more variations to the speech functions selected by 
both Siti and Beni. Yet, these marked realizations are not visible or reliable 
enough to indicate any particular representation of the two ethnic characters, 
considering that there are only two occurrences of this realization. 
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b. The Mood Realizations of the Statements 
Of the 591 total occurrences of the Statements, 589 were realized by its 
unmarked match, while the other 2 were realized markedly. The distribution of the 
unmarked mood realization between the ethnic characters was quite even, while it 
was found that the two marked occurrences were selected by Dayu (Balinese) and 
Lina (Minahasan). These findings are to be considered in the following 
discussions. 
 
1) The Unmarked Mood Realization: The Declarative 
The Statements in its unmarked instances are realized by the 
Declarative. It represents the mood structure of Subject ^ Finite. Although 
basically it delivers the giving of information as conveyed by the Statements, this 
information can be of various expressions as exemplified in the following data. 
0237 U : Do you see my jacket? [initiation: question] 
0238 S : Is it yours? [response: answer] 
0239 U : No, … [response: contradiction] 
0240 U : 
It ’s Edo’s jacket. 
Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue 
[initiation: statement] 
0241 U : 
Our jacket are same 
Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue 
[initiation: statement] 
0242 U : 
but the sizes are different. 
 Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue 
[initiation: statement] 
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(C071/P053) 
 
0069 S : 
Your picture is beautiful! 
Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue 
[initiation: statement] 
0070 S : 
I like the color. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue 
[intiation: statement] 
(C022/P016) 
 
- X : Dayu, please look at me! Would you stop doing that please? 
Are you ready to learn? 
 
0030 D : 
I ‘m so sorry, Ma’am. 
Subject Finite Complement Vocative 
Mood Residue  
[initiation: statement] 
(C008/P011) 
 
0356 U : Beni is wearing a jacket… [initiation: statement] 
0357 U : … although the weather is warm. [initiation: statement] 
0358 S : 
It is because he got fever. 
Subject Finite Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue 
[initiation: statement] 
(C112/P104) 
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0196 E : Let’s buy a birthday gift for her. [initiation: statement] 
0197 E : 
I hope you don’t mind giving it to 
her on her birthday. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue 
[initiation: statement] 
(C060/P045) 
 
- X : Is Edo here? 
0820 D : No. [response: answer] 
0821 D : He is sick. [initiation: statement] 
0822 D : 
He caught the flu yesterday. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial 
Adjunct 
Mood Residue 
[initiation: statement] 
0823 D : 
He walked Home 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue 
[initiation: statement] 
0824 D : 
when it was raining hard. 
 Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adj. 
 Mood Residue 
[initiation: statement] 
(C168/P160) 
 
From these examples it can be seen that the information in each context 
unit can be differentiated or categorized, by their particular characteristics, into 
some more specific types of information. The data 0240-0242 show Udin 
(Sundanese) who gave information in the form of stating facts about his and Edo’s 
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(Papuan) jacket. The data 0069-0070 show Siti (Javanese) who expressed her 
opinion about a picture. The data 0030 shows Dayu (Balinese) who apologized to 
her teacher. The data 0358 shows Siti who gave an explanation or reason as to 
why Beni was wearing a jacket. The data 0197 shows Edo who wished for the 
hearer to give his birthday gift to Lina. Lastly, the data 0822-0824 show Dayu 
who recounted Edo’s past experience when he caught the flu. These Declaratives 
allow the conveying of various types of expressions which are essentially the 
variations of information being given by the role of the speech function they 
realize, the Statements. 
 
2) The Marked Mood Realization: The Minor Clause 
The Statement is rarely realized by other mood type than the 
Declarative and thus the marked mood realization in this case is quite unique. 
There are two marked realizations of Statements using the same mood structure, 
or a lack thereof, of the Minor Clause. As it is mentioned in the literature review, 
the Minor Clause is a grammatical realization in which no mood structure is 
present. There are only two propositions found in the data source which are 
analyzed as Statements, but are found to have no mood structure or simply 
realized as Minor Clauses: 
0978 D : … last Saturday, my little sister, Dina, did something funny. 
[initiation: statement] 
0979 D : She got up very late, at six. [initiation: statement] 
0980 D : She ran fast to the bathroom. [initiation: statement] 
0981 D : She thought she would be late to school. [initiation: 
statement] 
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0982 D : She forgot it was Saturday. [initiation: statement] 
… … : … 
0988 D : After walking for five minutes she noticed that no other 
children were going to school. [initiation: statement] 
0989 D : Soon she realized it was Saturday! [initiation: statement] 
0990 D : So, she walked back home. [initiation: statement] 
… … : … 
0994 D : Then she changed her clothes, [initiation: statement] 
0995 D : … and went back to bed! [initiation: statement] 
0996 D : 
My naughty sister! 
Minor clause 
[initiation: statement] 
(C186/193) 
 
1000 L : I was helping my mum in the kitchen. [initiation: statement] 
1001 L : We were making fried rice for breakfast. [initiation: 
statement] 
1002 L : Suddenly I saw my little sister, Fika, who was then two and a 
half years old. [initiation: statement] 
1003 L : She was running fast to me. [initiation: statement] 
1004 L : She almost hit her head on the frying pan. [initiation: 
statement] 
1005 L : Without thinking I caught her. [initiation: statement] 
1006 L : I forgot that I was holding a hot spatula. [initiation: statement] 
1007 L : Suddenly I felt very hot on my cheek. [initiation: statement] 
1008 L : The hot spatula was on my cheek. [initiation: statement] 
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1009 L : 
But thank God 
 Minor clause 
[initiation: statement] 
1010 L : … my sister was unharmed. [initiation: statement] 
(C187/P195) 
 
The two context units above contain the Statements with marked Minor 
Clause realizations. In the first monolog, Dayu (Balinese) recounted a funny story 
experienced by her little sister. The one to be noted is that in the end of her 
monolog, she exclaimed “My naughty sister!” (datum 0996) as she was reminded 
by her little sister’s laziness that she went back to bed after realizing she had 
mistakenly thought that the day was a school day. In the second monolog, Lina 
(Minahasan) was having an accident in the kitchen as she tried to protect her little 
sister. Similarly, although in completely different motive, in the end of the 
monolog she exclaimed “Thank God!” (datum 1009) as she was being grateful 
that her little sister was unharmed. These two data do not serve any phatic 
function to be analyzed as unmarked Salutory speech function which is normally 
realized by the Minor Clause. On the contrary, they are addressed to no one in 
particular. The fact that they convey information of Dayu calling her little sister 
‘naughty’ and Lina being grateful that her little sister was unharmed ensure their 
characteristics as Statements. Interestingly, Halliday and Matthiessen (2004) note 
that in the mood analysis, such verbal gestures have the same function as the 
Exclamative, which is in itself is a form of Declarative, i.e. the typical mood 
realization of the Statement. It is only that they do not need to be assigned any 
internal structure which makes them realized as Minor Clauses. These realizations 
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of Statements by Minor Clauses show their less intentional nature or their 
spontaneity as Statements in fulfilling the roles of giving information. 
 
c. The Mood Realizations of the Commands 
The Commands found in the data source were notable for contributing 
the most occurrences of the marked mood realizations with 22 occurrences. 
However, the unmarked realizations were still far exceeding the numbers with 52 
occurrences. As summarized in the Research Findings, distribution of the 
unmarked realizations of the Commands was dominated by Edo (Papuan) and 
Lina (Minahasan), while the distribution of the marked realizations was 
dominated by Beni (Batak). These findings are considered in the more detailed 
discussion as follows. 
 
1) The Unmarked Mood Realization: The Imperative 
The unmarked mood realization of the Command is represented by the 
Imperative which interestingly does not require the mood elements of Finite and 
Subject. It instead normally begins with the Residue element of the Predicator, or 
in some cases, is modified with the addition of the Comment Adjunct ‘please’ or 
the inclusive Subject unique to the Command ‘Let’s’. This Imperative mood and 
its modifications have been discussed thoroughly in the previous discussion of the 
Commands as they are notably used as the bases for interpretations of what the 
Commands may represent in the data source. 
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2) The Marked Mood Realization: The Declarative and the Yes/no-
interrogative 
There were two marked mood realizations of the Commands found in 
the data source, the Yes/no-interrogative and the Declarative. Only 2 occurrences 
of the marked Declarative were found in the data source. Meanwhile the marked 
Yes/no-interrogative realization appeared to have a considerable number of 20 
occurrences of the overall 76 Commands analyzed. 
The two marked Declarative realizations of the Commands are 
presented below. 
0144 L : 
You should come! 
Subject Finite Predicator 
Mood Residue 
[initiation: command] 
0145 L : Don’t be late! [initiation: command] 
(C046/P040) 
 
1041 D : Have you ever texted your friends in English? [initiation: 
question] 
 
1042 D : 
You should try it! 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue 
[initiation: command] 
1043 D : Work in pairs. [initiation: command] 
1044 D : Text each other, about each of the following. [initiation: 
command] 
(C192/P205) 
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It is interesting that both of these marked Declaratives realizing 
Commands take form as semi-guidance texts as discussed earlier in which the 
speaker delivered the Commands directly to the readers instead of the other ethnic 
characters. In other words, the personal pronoun ‘You’ in the datum 0144 “You 
should come!” and the datum 1042 “You should try it!” refers to the readers of the 
textbook. With regard to the datum 0144, Lina’s (Minahasan) Command is 
featured in the Chapter 3 cover decorated by the picture of her with a birthday 
cake, setting the context as if she invited the readers to come to her birthday party. 
As for the datum 1042, Dayu’s (Balinese) Command initiates a direction to an 
activity assigned to the readers about texting in English. The thing to be noted 
here is the advantage of explicitly mentioning the Subject element ‘You’ in the 
Declarative realization which normally in the unmarked Imperative structure is 
being left implicit, that is, marking the person who do the service or in this case is 
the reader. For one thing, it makes the Command to be perceived as being more 
forward by emphasizing on the readers to do the service, but for another, the 
directness reduces the social distance between the ethnic characters and the 
readers. Additionally, also for this reason, the use of the rather demanding modal 
operator ‘should’ is seen as more of a friendly encouragement rather than an 
instruction. Being spoken by the ethnic characters, rather than the usual guidance 
texts delivered by the teacher characters, these Commands are effective in 
conveying the instruction firmly while maintaining the social distance close. 
The other marked mood realization of the Commands, the Yes/no-
interrogative, is particularly noteworthy for its recurring appearance, even with a 
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section in chapter 3 focusing on this particular structure in use. Considering the 
number of occurrences which accounts for more than a quarter of the overall 
Commands, it may be necessary to note that these Yes/no-interrogative 
realizations are selected by Beni (Batak) in 6 occurrences, Udin (Sundanese) in 4 
occurrences, Edo (Papuan) and Lina (Minahasan) each in 3 occurrences, and Siti 
(Javanese) and Dayu (Balinese) both in 2 occurrences. The following data 
presents some examples of the Yes/no-interrogative realizing Commands found in 
the data source. 
0137 L : 
Siti, Will you come to my party? 
Vocative Finite Subject Predicator Circumstantial 
Adjunct 
 Mood Residue 
[initiation: command] 
0138 S : Of course. [response: answer] 
0139 S : I will. [response: answer] 
(C042/P033) 
 
0126 B : 
Can you do it now? 
Finite Subject Predicator Complement Circumstantial 
Adjunct 
Mood Residue 
[initiation: command] 
0127 L : I’m not sure … [response: disclaimer] 
0128 L : … but I’ll try [response: answer] 
(C037/P027) 
 
0041 B : 
Sir, may I wash my hands? 
Vocative Finite Subject Predicator Complement 
 Mood Residue 
[initiation: command] 
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- X : Sure. [response: answer] 
(C012/P012) 
 
0249 S : 
Would you like to 
bring 
me our ribbon? 
Finite Subject Predicator Complement Complement 
Mood Residue 
[initiation: command] 
0250 D : Here you are. [response: answer] 
(C074/P053) 
 
… … : … 
0257 U : It seems that the party has just begun. [initiation: statement] 
0258 L : Not yet actually. [response: contradiction] 
0259 L : We’ve been waiting for you. [initiation: statement] 
0260 U : Really? [initiation: question] 
0261 L : Yes, … [response: answer] 
0262 L : 
Could you put your 
jacket 
over there on 
the hanger? 
Finite Subject Predicator Compl. Circum. Adj. 
Mood Residue 
[initiation: command] 
0263 U : Oh yes, sure. [response: answer] 
0264 U : And what’s this paper for? [initiation: question] 
0265 L : Please write down your name here. [initiation: command] 
0266 U : Ok, … [response: acknowledgement] 
0267 U : … but I don’t bring any pen, [initiation: statement] 
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0268 U : 
May I borrow yours? 
Finite Subject Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue 
[initiation: command] 
0269 L : Sure, … [response: answer] 
… … : … 
(C075/P054) 
 
The interpretation of the marked Yes/no-interrogative realization of the 
Command is actually pretty clear as it is common and better known as a request, 
being considered as a form of Command (Thompson and Muntigl, 2008). By 
using the Yes/no-interrogative mood, the Command is made indirect as it 
deliberately offers the possibility of either undertaking or refusing to fulfill the 
request in an accustomed manner, as the realization itself is basically asking for a 
‘yes’ or ‘no’ response. An example of the request followed by positive response is 
seen in the context unit C042 above, in which Siti (Javanese) accepted Lina’s 
(Minahasan) request to come to her party. Meanwhile in the context unit C032, 
Lina did not immediately accept Beni’s (Batak) request to do something for him, 
rather she responded with a Disclaimer which opened the possibility of a refusal 
before she finally agreed to do the favor. Furthermore, although the non-directive 
nature of the Commands realized by the Yes/no-interrogative already makes it 
more polite than the unmarked Imperative Commands, some even more polite use 
of these Commands realized by the Yes/no-interrogative such as shown in data 
0041, 0249, 0262, and 0268 were also found in the data source. This politeness is 
manifested in the use of ‘may’ or ‘could’ instead of ‘can’, and ‘would’ instead of 
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‘will’, which are considered to be more indirect. These occurrences of polite 
requests may indicate the effort made by the textbook designers to introduce the 
politeness principle to the readers. However, unlike the datum 0041 in which the 
use of polite request is encouraged as Beni was asking for a permission from his 
teacher, it is rather odd when the polite request is used among the ethnic 
characters as in data 0249, 0262, and 0268, considering that in most of their other 
exchanges, they use casual or informal language which shows their close social 
distance. Regardless, the marked Yes/no-interrogative realization reflects a polite 
form of the Command and that the ethnic characters identified with these 
Commands may be recognized as exemplifying the hospitable or friendly attitude 
in carrying out their requests. 
 
d. The Mood Realizations of the Answers 
Despite having only 1 occurrence of marked realization selected by Siti 
(Javanese), the Answer is the only speech function of the responding move which 
was found to have a marked instance in the data source from a total of 161 
occurrences. This is actually to be expected as it is rare to find an Answer to be 
realized markedly. The following discussion shall explore this markedness of the 
Answers found in the data source. 
 
1) The Unmarked Mood Realization: The Declarative 
The unmarked match for the mood realization of the Answer is, similar 
to that of the Statement, instantiated by the Declarative. Therefore its mood 
structure is the same as the Statement with Subject ^ Finite. One thing to be noted 
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is that the Declarative structure realizing the Answer may include the ‘yes/no’ 
mood Adjunct only, with the Subject ^ Finite structure omitted. This particular 
mood Adjunct functions as an Answer to a polar Question and is unique to the 
speech functions of Answer, Acknowledgement, and Contradiction. As 
exemplified by the datum 0125, in which Siti (Javanese) responded to Edo’s 
(Papuan) Question of whether she can play the Angklung with, “Yes, I can” or the 
datum 0820 in which Dayu’s (Balinese) responded to her teacher’s Question 
asking about Edo’s attendance simply with “No”, omitting the Subject ^ Finite 
structure. 
0124 E : Can you play the Angklung? [initiation: question] 
0125 S : 
Yes, I can. 
Mood Adjunct Subject Finite 
Mood 
[response: answer] 
(C036/P27) 
 
- X : Is Edo here? [initiation: question] 
0820 D : 
No. 
Mood Adjunct 
Mood 
[response: answer] 
0821 D : He is sick. [initiation: statement] 
… … : … 
(C168/P160) 
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2) The Marked Mood Realization: The Yes/no-interrogative 
There is a possibility of an Answer being realized by a Yes/no-
interrogative, as O’Donnell (1999) indicates, a polar Question is a way of 
grammatically realizing a response to a Question. In the data source, there is only 
one occurrence of this marked realization of the Answer as shown in the datum 
0238 below. 
0237 U : Do you see my jacket? [initiation: question] 
0238 S : 
Is It yours? 
Finite Subject Complement 
Mood Residue 
[response: answer] 
(C071/P053) 
 
In this context unit, Udin (Sundanese) asked Siti (Javanese) whether she 
saw his jacket, to which Siti responded with a Yes/no-interrogative realizing the 
Answer, “Is it yours?” In this realization, it can be interpreted that Siti was trying 
to cooperate in the exchange initiated by Udin by providing an Answer to his 
Question. The problem here is, that she was not sure whether she had the required 
information or that the information she had can satisfy Udin’s Question, therefore 
she provided the Answer in the form of Yes/no-interrogative which helps her 
confirm the acceptability of the information she had in mind. The analysis of this 
Yes/no-interrogative realizing Answer is thus understood as a representation of 
speaker’s uncertainty in providing the information demanded by the Question, or 
in Siti’s case, her attempt to respond to Udin’s Question despite the fact that the 
information she had may be lacking. Alternatively, the Yes/no-interrogative can 
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still be analyzed as a realization of a Question, causing the exchange to be split 
into two, with the Yes/no-interrogative start a new initiation as well as a new 
exchange, while Udin’s Question is regarded as ignored or unanswered. 
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CHAPTER V 
 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
 
The discussions in the previous chapter have generated some key points 
to the study and shown some major results to be reflected for future 
considerations. These are summarized in this chapter under the sub-chapters of 
Conclusions and Suggestions. The first concludes the study based on the 
discussions of the findings, while the second proposes some suggestions to some 
parties related to the study. 
 
A. Conclusions 
There are two main conclusions drawn based on the objectives of the 
study. The first considers the representation of the ethnic characters as conveyed 
by their selection of the speech functions. Meanwhile the second regards the 
significance of the markedness in mood realizations of these speech functions. 
 
1. The Representations of the Ethnic Characters as Conveyed by Their 
Selection of Speech Functions 
The distributions of the speech functions among the ethnic characters 
mostly do not show any significant dominance of certain ethnic character. There 
are, however, two exceptions referring to the distributions of the Commands and 
the Answers in which some ethnic characters selected significantly more 
occurrences than the others. The distribution of the Commands favors Edo 
(Papuan) and Lina (Minahasan) to select this speech function with the gap of more 
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than 10% above the other ethnic characters. This means that the two ethnic 
characters, as interpreted from the Commands, demonstrate to a certain degree 
generally indirect authoritative manners. With regard to the distribution of the 
Answer, Edo (Papuan) is also found to set himself apart from the rest of the ethnic 
characters by being assigned to this speech function with more than 13% gap 
above the occurrences of the other ethnic characters. This result, according to the 
interpretations of the Answers, underlines his perceptiveness and meaningfulness 
in providing information or opinions through the Answers as well as being the 
participant of interest in the conversations. It is also to be noted that as opposed to 
Edo (Papuan), Siti (Javanese) and Dayu (Balinese) are mostly found to be in the 
lowest rank of the distribution. This shows a contradicting result with the previous 
research findings by Lie (2000) and Dewanti (2013) in which the ethnic Javanese 
and Balinese demonstrated favorable results in the distribution of ethnicity in 
English textbooks. This may indicate the anticipation of avoiding repeating the 
history of these two ethnic groups dominating the textbook, though further study 
and direct references from the textbook designers are necessary. 
 
2. The Significance of the Markedness in Mood Realizations of the Speech 
Functions Selected by the Ethnic Characters 
There are only four speech functions which are manifested in marked 
mood realizations encompassing the Questions, the Statements, the Commands, 
and the Answers. Compared to the unmarked mood realizations of the four speech 
functions, the occurrences of the marked realizations are much lower. On the one 
hand, these low occurrences may show insignificance to the interpretation of what 
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the realized speech functions may represent. On the other hand, as they are 
marked, they may stand out from the rest of the unmarked ones and demonstrate 
distinctive interpretations to the speech functions. The latter possibility is 
especially true in the data source as this markedness realizes some advance 
specifications of speech functions. In the Statements, the 2 marked mood 
realizations selected by Dayu (Balinese) and Lina (Minahasan) exemplify a 
distinct Exclamative structure which is a form of Declarative (Halliday and 
Matthiessen, 2004). The Yes/no-interrogative realizations of the Commands 
selected by all the ethnic characters shows an indirect type of Commands, the 
Request. The 2 marked realizations of the Questions selected by Beni (Batak) and 
Siti (Javanese) indicate the feeling of surprise or doubt as well as closeness in 
social relationship considering the informal aspects. Meanwhile the only marked 
realization of the Answer selected by Siti (Javanese) shows her effort to provide 
information despite having inadequate knowledge of the matter in question. 
 
B. Suggestions 
Based on the conclusions of the study, some suggestions are proposed 
to four parties related to this study including the junior high school textbook 
designers and material developers, the Ministry of Education and Culture, the 
Junior High School teachers, and other researchers of the related fields. 
 
1. To the Junior High School Textbook Designers and Material Developers 
The textbook designers and material developers are advised to consider 
the role of speech functions which may represent certain images to the ethnic 
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characters. It is also necessary to ensure that the textbooks or learning materials 
do not reflect any form of stereotyping in designing the model texts, particularly 
in selection of speech functions by the ethnically visible characters in the 
textbooks or the learning materials. 
 
2. To the Junior High School Teachers 
It is suggested to the teachers of the junior high school who use the 
textbooks which implements the multicultural elements to carefully introduce and 
present the depiction of the ethnic characters in front of the learners, considering 
the growing diversity within the schools and classrooms. There needs to be 
considerations in using the materials so that the learners can learn to respect the 
diversity and not to associate any ethnic characters with certain representation, 
especially when the model texts implies the possibility of stereotyping or indicates 
inequities between the ethnic characters. 
 
3. To the Ministry of Education and Culture 
The Ministry of Education and Culture should take into account, not 
only the aspect of diversity in the multicultural curriculum, but also some factors 
in the implementation of the curriculum which cannot be separated from this 
aspect such as the language which the diversity is presented and associated with. 
Also considering the history of ethnicity in Indonesia as referred to in chapter 2 
the Literature Review, the researcher suggests that the Ministry of Education and 
Culture introduce more characters, particularly the ethnic Chinese who until today 
still experience some form of discrimination in the society.  
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4. To Other Researchers of Related Fields 
As this research focuses only on the speech functions and markedness 
in mood realizations, future researchers are encouraged to deepen the study by 
exploring the aspect of the language beyond the clause such as analyzing the 
metaphoric realization of the speech functions or considering another aspect 
associated with the representation of multi-ethnicity such as the visual 
representation of the ethnic characters. It is also recommended that other 
researchers enrich the study by focusing inward to a specific analysis of certain 
speech functions, or outward by comparing this government-endorsed textbook to 
other textbooks in terms of their incorporation of multi-ethnicity. 
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DATA ANALYSIS SHEET 
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H
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0001/C001/P008 B From now on I will use English in my English class.               
0002/C002/P009 B Hi, …               
0003/C002/P009 B … may I introduce myself.               
0004/C002/P009 B My name is Beni.               
0005/C002/P009 U I’m Udin.               
0006/C002/P009 L I’m Lina.               
0007/C002/P009 E I’m Edo.               
0008/C002/P009 D I’m Dayu.               
0009/C002/P009 S I’m Siti.               
- /C003/P010 X Everybody, may I have your attention, please? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
0010/C003/P010 B Yes, Ma’am.               
0011/C003/P010 D Yes, Ma’am.               
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0012/C003/P010 E Yes, Ma’am.               
0013/C003/P010 L Yes, Ma’am.               
0014/C003/P010 S Yes, Ma’am.               
0015/C003/P010 U Yes, Ma’am.               
- /C004/P010 X 
What do you think if we use English in our English 
class. We will use English in our class. Do you 
understand me? Siti, what did I say? 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
0016/C004/P010 S We will use English in our English class.               
- /C005/P010 X Everybody, are you ready to learn English now? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
0017/C005/P010 B Yes, Ma’am.               
0018/C005/P010 D Yes, Ma’am.               
0019/C005/P010 E Yes, Ma’am.               
0020/C005/P010 L Yes, Ma’am.               
0021/C005/P010 S Yes, Ma’am.               
0022/C005/P010 U Yes, Ma’am.               
- /C006/P010 X 
What about you, Edo? What do you think if we use 
English in our English class? 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
0023/C006/P010 E Yes, we will use English in our English class.               
- /C007/P011 X Attention, please! Attention please! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
0024/C007/P011 B Yes, Ma’am.               
0025/C007/P011 D Yes, Ma’am.               
0026/C007/P011 E Yes, Ma’am.               
0027/C007/P011 L Yes, Ma’am.               
0028/C007/P011 S Yes, Ma’am.               
0029/C007/P011 U Yes, Ma’am.               
- /C008/P011 X 
Dayu, please look at me! Would you stop doing that 
please? Are you ready to learn? 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
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0030/C008/P011 D I’m so sorry, Ma’am.               
0031/C008/P011 D Yes, I am.               
- /C009/P011 X Attention, please. Are we all ready to learn English? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
0032/C009/P011 B Yes, Ma’am.               
0033/C009/P011 D Yes, Ma’am.               
0034/C009/P011 E Yes, Ma’am.               
0035/C009/P011 L Yes, Ma’am.               
0036/C009/P011 S Yes, Ma’am.               
0037/C009/P011 U Yes, Ma’am.               
- /C010/P011 X Edo, Is English easy or difficult? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
0038/C010/P011 E It is easy Ma’am.               
- /C010/P011 X Good. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
0039/C011/P012 D Excuse me, Ma’am.               
0040/C011/P012 D What is ‘attention’ in Bahasa?               
- /C011/P012 X Attention is /perhatian/. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
0041/C012/P012 B Sir, may I wash my hands?               
- /C012/P012 X Sure. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
0042/C013/P012 E Hey, …               
0043/C013/P012 E … let’s go to the canteen!               
0044/C013/P012 B Sure.               
0045/C013/P012 B Let’s go.               
0046/C014/P014 L Don’t you understand of what she said?               
0047/C014/P014 S Yes, …               
0048/C014/P014 S 
… she said that we should speak English in our 
English class. 
              
- /C015/P014 X Do you know what I mean? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
0049/C015/P014 U Yes, Sir.               
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- /C016/P014 X Do you understand the text? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
0050/C016/P014 E I’m trying Ma’am.               
0051/C016/P014 E How do you say this word?               
0052/C016/P014 E What is it in Bahasa?               
0053/C017/P014 U Do you understand of what our teacher ask to do?               
0054/C017/P014 B We should use English in our English class.               
0055/C017/P014 B It is difficult.               
0056/C018/P015 B What do you think of the picture?               
0057/C018/P015 B Beni did it well, didn’t he?               
0058/C018/P015 E Yes, he did.               
0059/C018/P015 E It is very beautiful.               
0060/C019/P015 L The meal is not delicious.               
0061/C019/P015 L Is that how you say it?               
0062/C019/P015 D I don’t think so.               
0063/C019/P015 D It’s nice.               
0064/C020/P015 B What do you think?               
0065/C020/P015 B Is English easy or difficult?               
0066/C020/P015 U I think it’s easy.               
0067/C020/P015 U I love English.               
- /C021/P016 X 
Great! I think that is a beautiful invitation card. I like 
it. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
0068/C021/P016 U Thank you.               
0069/C022/P016 S Your picture is beautiful!               
0070/C022/P016 S I like the color.               
0071/C022/P016 D Thanks.               
- /C023/P016 X Excellent! That’s my girl! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
0072/C023/P016 L Thank you, Ma’am.               
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0073/C024/P016 B What a wonderful picture!               
0074/C024/P016 E Thank you.               
0075/C025/P019 E Excuse me!               
0076/C025/P019 B Hi, Edo.               
0077/C025/P019 B What’s up?               
0078/C025/P019 E I want to show you my drawing.               
0079/C025/P019 E What do you think about it?               
0080/C025/P019 B Well, I think it’s good.               
0081/C025/P019 E It is the landscape of my hometown.               
0082/C025/P019 B Really?               
0083/C025/P019 E Yes, it is!               
0084/C025/P019 E Will you come someday?               
0085/C025/P019 B Yes, I will.               
0086/C025/P019 E What about your hometown.               
0087/C025/P019 E Do you think it is good?               
0088/C025/P019 B Yes, …               
0089/C025/P019 B … it’s beautiful.               
0090/C025/P019 E That’s great.               
- /C026/P020 X Excuse me! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
0091/C026/P020 B Yes, ma’am.               
0092/C026/P020 D Yes, ma’am.               
0093/C026/P020 E Yes, ma’am.               
0094/C026/P020 L Yes, ma’am.               
0095/C026/P020 S Yes, ma’am.               
0096/C026/P020 U Yes, ma’am.               
- /C027/P020 X Attention, please. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
0097/C027/P020 B All right.               
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0098/C027/P020 D All right.               
0099/C027/P020 E All right.               
0100/C027/P020 L All right.               
0101/C027/P020 S All right.               
0102/C027/P020 U All right.               
0103/C028/P020 D What do you think of this picture?               
0104/C028/P020 S I think it’s beautiful.               
0105/C029/P020 B Do you think it is good?               
0106/C029/P020 E Yes, …               
0107/C029/P020 E … it’s very nice.               
- /C030/P021 X Do you understand? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
0108/C030/P021 B Yes, I do.               
- /C031/P021 X Is it clear? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
0109/C031/P021 U It is.               
0110/C032/P021 B It’s so beautiful.               
0111/C032/P021 S Thank you.               
0112/C033/P021 L Great!               
0113/C033/P021 E Thanks.               
0114/C034/P024 S Look, …               
0115/C034/P024 S … this is my cat.               
0116/C034/P024 S She’s cute isn’t she?               
0117/C034/P024 L Yes, …               
0118/C034/P024 L … I think she’s cute.               
0119/C034/P024 L What’s her name?               
0120/C034/P024 S She’s Putih.               
0121/C034/P024 L What a good name.               
0122/C035/P027 B Can you play the guitar?               
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0123/C035/P027 U No, I can’t.               
0124/C036/P027 E Can you play the Angklung?               
0125/C036/P027 S Yes, I can.               
0126/C037/P027 B Can you do it now?               
0127/C037/P027 L I’m not sure …               
0128/C037/P027 L … but I’ll try               
0129/C038/P027 B Can you come to the party?               
0130/C038/P027 L No, I can’t.               
0131/C039/P027 E Can you help me?               
0132/C039/P027 S Certainly.               
0133/C040/P030 U Can you climb a tree?               
0134/C040/P030 S No, I can’t.               
0135/C041/P033 E Udin, will you help me to bring this book?               
0136/C041/P033 U Sure.               
0137/C042/P033 L Siti, will you come to my party?               
0138/C042/P033 S Of course.               
0139/C042/P033 S I will.               
0140/C043/P033 D Lina, will you go to the canteen with me?               
0141/C043/P033 L Let’s go.               
- /C044/P033 X Beni, will you close the window, please? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
0142/C044/P033 B I’ll do it.               
- /C045/P033 X Will you please pass the salt? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
0143/C045/P033 E Here you are.               
0144/C046/P040 L You should come!               
0145/C046/P040 L Don’t be late!               
- /C047/P041 X Come in please! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
0146/C047/P041 E Thank you.               
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- /C048/P041 X Please put the book on the table! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
0147/C048/P041 B All right.               
- /C049/P041 X Clean the whiteboard, please! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
0148/C049/P041 S Yes, ma’am.               
- /C050/P041 X Please open the window! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
0149/C050/P041 E Of course.               
0150/C051/P042 E Let’s go to the canteen!               
0151/C051/P042 B Okay               
0152/C052/P042 B Will you join us to the library?               
0153/C052/P042 U Okay, …               
0154/C052/P042 U … but wait a minute.               
0155/C053/P042 S Please come with me to see the principal!               
0156/C053/P042 L Sorry, …               
0157/C053/P042 L … I’m busy.               
0158/C054/P042 D Can I join you?               
0159/C054/P042 S Sure, …               
0160/C054/P042 S … please come with me!               
0161/C055/P043 L Don’t be late!               
0162/C055/P043 D I won’t.               
0163/C056/P043 E Don’t open it here, please.               
0164/C056/P043 L Ok.               
0165/C057/P043 L You don’t have to buy anything for me.               
0166/C057/P043 E It’s not a big deal.               
0167/C058/P043 U Don’t tell Lina that we will give her a special gift.               
0168/C058/P043 D Sure.               
0169/C059/P044 U Hello, …               
0170/C059/P044 U … good morning.               
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0171/C059/P044 U This is Udin.               
0172/C059/P044 L Oh, hi Udin.               
0173/C059/P044 L Good morning.               
0174/C059/P044 L What can I do for you?               
0175/C059/P044 U I just received an invitation card for your birthday.               
0176/C059/P044 L You are coming, aren't you?               
0177/C059/P044 U Yes, I am.               
0178/C059/P044 U Thanks for inviting me.               
0179/C059/P044 L No problem.               
0180/C059/P044 L Oh ya, don’t forget the dress code, ok?               
0181/C059/P044 U I’m still thinking about it actually.               
0182/C059/P044 L Be there …               
0183/C059/P044 L … and don’t be late.               
0184/C059/P044 U I’ll do my best.               
0185/C059/P044 L All right, see you soon!               
0186/C060/P045 E Hi, Udin.               
0187/C060/P045 E How are you?               
0188/C060/P045 U I’m fine.               
0189/C060/P045 E Glad to hear it.               
0190/C060/P045 U 
By the way, have you received a birthday invitation 
from Lina? 
              
0191/C060/P045 E Yes, I have.               
0192/C060/P045 U Will you come then?               
0193/C060/P045 E I’m afraid…               
0194/C060/P045 E … I can’t …               
0195/C060/P045 E 
… because I’ll have a badminton competition on that 
day. 
              
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0196/C060/P045 E Let’s buy a birthday gift for her.               
0197/C060/P045 E 
I hope you don’t mind giving it to her on her 
birthday. 
              
0198/C060/P045 U Of course.               
0199/C060/P045 E Let’s go then!               
0200/C060/P045 U Okay.               
0201/C061/P048 B Please give her a doll.               
0202/C061/P048 B Don’t give her a robot, ok!               
0203/C062/P048 S You can wear a batik shirt or a formal shirt.               
0204/C062/P048 S But please don’t wear T-shirt.               
0205/C063/P048 L For exercise, please run, …               
0206/C063/P048 L … walk, …               
0207/C063/P048 L … or ride a bicycle.               
0208/C063/P048 L Don’t use expensive tools.               
0209/C064/P048 U For your health, do not eat too much instant noodle.               
0210/C064/P048 U Eat more vegetables or fresh fruits.               
0211/C065/P050 L Can I use your pen?               
0212/C065/P050 D Sure.               
0213/C065/P050 D Take the green one.               
0214/C065/P050 D Don’t use the red one.               
0215/C065/P050 D There’s no ink on it.               
0216/C066/P050 U Is this seat taken?               
0217/C066/P050 U Can I sit here?               
0218/C066/P050 E No, …               
0219/C066/P050 E … the chair’s leg is loose.               
0220/C066/P050 E Don’t sit on it.               
0221/C066/P050 E Please take the seat near the window.               
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0222/C067/P050 S Let’s wrap the gift for Lina.               
0223/C067/P050 S Can we it on your table?               
0224/C067/P050 B Please do, …               
0225/C067/P050 B … but don’t make a mess.               
0226/C068/P050 U It’s very cold.               
0227/C068/P050 U Can I wear your jacket?               
0228/C068/P050 E Sure.               
0229/C068/P050 E I have two jackets.               
0230/C068/P050 E Don’t forget to wash …               
0231/C068/P050 E … before you return it to me, ok?               
0232/C069/P050 D Hey, …               
0233/C069/P050 D … Lina is a girl.               
0234/C069/P050 D You can buy her a baby doll.               
0235/C069/P050 D Don’t buy her a car toy.               
0236/C070/P053 E Let’s prepare the gift for Lina!               
0237/C071/P053 U Do you see my jacket?               
0238/C071/P053 S Is it yours?               
0239/C071/P053 U No, …               
0240/C071/P053 U … it’s Edo’s jacket.               
0241/C071/P053 U Our jacket are same …               
0242/C071/P053 U … but the sizes are different.               
0243/C072/P053 E I don’t have scissors.               
0244/C072/P053 D Here,               
0245/C072/P053 D I bring it.               
0246/C072/P053 D You can use mine.               
0247/C073/P053 B May I wash my hands?               
0248/C073/P053 E Certainly.               
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0249/C074/P053 S Would you like to bring me our ribbon?               
0250/C074/P053 D Here you are.               
0251/C075/P054 U Excuse me!               
0252/C075/P054 L Oh, hi Udin.               
0253/C075/P054 L Come in, please.               
0254/C075/P054 U Thank you.               
0255/C075/P054 U Wow.               
0256/C075/P054 U There are so many people here.               
0257/C075/P054 U It seems that the party has just begun.               
0258/C075/P054 L Not yet actually.               
0259/C075/P054 L We’ve been waiting for you.               
0260/C075/P054 U Really?               
0261/C075/P054 L Yes, …               
0262/C075/P054 L 
… could you put your jacket over there on the 
hanger? 
              
0263/C075/P054 U Oh yes, sure.               
0264/C075/P054 U And what’s this paper for?               
0265/C075/P054 L Please write down your name here.               
0266/C075/P054 U Ok, …               
0267/C075/P054 U … but I don’t bring any pen,               
0268/C075/P054 U May I borrow yours?               
0269/C075/P054 L Sure, …               
0270/C075/P054 L … here it is               
0271/C075/P054 U Thank you.               
0272/C075/P054 U By the way, happy birthday!               
0273/C075/P054 U 
Nothing I could say but everything for your best 
always. 
              
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0274/C075/P054 L It’s very kind of you.               
0275/C075/P054 L Thanks a lot, Ben.               
0276/C075/P054 L Let’s start the party then.               
0277/C075/P054 U Ok               
0278/C076/P058 U This is Lina’s Birthday Invitation card.               
0279/C077/P059 U Let’s take a break!               
0280/C078/P062 U 
Now I’ll show you some greeting cards that my 
classmate and I made for Lina. 
              
0281/C078/P062 U Here they are!               
0282/C079/P063 U Here are other examples of greeting cards.               
0283/C080/P069 U How many visitors are there in the zoo?               
0284/C080/P069 S There are few visitors in the zoo.               
0285/C081/P069 D How much food does the elephant eat?               
0286/C081/P069 E Not much,               
0287/C081/P069 E … just half a bucket of food.               
0288/C082/P070 U How much water do the horses drink?               
0289/C082/P070 L They drink a lot of water.               
0290/C083/P070 U How many zookeepers are there in the zoo?               
0291/C083/P070 L There aren’t many zookeepers in the zoo.               
0292/C084/P071 U What do zookeepers do?               
0293/C085/P075 U How many cats are there in the backyard?               
0294/C085/P075 L There are two cats in the backyard.               
0295/C086/P080 D What time do you get up?               
0296/C086/P080 E I get up at 5 o’clock.               
0297/C086/P080 S I get up at 4.30 a.m.               
0298/C087/P080 U What are you doing, Edo?               
0299/C087/P090 E I am drawing a picture.               
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0300/C088/P090 U What are they doing?               
0301/C088/P090 E They are playing basket ball.               
0302/C089/P090 U What is he doing?               
0303/C089/P090 E He is reading a book.               
0304/C090/P091 B What are you doing?               
- /C090/P091 X I am writing a letter. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
0305/C091/P094 E Is the woman talking to the boys?               
0306/C091/P094 D Yes, she is talking to them.               
0307/C092/P094 B Are you telling Udin the story?               
0308/C092/P094 L Yes, I am telling him the story.               
0309/C093/P094 S Are they calling you?               
0310/C093/P094 B No, they aren’t calling me.               
0311/C094/P094 E Are they looking at us?               
0312/C094/P094 U No, they aren’t looking at us.               
0313/C095/P094 B Is the man staring at the woman?               
0314/C095/P094 U Yes, he is staring at her.               
0315/C096/P095 U Is Beni giving Edo a present?               
0316/C096/P095 S Yes, he is giving him a present.               
0317/C097/P095 B Is Lina talking to Siti and Dayu?               
0318/C097/P095 U Yes, she’s talking to them.               
0319/C098/P095 U Is Siti borrowing a book from the library?               
0320/C098/P095 E Yes, she’s borrowing it from the library               
0321/C099/P096 D Is the man teaching the students?               
0322/C099/P096 B Yes, he’s teaching them.               
0323/C100/P096 S Are they calling you, Lina?               
0324/C100/P096 L Yes, they are calling her.               
0325/C101/P097 E Look at the picture below!               
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0326/C101/P097 E Here is a picture of my family.               
0327/C101/P097 E Let’s see what they are doing!               
0328/C102/P097 E My mother is watering the plants.               
0329/C102/P097 E My Father is cooking spaghetti.               
0330/C102/P097 E My brother is washing his bicycle.               
0331/C102/P097 E My sister is sweeping the floor.               
0332/C103/P099 L What are your parents doing?               
0333/C103/P099 B My father is playing badminton.               
0334/C103/P099 B My mother is reading magazine.               
- /C104/P100 X What are you doing? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
0335/C104/P100 S I am watering the plant …               
0336/C104/P100 S … because there’s no raining for couple days.               
- /C105/P100 X What are you doing? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
0337/C105/P100 E I am feeding the rabbit …               
0338/C105/P100 E 
… because my mother gave me a carrot for it this 
morning. 
              
- /C105/P100 X Thanks. Give her my gratitude. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
- /C106/P100 X What are you doing? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
0339/C106/P100 U The window is dirty, …               
0340/C106/P100 U … so I am cleaning it.               
- /C106/P100 X What a good boy. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
- /C107/P100 X What are you doing? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
0341/C107/P100 D There will be a test after the break, …               
0342/C107/P100 D 
… so I’m reading a book at the library during the 
break time. 
              
0343/C108/P102 B Why do you bring an umbrella?               
0344/C108/P102 E I am bringing an umbrella…               
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0345/C108/P102 E … because it was cloudy this morning.               
0346/C108/P102 E I thought it will be raining today.               
0347/C109/P102 S Why don’t you ride your bicycle?               
0348/C109/P102 D It is broken, …               
0349/C109/P102 D … so I am walking now.               
0350/C110/P102 L Why do you look so confused?               
0351/C110/P102 U My new book is lost, …               
0352/C110/P102 U … so I am looking for it.               
- /C111/P102 X Why do you come late? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
0353/C111/P102 B It’s because I missed the bus.               
0354/C111/P102 B I took an Ojeg…               
0355/C111/P102 B … but I couldn’t come on time still.               
0356/C112/P104 U Beni is wearing a jacket…               
0357/C112/P104 U … although the weather is warm.               
0358/C112/P104 S It is because he got fever.               
0359/C113/P104 S Why does Lina looks so happy?               
0360/C113/P104 B 
It is because she just won the school running 
competition 
              
0361/C113/P104 S Oh, great!               
0362/C113/P104 S She can run so fast, …               
0363/C113/P104 S … although her body is small.               
0364/C114/P104 E Rani has so many friend…               
0365/C114/P104 E … even though she does not have much money.               
0366/C114/P104 L She’s friendly and helpful, …               
0367/C114/P104 L … so everyone like her.               
0368/C115/P104 D Although Mr. Erry is old, …               
0369/C115/P104 D … he is still an energetic teacher.               
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0370/C115/P104 U It is because he loves sport.               
0371/C115/P104 D Yes, …               
0372/C115/P104 D … he also teaches his student happily, …               
0373/C115/P104 D … so all of his students love him.               
0374/C116/P109 L I think Bono will win the race!               
0375/C116/P109 S I think so too.               
0376/C116/P109 S Bono is smaller…               
0377/C116/P109 S … but stronger than Gani.               
0378/C116/P109 S Gani is bigger…               
0379/C116/P109 S … but weaker than Bono.               
0380/C117/P109 D Are Dini and Dani really twins?               
0381/C117/P109 D They don’t look like twins.               
0382/C117/P109 S Yes, they are twins.               
0383/C117/P109 S But you are right, …               
0384/C117/P109 S … they don’t look like twins.               
0385/C117/P109 S Dini is taller and fatter…               
0386/C117/P109 S … and Dani is shorter and thinner.               
0387/C118/P109 U Look!               
0388/C118/P109 U The horse and the donkey look like each other.               
0389/C118/P109 U But, the horse is bigger than the donkey.               
0390/C118/P109 U The donkey is smaller than the horse, right?               
0391/C119/P109 E I think a mountain and a hill are just the same.               
0392/C119/P109 E Right?               
0393/C119/P109 B No.               
0394/C119/P109 B Look!               
0395/C119/P109 B That one on the left is a mountain.               
0396/C119/P109 B And on the right is a hill.               
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0397/C119/P109 B The mountain is higher than the hill.               
0398/C119/P109 B The hill is lower than the mountain.               
0399/C120/P110 D On my left hand I have cotton, …               
0400/C120/P110 D … on my right hand I have stone.               
0401/C120/P110 D They have the same size.               
0402/C120/P110 D Now I can feel that stone is heavier than cotton, …               
0403/C120/P110 D … and cotton is lighter than stone.               
0404/C121/P110 E Don’t you think the picture is wrong?               
0405/C121/P110 E The helicopter is higher than the plane in the sky.               
0406/C121/P110 E The plane is lower than the helicopter?               
0407/C122/P112 D I’m younger than Hasan, …               
0408/C122/P112 D … and Hasan is older than me.               
0409/C122/P112 D I’m 12 years old.               
0410/C122/P112 D Hasan, my brother, is 15 years old.               
0411/C122/P112 D Hasan is my older brother.               
0412/C123/P112 B My ruler is longer than Dina’s.               
0413/C123/P112 B Dina’s is shorter than mine.               
0414/C123/P112 B Mine is 50 centimeters long, …               
0415/C123/P112 B … and Dina’s is only 30 centimeters long.               
0416/C124/P112 E The old car is still faster than the horse cart.               
0417/C124/P112 E The cart is slower than the car.               
0418/C124/P112 E The car can run 80 kilometers an hour, …               
0419/C124/P112 E 
… and the horse cart can run only 20 kilometers an 
hour. 
              
0420/C125/P112 L Surti is taller than her older sister, Wuni.               
0421/C125/P112 L Surti is 148 centimeters tall…               
0422/C125/P112 L … and Wuni is 145 centimeters tall.               
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0423/C125/P112 L So, The older sister is shorter than the younger sister.               
0424/C126/P112 E The wooden desk is smaller…               
0425/C126/P112 E … and it is 8 kilograms.               
0426/C126/P112 E The plastic desk is bigger…               
0427/C126/P112 E … but is only 4 kilograms.               
0428/C126/P112 E So, the wooden desk is smaller…               
0429/C126/P112 E … but it is heavier, …               
0430/C126/P112 E … and the plastic desk is bigger…               
0431/C126/P112 E … but it is lighter.               
0432/C127/P112 B I can lift the bench.               
0433/C127/P112 B Elang cannot lift the stool.               
0434/C127/P112 B I’m stronger than Elang.               
0435/C127/P112 B Elang is weaker than me!               
0436/C128/P115 E I got an A in English and a C in History.               
0437/C128/P115 E To me, English is easier than History.               
0438/C128/P115 E History is more difficult than English.               
0439/C129/P115 B 
I bought this beautiful pencil case for just fifteen 
thousand rupiahs, and this very simple plastic purse 
for twenty thousand rupiahs. 
              
0440/C129/P115 B Funny isn’t it?               
0441/C129/P115 B The pencil case is more beautiful…               
0442/C129/P115 B … but it is cheaper.               
0443/C129/P115 B The purse is simpler…               
0444/C129/P115 B … but it is more expensive.               
0445/C130/P115 L I like roses.               
0446/C130/P115 L They are more beautiful than other flowers.               
0447/C131/P115 E Let’s sit on the bench under the tree.               
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0448/C131/P115 E I think it is more comfortable there.               
0449/C131/P115 E It’s shady and cool.               
0450/C132/P115 D I saw Malin Kundang on TV last night.               
0451/C132/P115 D I think the book is more interesting than the film.               
0452/C133/P115 B I think Edo is a very good student.               
0453/C133/P115 B He’s more dilligent than any of us!               
0454/C133/P115 B He always gets good marks in all subjects.               
0455/C134/P120 E This is a plastic bag.               
0456/C134/P120 E It is good.               
0457/C134/P120 E But the cotton bag is better.               
0458/C134/P120 E It is more expensive.               
0459/C135/P120 D Fatima got a B in Math.               
0460/C135/P120 D But she got a better mark in English.               
0461/C135/P120 D She got an A.               
0462/C136/P120 U My shoes are good.               
0463/C136/P120 U I bought them for seventy thousand rupiahs.               
0464/C136/P120 U But my father’s shoes are better.               
0465/C136/P120 U He bought them for two hundred thousand rupiahs.               
0466/C137/P120 S A T-shirt with a picture on it is good.               
0467/C137/P120 S But I think a T-shirt without a picture is better.               
0468/C137/P120 S I like plain T-shirt.               
0469/C138/P120 L My hand-writing is good and clear.               
0470/C138/P120 L But my mother’s hand-writing is better and clearer.               
0471/C139/P133 U Which one is your house?               
0472/C140/P133 E Is it easy to find your house?               
0473/C140/P133 B I think it is.               
0474/C140/P133 B I live in a new housing complex, …               
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0475/C140/P133 B … so all the houses look the same.               
0476/C140/P133 B 
They have the same design, with a blue roof, and no 
fence. 
              
0477/C140/P133 B They are all white and grey.               
0478/C140/P133 B There’s a tree in front of every house.               
0479/C140/P133 B But we have two trees.               
0480/C140/P133 B One of them is a star-fruit tree.               
0481/C140/P133 E Is it near the small bridge on Jalan Teratai?               
0482/C140/P133 B Yes.               
0483/C140/P133 B 
My house is the one with a handycraft from Tana 
Toraja hanging on the front door. 
              
0484/C140/P133 B It is triangle with beautiful carving.               
0485/C140/P133 E But when the door is open…               
0486/C140/P133 E … we cannot see it from the street, can we?               
0487/C140/P133 B No.               
0488/C140/P133 B You are right.               
0489/C140/P133 B Okay. In front of my house there is also a big stone.               
0490/C140/P133 B Some children often sit…               
0491/C140/P133 B … and play there.               
0492/C140/P133 E Ok.               
0493/C140/P133 E I’m sure…               
0494/C140/P133 E … we’ll find it.               
0495/C141/P134 U Do you see my notebook?               
0496/C142/P134 E Do you see my notebook?               
0497/C142/P134 E I put it on my desk, …               
0498/C142/P134 E … but it is not there now?               
0499/C142/P134 B What does it look like?               
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0500/C142/P134 E It’s thick.               
0501/C142/P134 E It has a blue hard cover.               
0502/C142/P134 B Does it have a pink ribbon separator?               
0503/C142/P134 B This one?               
0504/C142/P134 E No.               
0505/C142/P134 E The ribbon is white.               
0506/C142/P134 E There is a sticker on the cover.               
0507/C142/P134 E 
It’s shiny, white, round, with a picture of an orang-
utan. 
              
0508/C142/P134 B It must be that one over there, on the teacher’s desk.               
0509/C142/P134 E Yes, …               
0510/C142/P134 E … you are right.               
0511/C142/P134 E Thank you.               
0512/C143/P135 U What do the shoes look like?               
0513/C144/P135 L I went to the market.               
0514/C144/P135 L 
In the big shoe shop, near the barber shop, I saw very 
beautiful shoes. 
              
0515/C144/P135 L You must like them.               
0516/C144/P135 D Really?               
0517/C144/P135 D In fact I need to buy plastic shoes.               
0518/C144/P135 D This is a rainy season.               
0519/C144/P135 D I need plastic shoes to go out…               
0520/C144/P135 D … when it is raining.               
0521/C144/P135 L Yes, …               
0522/C144/P135 L … there are beautiful plastic shoes there.               
0523/C144/P135 L Different colours.               
0524/C144/P135 L Some have holes, …               
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0525/C144/P135 L … some have flowers in the front, …               
0526/C144/P135 L … and some are plain.               
0527/C144/P135 L Nothing on them.               
0528/C144/P135 D 
I need shoes with a strap, and open in the front, like 
sandals. 
              
0529/C144/P135 D It’s always hot here, …               
0530/C144/P135 D … and my toes need air to breath.               
0531/C144/P135 L I agree.               
0532/C144/P135 L I saw many sandals with a strap there.               
0533/C144/P135 L They have low heels, …               
0534/C144/P135 L … and they look comfortable.               
0535/C144/P135 D Great.               
0536/C144/P135 D I’ll go there tomorrow.               
0537/C144/P135 D Thanks.               
0538/C145/P136 U What kind of T-shirt do you want?               
0539/C146/P139 U Hallo.               
0540/C146/P139 U I’m in the bus terminal now, …               
0541/C146/P139 U … but I still cannot find Simon.               
0542/C146/P139 U What is he like?               
0543/C146/P139 B He’s tall.               
0544/C146/P139 B He’s got a fair skin.               
0545/C146/P139 U Many people are tall …               
0546/C146/P139 U … and have fair skin here.               
0547/C146/P139 U Is he wearing jeans?               
0548/C146/P139 B No, …               
0549/C146/P139 B 
… he’s wearing a uniform, black pants and a blue 
shirt with long sleeves. 
              
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0550/C146/P139 U I see three people wearing the same uniform.               
0551/C146/P139 B He’s a bit fat and chubby.               
0552/C146/P139 B He’s wearing a black hat.               
0553/C146/P139 U Oh ya, I see him now.               
0554/C146/P139 U He’s walking toward me.               
0555/C146/P139 U He’s carrying a back pack, isn’t he?               
0556/C146/P139 B I think so.               
0557/C146/P139 B Ok, see you later.               
0558/C147/P140 S Hallo                
0559/C147/P140 S I’ve received the family photo.               
0560/C147/P140 S Thank you very much.               
0561/C147/P140 S Which one is Sofia?               
0562/C147/P140 L Sorry               
0563/C147/P140 L I don’t have the photo with me now.               
0564/C147/P140 L But, this may help.               
0565/C147/P140 L She’s tall and thin.               
0566/C147/P140 S I see three girls here, …               
0567/C147/P140 S … and they are all tall and thin.               
0568/C147/P140 S Is her hair straight and long, in a pony tail?               
0569/C147/P140 L No, …               
0570/C147/P140 L … that’s Rina, my niece.               
0571/C147/P140 L Sofia’s hair is curly, usually in plaits.               
0572/C147/P140 L She has a fringe.               
0573/C147/P140 S Two girls is wearing their hair in plaits.               
0574/C147/P140 S They both have a fringe too.               
0575/C147/P140 L Right. Sofia’s standing, …               
0576/C147/P140 L … not sitting.               
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0577/C147/P140 L 
She’s wearing a yellow night dress, with a picture of 
a sleeping baby. 
              
0578/C147/P140 S Got it.               
0579/C147/P140 S Wow, …               
0580/C147/P140 S 
… that chubby little girl five years ago is now a 
beautiful slim girl? 
              
0581/C147/P140 L Yes, she is.               
0582/C148/P141 L Is our Science teacher, Mrs. Herlina, here?               
0583/C148/P141 L I’ve never met her.               
0584/C148/P141 D Yes.               
0585/C148/P141 D She’s here.               
0586/C148/P141 D But I don’t know where she is now.               
0587/C148/P141 D She’s in batik and black pants.               
0588/C148/P141 L 
But, all the ladies here are wearing batik and black 
pants! 
              
0589/C148/P141 D You are right.               
0590/C148/P141 D Sorry.               
0591/C148/P141 D Ah, there she is.               
0592/C148/P141 D She is the big lady with glasses.               
0593/C148/P141 D 
She sitting on the bench in front of the Principal’s 
office. 
              
0594/C148/P141 L Which one?               
0595/C148/P141 L Two ladies are big …               
0596/C148/P141 L … and wearing glasses.               
0597/C148/P141 L Is she wearing a scarf.               
0598/C148/P141 D No, she is not.               
0599/C148/P141 D She’s the one carrying a pink purse.               
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0600/C148/P141 L Alright.               
0601/C148/P141 L I’ll meet her now.               
0602/C149/P143 U My father is a good man.               
0603/C149/P143 U He loves his family.               
0604/C149/P143 U He does not get angry easily.               
0605/C149/P143 U He talks to us, his children, about many things.               
0606/C149/P143 U 
He and my mum often go out together to enjoy the 
evening. 
              
0607/C149/P143 U He is friendly to the neighbours.               
0608/C150/P143 L My father is friendly, too.               
0609/C150/P143 L He knows almost everybody in the neighbourhood.               
0610/C150/P143 L He always goes to the neighbourhood meetings.               
0611/C150/P143 L He is never absent from the Cleaning Day.               
0612/C150/P143 L He is a good volleyball player.               
0613/C150/P143 L 
He plays volleyball with our neighbours in the 
community centre every Saturday. 
              
0614/C151/P143 D I love my mum very much.               
0615/C151/P143 D She is an Elementary School teacher.               
0616/C151/P143 D She is very patient.               
0617/C151/P143 D She is never angry.               
0618/C151/P143 D She always smiles…               
0619/C151/P143 D … and never complains.               
0620/C151/P143 D My mum is my best friend.               
0621/C151/P143 D I can talk to her about everything.               
0622/C151/P143 D Oh ya, she can sing!               
0623/C151/P143 D She has a beautiful voice.               
0624/C152/P144 E I’m proud of my English teacher.               
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0625/C152/P144 E She is smart and very friendly.               
0626/C152/P144 E Her English is very good and very clear.               
0627/C152/P144 E She speaks English to us, …               
0628/C152/P144 E … and we speak English to her too.               
0629/C152/P144 E 
She often reads us good stories from different parts 
of Indonesia. 
              
0630/C152/P144 E She knows many stories from other countries too.               
0631/C153/P144 B Aunt Dina is very healthy.               
0632/C153/P144 B She is rarely sick.               
0633/C153/P144 B She is married…               
0634/C153/P144 B … and has two children.               
0635/C153/P144 B She is more than 40 years old, …               
0636/C153/P144 B … but her skin is smooth…               
0637/C153/P144 B … and her face always looks young and beautiful.               
0638/C153/P144 B Oh ya, she exercises almost everyday.               
0639/C153/P144 B She works at a bank.               
0640/C153/P144 B It is almost 2 kms from her home.               
0641/C153/P144 B She has a motorcycle, …               
0642/C153/P144 B … but she goes to work on foot.               
0643/C154/P144 S I love my cat, Manis.               
0644/C154/P144 S She makes me happy.               
0645/C154/P144 S When I tickle her, …               
0646/C154/P144 S … she rolls around…               
0647/C154/P144 S … and taps her paws on my hand.               
0648/C154/P144 S I like the feeling.               
0649/C154/P144 S She has three colors, white, yellow, and black.               
0650/C154/P144 S She often lies on my feet…               
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0651/C154/P144 S … when I study…               
0652/C154/P144 S … or watch TV.               
0653/C154/P144 S 
Sometimes she sleeps in my bed with me, on my 
feet. 
              
0654/C154/P144 S It feels warm.               
0655/C155/P146 U I’m proud of my school.               
0656/C155/P146 U Our teachers are smart.               
0657/C155/P146 U 
We have many good books and magazines in our 
school library. 
              
0658/C155/P146 U The classrooms are not big, …               
0659/C155/P146 U … and they are clean and tidy.               
0660/C155/P146 U But, the school yard is very small.               
0661/C155/P146 U There are not many plants, …               
0662/C155/P146 U … so it is very hot in the afternoon.               
0663/C155/P146 U We only have the terrace…               
0664/C155/P146 U … when we are not in the classrooms.               
0665/C155/P146 U So the terrace is very crowded during the break.               
0666/C156/P146 L I like my classmates.               
0667/C156/P146 L We are close to each other.               
0668/C156/P146 L We tease each other, …               
0669/C156/P146 L … but we do not get angry easily.               
0670/C156/P146 L We play together.               
0671/C156/P146 L We study together.               
0672/C156/P146 L But I do not like a number of things about them.               
0673/C156/P146 L Some are not discipline.               
0674/C156/P146 L They do not do their work seriously.               
0675/C156/P146 L They litter.               
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0676/C156/P146 L So, our classroom is often messy and dirty.               
0677/C156/P146 L They also write bad words on the desks.               
0678/C156/P146 L During the class, they move around…               
0679/C156/P146 L … and they make a lot of noise.               
0680/C157/P146 D Pak Bacu is a janitor in our school.               
0681/C157/P146 D He is a hard worker.               
0682/C157/P146 D He sweeps the yard every morning and afternoon.               
0683/C157/P146 D He washes the toilets clean.               
0684/C157/P146 D I like him, …               
0685/C157/P146 D … because he is friendly, …               
0686/C157/P146 D … and he knows our names.               
0687/C157/P146 D But sometimes he is annoying.               
0688/C157/P146 D He often teases me, …               
0689/C157/P146 D … and laughs at me in front of my friends.               
0690/C157/P146 D He is sometimes fussy too.               
0691/C157/P146 D He tells us not to litter, again and again.               
0692/C157/P146 D He gets mad…               
0693/C157/P146 D 
… when we do not put our rubbish in the rubbish 
bin. 
              
0694/C158/P147 E My brother is very smart                
0695/C158/P147 E He is also a good football player.               
0696/C158/P147 E He is generous.               
0697/C158/P147 E He is funny, too.               
0698/C158/P147 E I love him very much.               
0699/C158/P147 E But I don’t like some things about him.               
0700/C158/P147 E His room is always messy.               
0701/C158/P147 E He puts his things everywhere.               
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0702/C158/P147 E Sometimes he is smelly…               
0703/C158/P147 E … because he is very sweaty…               
0704/C158/P147 E … after he plays football…               
0705/C158/P147 E … and he does not take to bath straight away.               
0706/C158/P147 E He drinks too much soft drinks.               
0707/C158/P147 E He does not like fresh water.               
0708/C158/P147 E I’m often worried about his health.               
0709/C159/P147 B I like my hometown.               
0710/C159/P147 B It is cool and green.               
0711/C159/P147 B There are many new buildings.               
0712/C159/P147 B The streets and the markets are clean.               
0713/C159/P147 B There are many plants on the sides of the roads.               
0714/C159/P147 B But I don’t like some things about my town.               
0715/C159/P147 B The traffic is rather dangerous.               
0716/C159/P147 B Some people drive too fast.               
0717/C159/P147 B Many young people ride carelessly.               
0718/C159/P147 B They stop in wrong places…               
0719/C159/P147 B … and often block the ways.               
0720/C159/P147 B You have to be very careful…               
0721/C159/P147 B … when you cross the road.               
0722/C160/P147 S There is a lake near my hometown.               
0723/C160/P147 S It’s very large and panoramic.               
0724/C160/P147 S The forest around the lake is very green and cool.               
0725/C160/P147 S But, I want to say some sad things about it.               
0726/C160/P147 S It is very dirty…               
0727/C160/P147 S … and the foods and drinks are very expensive.               
0728/C160/P147 S People litter everywhere…               
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0729/C160/P147 S … because there are not many garbage bins there.               
0730/C160/P147 S The vendors leave their waste everywhere.               
0731/C160/P147 S Some wooden benches are broken, …               
0732/C160/P147 S … so we cannot sit on them.               
0733/C161/P150 L Indonesia is a big country.               
0734/C161/P150 L 
It is between two continents, Asia and Australia, and 
between two oceans, the Pacific ocean and the Indian 
Ocean. 
              
0735/C161/P150 L It is the largest archipelago in the world.               
0736/C161/P150 L 
There are more than seventeen thousand islands in 
Indonesia. 
              
0737/C161/P150 L We have a lot of islands.               
0738/C161/P150 L 
The big ones are Papua, Kalimantan, Sumatera, 
Sulawesi, and Java. 
              
0739/C161/P150 L Of the five islands, Java is the smallest, …               
0740/C161/P150 L … but it is the most populated one.               
0741/C161/P150 L We can find people from around Indonesia in Java.               
0742/C161/P150 B Indonesia is on the equator.               
0743/C161/P150 B It is a tropical country.               
0744/C161/P150 B The sun shines brightly everyday, …               
0745/C161/P150 B … so it is mostly hot.               
0746/C161/P150 B 
It has two seasons, the rainy season, and the dry 
season. 
              
0747/C161/P151 U 
There are many seas in Indonesia, the Java Sea, the 
Bali Sea, the Arafuru Sea, the Banda Sea, the Timor 
Sea, and many others. 
              
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0748/C161/P151 U 
We also have many straits, like the Sunda Strait, 
between Java and Sumatra, the Lombok Strait 
between Bali and Lombok, and many others. 
              
0749/C161/P151 D Indonesia also has many mountains.               
0750/C161/P151 D Many of them are still active…               
0751/C161/P151 D … and can erupt any time.               
0752/C161/P151 D 
We call them volcanoes, like Sinabung and Marapi 
in Sumatra, Merapi in Java, and Lokon in South 
Sulawesi. 
              
0753/C161/P151 D When they erupt…               
0754/C161/P151 D … they bring out very hot lava from inside the earth.               
0755/C162/P153 B The land is very fertile.               
0756/C162/P153 B Farmers grow many kinds of vegetables and fruits.               
0757/C162/P153 B They also grow coconuts.               
0758/C162/P153 B 
Indonesian people eat a lot of vegetables like 
spinach, carrots, long beans, egg plants, cabbages, 
cucumbers, tomatos, onions, garlic, chillies, 
kangkung and many others. 
              
0759/C162/P153 L We also grow many kinds of fruit.               
0760/C162/P153 L 
We call them local fruits, like guavas, bananas, 
rambutans, durians, mangoosteens, soursops, 
papayas, pineapples, and salak. 
              
0761/C162/P153 L Some people call it a snake fruit.               
0762/C162/P153 L They are all very nice, sweet, and juicy.               
0763/C162/P153 L We eat them fresh.               
0764/C162/P153 L We also make delicious juice of them.               
0765/C162/P153 L We also dry many kinds of fruit to make crackers.               
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0766/C162/P153 D 
Indonesia is also rich with spices, like pepper, 
corriander, ginger, clove, cinnamon, tumeric, 
galanga, lemon grass, bay leave, and so on. 
              
0767/C162/P153 D We use them to cook very spicy Indonesian foods.               
0768/C162/P153 D People also make nice healthy drinks from them.               
0769/C162/P153 D They are useful for our health.               
0770/C162/P153 S 
Many kinds of fish, big and small, live in the 
Indonesian seas. 
              
0771/C162/P153 S Most of us eat fish with our meals.               
0772/C162/P153 S We also eat shrimp and different kinds of shellfish.               
0773/C162/P153 S But we don’t eat big fish, like dolphins and sharks.               
0774/C162/P153 S We protect them.               
0775/C162/P153 S We also protect our turtles.               
0776/C162/P153 U 
Indonesia also raise different kinds of animals for 
their meat, like cows, goats, pigs. 
              
0777/C162/P153 U 
We get beef from the cow, mutton from the goat, and 
pork from the pig. 
              
0778/C162/P153 U Some ethnic groups even eat horse meat.               
0779/C162/P153 U Our milk is usually from cows.               
0780/C162/P153 U Of course we also have chickens.               
0781/C162/P153 U They give us meat and eggs.               
0782/C163/P159 D This is me…               
0783/C163/P159 D … when I was a baby.               
0784/C163/P159 D 
I was three point four kilograms and fifty two 
centimeters long. 
              
0785/C163/P159 D 
Now I am fifty kilograms and one hundred fifty 
centimeters tall. 
              
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0786/C163/P159 D I was bald.               
0787/C163/P159 D I had no hair.               
0788/C163/P159 D Now I have long hair.               
0789/C164/P159 S This is me…               
0790/C164/P159 S … and this is Rani in Grade VII.               
0791/C164/P159 S We were not close friends at that time.               
0792/C164/P159 S We did not study together.               
0793/C164/P159 S We never played together.               
0794/C164/P159 S Now we are best friends.               
0795/C164/P159 S We study together, …               
0796/C164/P159 S … play together, …               
0797/C164/P159 S … and cry together, too.               
0798/C165/P159 B What are you carrying?               
0799/C165/P159 U They are toy cars.               
0800/C165/P159 U I collected them…               
0801/C165/P159 U … when I was in elementary school.               
0802/C165/P159 U I do not collect toy cars now.               
0803/C165/P159 U I’m going to give them to Ucok, my younger cousin.               
0804/C166/P159 E Hey, …               
0805/C166/P159 E … look!               
0806/C166/P159 E They are playing marbles.               
0807/C166/P159 E It was my favorite game in primary school.               
0808/C166/P159 E I played marbles everyday.               
0809/C166/P159 E But now I never play marbels anymore.               
0810/C166/P159 E I have so many things to do at home and at school.               
0811/C166/P159 E Did you play marbles too?               
0812/C166/P159 D Yes, I did.               
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0813/C166/P159 D But I did not do it very well.               
0814/C166/P159 D I always lost the game.               
0815/C167/P160 B You did not like Math in primary school?               
0816/C167/P160 E No, I did not like Math…               
0817/C167/P160 E … because the teacher did not explain it clearly.               
0818/C167/P160 E But now it is my favourite subject…               
0819/C167/P160 E … because Mr. Sihombing explains it clearly.               
- /C168/P160 X Is Edo here? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
0820/C168/P160 D No.               
0821/C168/P160 D He is sick.               
0822/C168/P160 D He caught the flu yesterday.               
0823/C168/P160 D He walked home…               
0824/C168/P160 D … when it was raining hard.               
0825/C169/P160 S Are you going to eat your lunch now?               
0826/C169/P160 L No!               
0827/C169/P160 L It is my breakfast.               
0828/C169/P160 L I did not have breakfast…               
0829/C169/P160 L … before I went to school this morning.               
0830/C169/P160 L I woke up at six…               
0831/C169/P160 L … because I went to bed very late last night.               
0832/C169/P160 L I did my homework until ten.               
0833/C170/P160 S You know I never come late to school.               
0834/C170/P160 S But this morning I got a flat tire.               
0835/C170/P160 S Then I walked with my bike here.               
0836/C170/P160 S I got here at six fifty, …               
0837/C170/P160 S … and the gate was already closed.               
0838/C170/P160 S So here we are, …               
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0839/C170/P160 S … not attending the flag ceremony.               
0840/C171/P174 E When did you get the flu?               
0841/C171/P174 S When I was walking from school yesterday.               
0842/C171/P174 S It was raining hard.               
0843/C172/P174 B Dayu called you this morning, …               
0844/C172/P174 B … but you did not answer it.               
0845/C172/P174 U Really?               
0846/C172/P174 U Maybe I was still sleeping…               
0847/C172/P174 U … and did not hear the phone.               
0848/C173/P174 S Did you meet…               
0849/C173/P174 S … and talk to Lina?               
0850/C173/P174 U No, …               
0851/C173/P174 U … she was crying               
0852/C173/P174 U She looked very sad…               
0853/C173/P174 U … when she left the Principal’s office.               
0854/C173/P174 U I do not know why.               
0855/C174/P174 B Why was Mrs. Murni angry?               
0856/C174/P174 L We did not listen…               
0857/C174/P174 L … when she was reading us the story.               
- /C175/P175 X What’s wrong? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
0858/C175/P175 S I saw many caterpillars over there…               
0859/C175/P175 S … when I was watering the garden.               
0860/C176/P175 D I saw you…               
0861/C176/P175 D … when you were crossing the street.               
0862/C176/P175 D I called you…               
0863/C176/P175 D … but you did not hear me.               
0864/C176/P175 L Really?               
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0865/C176/P175 L Sorry.               
- /C177/P175 X How did she hurt her forehead? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
0866/C177/P175 L She bumped her head on the table…               
0867/C177/P175 L … when she was running after the ball.               
0868/C178/P175 U Who did you give my book to?               
0869/C178/P175 D I gave it your aunt.               
0870/C178/P175 D I met her…               
0871/C178/P175 D 
… when she was feeding your brother, Budi, in the 
front yard. 
              
0872/C179/P176 D You know what.               
0873/C179/P176 D I found this cute healthy cat…               
0874/C179/P176 D 
… when he was hiding under a garbage truck a 
month ago. 
              
0875/C179/P176 D It was very thin, hungry, and dirty.               
0876/C180/P176 B How did you get that bad scar on your knee?               
0877/C180/P176 E I tripped over something…               
0878/C180/P176 E … and fell…               
0879/C180/P176 E … when I was running to catch the bus.               
0880/C181/P182 E 
Let’s work together to plan our texts to tell our 
experience? 
              
0881/C181/P182 U Okay.               
0882/C181/P182 U 
I’ll tell how my brother and I made the garden 
benches. 
              
0883/C181/P182 E 
I’ll tell how we won the First Prize of the Classroom 
Competition. 
              
0884/C181/P182 E What about you Lina?               
0885/C181/P182 L I will tell my sister’s funny experience last Saturday.               
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0886/C181/P182 L She went to school on Saturday!               
0887/C181/P182 E Let’s start with Udin’s story.               
0888/C181/P182 E 
First, how did you and your brother have the idea of 
making garden benches? 
              
0889/C181/P182 U 
My father cut down the old manggo tree behind our 
house three weeks ago. 
              
0890/C181/P182 U We saw a big piece of wood.               
0891/C181/P182 U Then we had the idea.               
0892/C181/P182 L What did you do?               
0893/C181/P182 U 
We told Dad that we wanted to make garden benches 
from the wood. 
              
0894/C181/P182 U He agreed…               
0895/C181/P182 U … and he would help us.               
0896/C181/P182 E What did your father do to help you?               
0897/C181/P182 U 
He sawed the wood into three pieces. 25 cm in 
diameter and 25 cm in height. 
              
0898/C181/P182 L And after that?               
0899/C181/P182 U 
After that we rubbed them with sandpaper to make 
them smooth. 
              
0900/C181/P182 U Then we dried them in the sun for one week.               
0901/C181/P182 E When they were dry, …               
0902/C181/P182 E … what did you do?               
0903/C181/P182 U We painted them, one green, one red, and one blue.               
0904/C181/P182 U Then, we dried them again in the sun for three days.               
0905/C181/P182 L Okay.               
0906/C181/P182 L 
Now let’s help Udin write his experience in a good 
order. 
              
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0907/C182/P185 L 
Now, let’s help Edo tell how our class won the First 
Prize of the Classroom Competition. 
              
0908/C182/P185 L First, how did you know the competition?               
0909/C182/P185 E 
The principal announced the Classroom Competition 
on Monday in the Flag ceremony. 
              
0910/C182/P185 U Okay.               
0911/C182/P185 U What did you do then?               
0912/C182/P185 E When we were back to the classroom, …               
0913/C182/P185 E 
… we realised that many desks and chairs are old 
and dirty. 
              
0914/C182/P185 E Some had loose legs.               
0915/C182/P185 L And then?               
0916/C182/P185 E In the afternoon, we talked…               
0917/C182/P185 E … and agreed to come on Saturday to fix them.               
0918/C182/P185 L What did we bring to work on Saturday?               
0919/C182/P185 E 
On Saturday, each of us brought something from 
home, like soap, cloth, a broom, a mop, nails, a 
hammer, a duster, and so on. 
              
0920/C182/P185 U What did the students do with the desks and chairs?               
0921/C182/P185 E Some of us washed the desks and the chairs.               
0922/C182/P185 E Some furnished them.               
0923/C182/P185 E Some fixed the legs.               
0924/C182/P185 L So, we won the competition!               
0925/C182/P185 E Yes.               
0926/C182/P185 E Now our desks and chairs are clean and strong.               
0927/C182/P185 E 
And we won the First Prize of the Classroom 
Competition. 
              
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- /C183/P188 X 
I heard that you made garden benches. How did you 
make them? 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
0928/C183/P188 E My brother, Rizal, and I made the garden benches…               
0929/C183/P188 E 
… when my father cut down the old manggo tree 
behind our house three weeks ago. 
              
0930/C183/P188 E We saw a big piece of wood.               
0931/C183/P188 E Then we had an idea.               
0932/C183/P188 E We told Dad we wanted to make garden benches.               
0933/C183/P188 E He agreed…               
0934/C183/P188 E … and he would help us.               
0935/C183/P188 E 
Then, he sawed the trunk into three pieces. 25 cm in 
diameter, and 25 cm in height. 
              
0936/C183/P188 E 
After that Rizal and I rubbed them with sandpaper to 
make them smooth. 
              
0937/C183/P188 E After that we dried them in the sun for one week.               
0938/C183/P188 E When they were dry, …               
0939/C183/P188 E 
… we painted them, one green, one red, and one 
blue. 
              
0940/C183/P188 E 
Finally, we dried them in the sun again for three 
days. 
              
- /C184/P189 X 
Congratulations! I’m happy for you. Edo, you will 
tell how your class won the Classroom Competition? 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
0941/C184/P189 B Yes, Sir.               
0942/C184/P189 B We won the Classroom Competition…               
0943/C184/P189 B … because we worked hard.               
0944/C184/P189 B 
The principal announced the Classroom Competition 
on Monday in the Flag ceremony. 
              
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0945/C184/P189 B 
The principal announced the Classroom Competition 
on Monday in the Flag ceremony. 
              
0946/C184/P189 B When we were back to the classroom, …               
0947/C184/P189 B 
… we realised that many desks and chairs are old 
and dirty. 
              
0948/C184/P189 B Some had loose legs.               
0949/C184/P189 B In the afternoon, we talked…               
0950/C184/P189 B … and agreed to come on Saturday to fix them.               
0951/C184/P189 B 
On Saturday, each of us brought something from 
home, like soap, cloth, a broom, a mop, nails, a 
hammer, a duster, and so on. 
              
0952/C184/P189 B Then, some of us washed the desks and the chairs.               
0953/C184/P189 B Some furnished them.               
0954/C184/P189 B Some fixed the legs.               
0955/C184/P189 B Now, we have brand new desks and chairs.               
0956/C185/P191 U You look tired and sleepy.               
0957/C185/P191 U Why?               
0958/C185/P191 B I only slept for three hours last night.               
0959/C185/P191 B At ten we heard a cry from Mrs. Wayan’s home.               
0960/C185/P191 B She is our next-door neighbour.               
0961/C185/P191 B She’s 70 years old and very weak.               
0962/C185/P191 B She lives alone.               
0963/C185/P191 B We went there quickly, …               
0964/C185/P191 B … and we found her on the floor.               
0965/C185/P191 B She just fell.               
0966/C185/P191 B She could not move her hands and her legs.               
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0967/C185/P191 B 
At 10.30, my parents and I took Mrs. Wayan to 
hospital. 
              
0968/C185/P191 B My father and I sat in the front seats.               
0969/C185/P191 B In the back seats, my mum was holding Mrs. Wayan.               
0970/C185/P191 B In the emergency room, a doctor examined her.               
0971/C185/P191 B Then he said Mrs. Wayan had to stay in the hospital.               
0972/C185/P191 B When she was already in the ward, …               
0973/C185/P191 B … we went home.               
0974/C185/P191 B It was 2 a.m.               
0975/C186/P193 S 
You said your little sister did something funny this 
morning. 
              
0976/C186/P193 S What is that?               
0977/C186/P193 D Yes, …               
0978/C186/P193 D 
… last Saturday, my little sister, Dina, did something 
funny. 
              
0979/C186/P193 D She got up very late, at six.               
0980/C186/P193 D She ran fast to the bathroom.               
0981/C186/P193 D She thought she would be late to school.               
0982/C186/P193 D She forgot it was Saturday.               
0983/C186/P193 D She took a very quick bath, …               
0984/C186/P193 D … got dressed, …               
0985/C186/P193 D … took her bag, …               
0986/C186/P193 D … and ran off to school.               
0987/C186/P193 D She did not even have breakfast.               
0988/C186/P193 D 
After walking for five minutes she noticed that no 
other children were going to school. 
              
0989/C186/P193 D Soon she realized it was Saturday!               
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0990/C186/P193 D So, she walked back home.               
0991/C186/P193 D We all laughed at her…               
0992/C186/P193 D … when she got home.               
0993/C186/P193 D She also laughed at herself.               
0994/C186/P193 D Then she changed her clothes,               
0995/C186/P193 D … and went back to bed!               
0996/C186/P193 D My naughty sister!               
0997/C187/P195 L This is how I got the scar on my face.               
0998/C187/P195 L When I was in Grade III,               
0999/C187/P195 L I had a little accident.               
1000/C187/P195 L I was helping my mum in the kitchen.               
1001/C187/P195 L We were making fried rice for breakfast.               
1002/C187/P195 L 
Suddenly I saw my little sister, Fika, who was then 
two and a half years old. 
              
1003/C187/P195 L She was running fast to me.               
1004/C187/P195 L She almost hit her head on the frying pan.               
1005/C187/P195 L Without thinking I caught her.               
1006/C187/P195 L I forgot that I was holding a hot spatula.               
1007/C187/P195 L Suddenly I felt very hot on my cheek.               
1008/C187/P195 L The hot spatula was on my cheek.               
1009/C187/P195 L But thank God…               
1010/C187/P195 L … my sister was unharmed.               
1011/C188/P196 S When I was in Grade VI, …               
1012/C188/P196 S … my class had a tour to a small village.               
1013/C188/P196 S We visited a cow farm.               
1014/C188/P196 S We got there in late afternoon on Saturday.               
1015/C188/P196 S It was almost sunset.               
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1016/C188/P196 S We spent the night in a big house.               
1017/C188/P196 S 
On Sunday morning, very early before sunrise, we 
walked to the farm. 
              
1018/C188/P196 S When we got there, …               
1019/C188/P196 S … some farmers were milking the cow.               
1020/C188/P196 S They told us to try it, …               
1021/C188/P196 S … but it was not easy.               
1022/C188/P196 S After we milked the cows, …               
1023/C188/P196 S … we had breakfast.               
1024/C188/P196 S We had very nice hot milk for breakfast.               
1025/C188/P196 S After breakfast we helped the farmers.               
1026/C188/P196 S Some of us helped them to feed the cows, …               
1027/C188/P196 S … and some of us helped the farmers wash the cows.               
1028/C188/P196 S At 10, we took a rest.               
1029/C188/P196 S 
They gave each of us a big glass of cold fruity 
yoghurt. 
              
1030/C188/P196 S Then we went home.               
1031/C188/P196 S I will never forget the trip to the farm.               
1032/C189/P200 U 
My mom was invited to a teacher training for one 
week in Jakarta. 
              
1033/C189/P200 U Before she went there, …               
1034/C189/P200 U 
… she wrote many notes for us, on a piece of 
paper… 
              
1035/C189/P200 U 
… and then stuck the paper on the board in the living 
room. 
              
1036/C190/P204 U Hey, …               
1037/C190/P204 U … I got a message.               
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1038/C191/P204 E Udin, we have a lot of assignments for tomorrow.               
1039/C191/P204 E Let’s work together at my house.               
1040/C191/P204 E Beni and Lina are coming too.               
1041/C191/P204 U Sure.               
1042/C191/P204 U What time will we start?               
1043/C191/P204 E At 3 pm.               
1044/C191/P204 E Don’t forget to bring a calculator, ok?               
1045/C191/P204 U Ok.               
1046/C191/P204 U See you then.               
1047/C192/P205 D Have you ever texted your friends in English?               
1048/C192/P205 D You should try it!               
1049/C192/P205 D Work in pairs.               
1050/C192/P205 D Text each other, about each of the following.               
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MOOD ANALYSIS 
 
C001/P008 
From now on I will use English in my English class. 
Circumstantial Adjunct Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
 Mood  
Residue 
 
C002/P009 
Hi,  May I introduce myself.  My name is Beni. 
Minor clause  Finite Subject Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Complement 
  Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
I ’m Udin.  I ‘m Lina.  I ‘m Edo. 
Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
I ’m Dayu.  I ‘m Siti. 
Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
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C003/P010 
Yes, Ma’am. 
Mood Adjunct Vocative 
Mood  
 
C004/P010 
We will use English in our English class. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue 
 
C005/P010 
Yes, Ma’am. 
Mood Adjunct Vocative 
Mood  
 
C006/P010 
Yes, we will use English in our English class. 
 Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
 Mood Residue 
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C007/P011 
Yes, Ma’am. 
Mood Adjunct Vocative 
Mood  
 
C008/P011 
I ‘m so sorry, Ma’am.  Yes, I am. 
Subject Finite Complement Vocative  Mood Adjunct Subject Finite 
Mood Residue   Mood 
 
C009/P011 
Yes, Ma’am. 
Mood Adjunct Vocative 
Mood  
 
C010/P011 
It is easy Ma’am. 
Subject Finite Complement Vocative 
Mood Residue  
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C011/P012 
Excuse me, Ma’am  What is ‘attention’ in Bahasa? 
Minor clause Vocative  Complement/WH- Finite Subject Circumstantial Adjunct 
    Mood  
   Residue 
 
C012/P012 
Sir, may I wash my hands? 
Vocative Finite Subject Predicator Complement 
 Mood Residue 
 
C013/P012 
Hey,  Let’s go to the canteen!  Sure.  Let’s go. 
Minor clause  Subject Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct Mood Adjunct Subject Predicator 
  Mood Residue  Mood  Mood Residue 
 
C014/P014 
Don’t you understand of what she said? 
Finite Subject Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue 
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Yes,  she said that we should speak English in our English class. 
Mood Adjunct  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood  Mood Residue 
 
C015/P014 
Yes, Sir. 
Mood Adjunct Vocative 
Mood  
 
C016/P014 
I ‘m trying Maam. 
Subject Finite Predicator Vocative 
Mood Residue  
 
How do you say this word?  What is it in Bahasa? 
Adjunct/WH- Finite Subject Predicator Complement Complement/WH- Finite Subject Circumstantial Adjunct 
 Mood   Mood  
Residue Residue 
 
C017/P014 
Do you understand of what our teacher ask to do? 
Finite Subject Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue 
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We should use English in our English class.  It is difficult. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
C018/P015 
What do you think of the picture? 
Complement/WH- Finite Subject Predicator Complement 
 Mood  
Residue 
 
Beni did It well, didn’t he? 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct Finite Subject 
Mood Residue Mood tag 
 
Yes, he did.  It is very beautiful. 
Mood Adjunct Subject Finite  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood  Mood Residue 
 
C019/P015 
The meal is not delicious.  Is that how you say it? 
Subject Finite Complement  Finite Subject Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
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I don’t think so.  It ’s nice. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Reside  Mood Residue 
 
C020/P015 
What do you think?  Is English easy or difficult? 
Complement/WH- Finite Subject Predicator  Finite Subject Complement 
 Mood   Mood Residue 
Residue   
 
I think it’s easy.  I love English. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
C021/P016 
Thank you 
Minor clause 
 
C022/P016 
Your picture is beautiful!  I like the color.  Thanks. 
Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Minor clause 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue  
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C023/P016 
Thank you, Ma’am 
Minor clause Vocative 
 
C024/P016 
What a wonderful picture! (it) (is)  Thank you. 
Complement/WH- Subject Finite  Minor clause 
Residue Mood 
 
C025/P019 
Excuse me!  Hi, Edo  What ‘s up? 
Minor clause  Minor clause Vocative  Subject Finite Complement 
     Mood Residue 
 
I want to show you my drawing.  What do you think about it? 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Complement Complement/WH- Finite Subject Predicator Circumstantial 
Adjunct 
Mood Residue  Mood  
 Residue 
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Well, I think it’s good.  It is the landscape of my hometown.  Really? 
 Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Complement  Mood Adjunct 
 Mood Residue  Mood Residue  Mood 
 
Yes, it is!  Will you come someday?  Yes, I will. 
Mood Adjunct Subject Finite  Finite Subject Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct  Mood Adjunct Subject Finite 
Mood  Mood Residue  Mood 
 
What about your hometown.  Do you think it is good? 
Complement/WH- Circumstantial Adjunct  Finite Subject Predicator Complement 
Residue  Mood Residue 
 
Yes,  it ’s beautiful.  That ’s great. 
Mood Adjunct  Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood  Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
C026/P020 
Yes, Ma’am. 
Minor clause Vocative 
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C027/P020 
All right. 
Mood Adjunct 
Mood 
 
C028/P020 
What do you think of this picture?  I think it’s beautiful. 
Complement/WH- Finite Subject Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
 Mood   Mood Residue 
Residue   
 
C029/P020 
Do you think it is good?  Yes,  it ’s very nice. 
Finite Subject Predicator Complement  Mood Adjunct  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood  Mood Residue 
 
C030/P021 
Yes, I do. 
Mood Adjunct Subject Finite 
Mood 
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C031/P021 
It is (clear). 
Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue 
 
C032/P021 
It ’s so beautiful.  Thank you 
Subject Finite Complement  Minor clause 
Mood Residue 
 
C033/P021 
(That) (is) Great!  Thanks 
Subject Finite Complement  Minor clause 
Mood Residue 
 
C034/P024 
Look,  this is my cat.  She ‘s cute isn’t she? 
Predicator  Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Complement Finte Subject 
Residue  Mood Residue  Mood Residue Mood tag 
 
Yes,  I think she’s cute  What ’s her name?  She ’s Putih. 
Mood Adjunct  Subject Finite Complement  Complement/WH- Finite Subject  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood  Mood Residue  Residue Mood  Mood Residue 
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What a good name. 
Complement/WH- 
Residue 
 
C035/P027 
Can you play the guitar?  No, I can’t. 
Finite Subject Predicator Complement  Mood Adjunct Subject Finite 
Mood Residue  Mood 
 
C036/P027 
Can you play the Angklung?  Yes, I can. 
Finite Subject Predicator Complement  Mood Adjunct Subject Finite 
Mood Residue  Mood 
 
C037/P027 
Can you do it now? 
Finite Subject Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue 
 
I ‘m not sure  but I ‘ll try. 
Subject Finite Complement   Subject Finite Predicator 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
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C038/P027 
Can you come to the party?  No, I can’t. 
Finite Subject Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct  Mood Adjunct Subject Finite 
Mood Residue  Mood 
 
C039/P027 
Can you help me?  Certainly. 
Finite Subject Predicator Complement  Mood Adjunct 
Mood Residue  Mood 
 
C040/P030 
Can you climb a tree?  No, I can’t. 
Finite Subject Predicator Complement  Mood Adjunct Subject Finite 
Mood Residue  Mood 
 
C041/P033 
Udin, will you help me to bring this book?  Sure 
Vocative Finite Subject  Complement  Complement  Mood Adjunct 
Predicator  Mood 
 Mood Residue   
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C042/P033 
Siti, will you come to my party?  Of course.  I will. 
Vocative Finite Subject Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct  Mood Adjunct  Subject Finite 
 Mood Residue  Mood  Mood 
 
C043/P033 
Lina, will you go to the canteen with me?  Let’s go. 
Vocative Finite Subject Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct  Subject Predicator 
 Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
C044/P033 
I ’ll do it. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue 
 
C045/P033 
Here you are. 
Circumstantial Adjunct Subject Finite 
Residue Mood 
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C046/P040 
You should come!  Don’t be late! 
Subject Finite Predicator  Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
C047/P041 
Thank you 
Minor clause 
 
C048/P041 
All right. 
Mood Adjunct 
Mood 
 
C049/P041 
Yes, Ma’am. 
Mood Adjunct Vocative 
Mood  
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C050/P041 
Of course. 
Mood Adjunct 
Mood 
 
C051/P042 
Let’s go to the canteen!  Okay. 
Subject Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct  Mood Adjunct 
Mood Residue  Mood 
 
C052/P042 
Will you join us to the library? 
Finite Subject Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue 
 
Okay,  but wait a minute. 
Mood Adjunct   Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood   Residue 
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C053/P042 
Please come with me to see the principal!  Sorry,  I ’m busy. 
Comment Adj.  Circumstantial Adjunct  Complement  Complement  Subject Finite Complement 
Predicator  Residue  Mood Residue 
 Residue     
 
C054/P042 
Can I join you?  Sure,  please Come with me! 
Finite Subject Predicator Complement  Mood Adjunct  Comment Adjunct Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue  Mood   Residue 
 
C055/P043 
Don’t be late!  I won’t. 
Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite 
Mood Residue  Mood 
 
C056/P043 
Don’t open it here, please.  Ok. 
Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct Comment Adjunct  Mood Adjunct 
Mood Residue   Mood 
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C057/P043 
You don’t have to buy anything for me.  It ’s not a big deal. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
C058/P043 
Don’t tell Lina that we will give her a special gift.  Sure. 
Finite Predicator Complement Complement  Mood Adjunct 
Mood Residue  Mood 
 
C059/P044 
Hello,  good morning.  This is Udin.  Oh, hi Udin.  Good morning. 
Minor clause  Minor clause  Subject Finite Complement   Minor 
clause 
Vocative  Minor clause 
    Mood Residue    
 
What can I do for you? 
Complement/WH- Finite Subject Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
 Mood  
Residue 
 
I just received an invitation card for your birthday. 
Subject Mood Adjunct Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue 
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You are coming, aren't you?  Yes, I am. 
Subject Finite Predicator Finite Subject  Mood Adjunct Subject Finite 
Mood Residue Mood tag  Mood 
 
Thanks for inviting me.  No problem 
Minor clause  Minor clause 
 
Oh ya, don’t forget the dress code, ok? 
 Finite Predicator Complement Tag 
 Mood Residue  
 
I ’m still thinking about it actually. 
Subject Finite Mood Adjunct Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct Mood Adjunct 
 Residue  
Mood 
 
Be there  and don’t be late. 
Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct   Finite Predicator Complement 
Residue   Finite Residue 
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I ’ll do my best.  All right, see you soon! 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Minor clause 
Mood Residue     
 
C060/P045 
Hi, Udin.  How are you?  I ’m fine. 
Minor clause Vocative  Complement/WH- Finite Subject  Subject Finite Complement 
  Residue Mood  Mood Residue 
 
(I) (am) Glad to hear it.  By the 
way, 
have you received a birthday 
invitation 
from Lina? 
Subject Finite Complement Predicator Complement   Finite Subject Predicator Complement Circum. Adj. 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
Yes, I have.  Will you come then? 
Mood Adjunct Subject Finite  Finite Subject Predicator  
Mood  Mood Residue 
 
I ’m afraid  I can’t 
Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite 
Mood Residue  Mood 
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because I ’ll have a badminton competition on that day. 
 Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
 Mood Residue 
 
Let’s buy a birthday gift for her.  I hope you don’t mind giving it to her on 
her birthday. 
Subject Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
Of course.  Let’s go then!  Okay. 
Mood Adjunct  Subject Predicator   Mood Adjunct 
Mood  Mood Residue   Mood 
 
C061/P048 
Please give her a doll.  Don’t give her a robot, ok! 
Comment Adjunct Predicator Complement Complement  Finite Predicator Complement Complement Tag 
 Residue  Mood Residue  
 
C062/P048 
You can wear a batik shirt or a formal shirt.  But please don’t wear T-shirt. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement   Comment Adjunct Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue    Mood Residue 
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C063/P048 
For exercise, please run,  walk,  Or ride a bicycle. 
Circumstantial Adjunct Comment Adjunct Predicator  Predicator   Predicator Complement 
    Residue  Residue 
       
Residue      
 
Don’t use expensive tools. 
Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue 
 
C064/P048 
For your health, do not eat too much instant noodle.  Eat more vegetables or fresh fruits. 
Circumstantial Adjunct Finite Predicator Complement  Predicator Complement 
 Mood   Residue 
Residue   
 
C065/P048 
Can I use your pen?  Sure.  Take the green one.  Don’t use the red one. 
Finite Subject Predicator Complement  Mood Adjunct  Predicator Complement  Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood  Residue  Mood Residue 
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There ’s no ink on it. 
Subject Finite Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue 
 
C066/P048 
Is this seat taken?  Can I sit here?  No,  the chair’s leg is loose. 
Finite Subject Predicator  Finite Subject Predicator Circ. Adj.  Mood Adj.  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue  Mood  Mood Residue 
 
Don’t sit on it.  Please take the seat near the window. 
Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct  Comment Adjunct Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue   Residue 
 
C067/P048 
Let’s wrap the gift for Lina.  Can we (do) it on your table? 
Subject Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adj.  Finite Subject Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adj. 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
Please do,  but don’t make a mess. 
Comment Adjunct Predicator   Finite Predicator Complement 
 Residue   Mood Residue 
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C068/P048 
It ’s very cold.  Can I wear your jacket?  Sure. 
Subject Finite Complement  Finite Subject Predicator Complement  Mood Adjunct 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue  Mood 
 
I have two jackets.  Don’t forget to wash 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
before you return it to me, ok? 
 Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct Tag 
 Mood Residue  
 
C069/P048 
Hey,  Lina is a girl.  You can buy her a baby doll. 
Minor clause  Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement Complement 
  Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
Don’t buy her a car toy. 
Finite Predicator Complement Complement 
Mood Residue 
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C070/P053 
Let’s prepare the gift for Lina! 
Subject Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue 
 
C071/P053 
Do you see my jacket?  Is it yours?  No,  It ’s Edo’s jacket. 
Finite Subject Predicator Complement  Finite Subject Complement  Mood Adj.  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue  Mood  Mood Residue 
 
Our jacket are same  but the sizes are different. 
Subject Finite Complement   Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
C072/P053 
I don’t have scissors.  Here (it) (is)  I bring it. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Circumstantial 
Adjunct 
Subject Finite  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue  Residue Mood  Mood Residue 
 
You can use mine. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue 
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C073/P053 
May I wash my hands?  Certainly. 
Finite Subject Predicator Complement  Mood Adjunct 
Mood Residue  Mood 
 
C074/P053 
Would you like to bring me our ribbon?  Here you are. 
Finite Subject Predicator Complement Complement  Circumstantial Adjunct Subject Finite 
Mood Residue  Residue Mood 
 
C075/P054 
Excuse me!  Oh, hi Udin.  Come in, please.  Thank you. 
Minor clause   Minor 
clause 
Vocative  Predicator Comment Adjunct  Minor clause 
   Residue  
 
Wow.  There are so many people here.  It seems that the party has 
just begun. 
Minor clause  Subject Finite Complement Circumstantial Adj.  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
  Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
Not yet actually.  We ’ve been waiting for you.  Really?  Yes 
Mood Adjunct Comment Adj.  Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct  Mood Adj.  Mood Adj. 
Mood   Mood Residue  Mood  Mood 
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could you put your jacket over there on the hanger?  Oh yes, sure. 
Finite Subject Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct   Mood Adjunct Mood Adjunct 
Mood Residue   Mood 
 
And what ’s this paper for?  Please write down your name here. 
 Comple- Finite Subject ment/WH-  Comment Adj. Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
 Mood    Mood Residue 
Residue    
 
Ok,  but I don’t bring any pen,  May I borrow yours? 
Mood Adjunct   Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Finite Subject Predicator Complement 
Mood   Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
Sure,  here it is  Thank you.  By the way, happy birthday! 
Mood Adjunct  Circumstantial Adjunct Subject Finite  Minor clause   Minor clause 
Mood  Residue Mood     
 
Nothing I could say but everything for your best always.  It ’s very kind of you. 
Complement Subject Finite Predicator  Complement  Subject Finite Complement 
 Mood     Mood Residue 
Residue   
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Thanks a lot, Ben.  Let’s start the party then.  Ok 
Minor clause Vocative  Subject Predicator Complement   Mood Adjunct 
   Mood Residue   Mood 
 
C076/P058 
This is Lina’s Birthday Invitation card. 
Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue 
 
C077/P059 
Let’s take a break! 
Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue 
 
C078/P062 
Now I ’ll show you some greeting cards that my classmate and I made for Lina. 
Circumstantial Adjunct Subject Finite Predicator Complement Complement 
 Mood  
Residue 
 
Here they are. 
Circumstantial Adjunct Subject Finite 
Residue Mood 
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C079/P063 
Here are other examples of greeting cards. 
Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue 
 
C080/P069 
How many visitors are there in the zoo?  There are few visitors in the zoo. 
Complement/WH- Finite Subject Circumstantial Adjunct  Subject Finite Complement Circumstantial Adj. 
 Mood   Mood Residue 
Residue   
 
C081/P069 
How much food does the elephant eat?  (It) (is) Not much, 
Complement/WH- Finite Subject Predicator  Subject Finite Complement 
 Mood   Mood Residue 
Residue     
 
(It) (is) just half a bucket of food. 
Subject Finite Mood Adjunct Complement 
Mood Residue 
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C082/P070 
How much water do the horses drink?  They drink a lot of water. 
Complement/WH- Finite Subject Predicator  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
 Mood   Mood Residue 
Residue   
 
C083/P070 
How many zookeepers are there in the zoo?  There aren’t many zookeepers in the zoo. 
Complement/WH- Finite Subject Circumstantial Adjunct  Subject Finite Complement Circumstantial Adj. 
 Mood   Mood Residue 
Residue   
 
C084/P070 
What do zookeepers do? 
Complement/WH- Finite Subject Predicator 
 Mood  
Residue 
 
C085/P070 
How many cats are there in the backyard?  There are two cats in the backyard. 
Complement/WH- Finite Subject Circumstantial Adjunct  Subject Finite Complement Circumstantial Adj. 
 Mood   Mood Residue 
Residue   
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C086/P070 
What time do you get up?  I get up at 5 o’clock. 
Complement/WH- Finite Subject Predicator  Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
 Mood   Mood Residue 
Residue   
 
I get up at 4.30 a.m. 
Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue 
 
C087/P070 
What are you doing, Edo?  I am drawing a picture. 
Complement/WH- Finite Subject Predicator Vocative  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
 Mood    Mood Residue 
Residue   
 
C088/P090 
What are they doing?  They are playing basket ball. 
Complement/WH- Finite Subject Predicator  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
 Mood   Mood Residue 
Residue   
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C089/P090 
What is he doing?  He is reading a book. 
Complement/WH- Finite Subject Predicator  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
 Mood   Mood Residue 
Residue   
 
C090/P090 
What are you doing? 
Complement/WH- Finite Subject Predicator 
 Mood  
Residue 
 
C091/P090 
Is the woman talking to the boys?  Yes, she is talking to them. 
Finite Subject Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct  Mood Adjunct Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adj. 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
C092/P090 
Are you telling Udin the story?  Yes, I am telling him the story. 
Finite Subject Predicator Complement Complement  Mood 
Adjunct 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
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C093/P090 
Are they calling you?  No, they aren’t calling me. 
Finite Subject Predicator Complement  Mood Adjunct Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
C094/P090 
Are they looking at us?  No, they aren’t looking at us. 
Finite Subject Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct  Mood Adjunct Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
C095/P090 
Is the man staring at the woman?  Yes, he is staring at her. 
Finite Subject Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct  Mood Adjunct Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
C096/P090 
Is Beni giving Edo a present?  Yes, he is giving him a present. 
Finite Subject Predicator Complement Complement  Mood 
Adjunct 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
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C097/P090 
Is Lina talking to Siti and Dayu?  Yes, she ’s talking to them. 
Finite Subject Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct  Mood Adjunct Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adj. 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
C098/P090 
Is Siti borrowing a book from the 
library? 
 Yes, she ’s borrowing it from the 
library 
Finite Subject Predicator Complement Circumstantial 
Adjunct 
 Mood 
Adjunct 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
C099/P090 
Is the man teaching the students?  Yes, he ’s teaching them. 
Finite Subject Predicator Complement  Mood Adjunct Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
C100/P090 
Are they Calling you, Lina?  Yes, they are calling her. 
Finite Subject Predicator Complement Vocative  Mood Adjunct Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
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C101/P090 
Look at the picture below!  Here is a picture of my family. 
Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct Circumstantial Adjunct  Subject Finite Complement 
Residue  Mood Residue 
 
Let’s see what they are doing! 
Subject Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue 
 
C102/P097 
My mother is watering the plants.  My Father is cooking spaghetti. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
My brother is washing his bicycle.  My sister is sweeping the floor. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
C103/P099 
What are your parents doing?  My father is playing badminton. 
Complement/WH- Finite Subject Predicator  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
 Mood   Mood Residue 
Residue   
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My mother is reading magazine. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue 
 
C104/P100 
I am watering the plant  because there ’s no raining for couple days. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement   Subject Finite Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
C105/P100 
I am feeding the rabbit 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue 
 
because my mother gave me a carrot for it this morning. 
 Subject Finite Predicator Complement Complement Circumstantial Adjunct Circumstantial Adjunct 
 Mood Residue 
 
C106/P100 
The window is dirty,  so I am cleaning it. 
Subject Finite Complement   Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
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C107/P100 
There will be a test after the break, 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue 
 
so I ’m reading a book at the library during the break time. 
 Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct Circumstantial Adjunct 
 Mood Residue 
 
C108/P102 
Why do you bring an umbrella?  I am bringing an umbrella 
Adjunct/WH- Finite Subject Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
 Mood   Mood Residue 
Residue   
 
because it was cloudy this morning.  I thought it will be raining today. 
 Subject Finite Complement Circumstantial Adjunct  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
 Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
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C109/P102 
Why don’t you ride your bicycle?  It is broken, 
Adjunct/WH- Finite Subject Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Predicator 
 Mood   Mood Residue 
Residue   
 
so I am walking now. 
 Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
 Mood Residue 
 
C110/P102 
Why do you look so confused?  My new book is lost, 
Adjunct/WH- Finite Subject Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Predicator 
 Mood   Mood Residue 
Residue   
 
so I am looking for it. 
 Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
 Mood Residue 
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C111/P102 
It ’s because I missed the bus.  I took an Ojeg 
Subject Finite Circumstantial Adjunct  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
but I couldn’t come on time still. 
 Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct Mood Adjunct 
  Residue  
 Mood 
 
C112/P104 
Beni is wearing a jacket  although the weather is warm. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement   Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
It is because he got fever. 
Subject Finite Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue 
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C113/P104 
Why does Lina looks so happy?  It is because she just won the 
school running competition 
Adjunct/WH- Finite Subject Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Circumstantial Adjunct 
 Mood   Mood Residue 
Residue   
 
Oh, (that) (is) great!  She can run so fast,  although her 
body 
is small. 
 Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Circum. Adj.   Subject Finite Complement 
 Mood Residue  Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
C114/P104 
Rani has so many friend  even though she does not have much money. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement   Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
She ’s friendly and helpful,  so everyone like her. 
Subject Finite Complement   Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
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C115/P104 
Although Mr. Erry is old,  he is still an energetic teacher. 
 Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Mood Adjunct Complement 
 Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
It is because he loves sport.  Yes, he also teaches his student happily, 
Subject Finite Circumstantial Adjunct   Subject  Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue     Residue 
   Mood  
 
so all of his students love him. 
 Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
 Mood Residue 
 
C116/P109 
I think Bono will win the race!  I think so too. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement  
Mood Residue  Mood Residue  
 
Bono is smaller  but (he) (is) stronger than Gani.  Gani is bigger 
Subject Finite Complement   Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
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but (he) (is) weaker than Bono. 
 Subject Finite Complement 
 Mood Residue 
 
C117/P109 
Are Dini and Dani really twins?  They don’t look like twins. 
Finite Subject Mood Adjunct Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
Yes, they are twins.  But you are right, 
Mood Adjunct Subject Finite Complement   Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
They don’t look like twins.  Dini is taller and fatter 
Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
And Dani is shorter and thinner. 
 Subject Finite Complement 
 Mood Residue 
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C118/P109 
Look!  The horse and the donkey look like each other. 
Predicator  Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
Residue  Mood Residue 
 
But, the horse is bigger than the donkey.  The donkey is smaller than the horse, right? 
 Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Complement Tag 
 Mood Residue  Mood Residue  
 
C119/P109 
I think a mountain and a hill are just the same.  (Is) (it) Right?  No.  Look! 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Compl.  Mood Adj.  Predicator 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue  Mood  Residue 
 
That one on the left is a mountain.  And on the right is a hill. 
Subject Finite Complement   Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
The mountain is higher than the hill.  The hill is lower than the mountain. 
Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
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C120/P110 
On my left hand I have cotton,  on my right hand I have stone. 
Circumstantial 
Adjunct 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Circumstantial 
Adjunct 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
 Mood    Mood  
Residue  Residue 
 
They have the same size.  Now I can feel that stone is heavier than 
cotton, 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Circumstantial Adjunct Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue   Mood  
  Residue 
 
and cotton is lighter than stone. 
 Subject Finite Complement 
 Mood Residue 
 
C121/P110 
Don’t you think the picture is wrong?  The helicopter is higher than the plane in the sky. 
Finite Subject Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
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The plane is lower than the helicopter? 
Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue 
 
C122/P112 
I ’m younger than Hasan,  and Hasan is older than me.  I ’m C12 years 
old. 
Subject Finite Complement   Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
Hasan, my brother, is C15 years 
old. 
 Hasan is my older brother. 
Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
C123/P112 
My ruler is longer than Dina’s.  Dina’s is shorter than mine.  Mine is 50 centimeters long, 
Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
and Dina’s is only 30 centimeters long. 
 Subject Finite Mood Adjunct Complement 
 Mood Residue 
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C124/P112 
The old car is still faster than the horse cart.  The cart is slower than the car. 
Subject Finite Mood Adjunct Complement  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
The car can run 80 kilometers an 
hour, 
 and the horse cart can run only 20 kilometers an 
hour. 
Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adj.   Subject Finite Predicator Mood Adj. Circumstantial Adj. 
Mood Residue    Resi-  due 
   Mood  
 
C125/P112 
Surti is taller than her older sister, Wuni.  Surti is C148 centimeters 
tall 
Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
and Wuni is C145 centimeters 
tall. 
 So, The older sister is shorter than the younger sister. 
 Subject Finite Complement   Subject Finite Complement 
 Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
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C126/P112 
The wooden desk is smaller  and it is 8 kilograms.  The plastic desk is bigger 
Subject Finite Complement   Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
but (it) is only 4 kilograms.  So, the wooden desk is Smaller 
 Subject Finite Mood Adjunct Complement   Subject Finite Complement 
 Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
but it is heavier,  and the plastic desk is bigger  but it is lighter. 
 Subject Finite Complement   Subject Finite Complement   Subject Finite Complement 
 Mood Residue   Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
C127/P112 
I can lift the bench.  Elang cannot lift the stool. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
I ’m stronger than Elang.  Elang is weaker than me! 
Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
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C128/P115 
I got an A in English and a C in History.  To me, English is easier than History. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Circumstantial Adj. Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue   Mood  
  Residue 
 
History is more difficult than English. 
Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue 
 
C129/P115 
I bought this beautiful pencil case for just fifteen 
thousand rupiahs, and this very simple plastic 
purse for twenty thousand rupiahs. 
 (It) (is) Funny isn’t it? 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Complement Finite Subject 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue Mood tag 
 
The pencil case is more beautiful  but it is cheaper.  The purse is simpler 
Subject Finite Complement   Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
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but it is more expensive. 
 Subject Finite Complement 
 Mood Residue 
 
C130/P115 
I like roses.  They are more beautiful than other flowers. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
C131/P115 
Let’s sit on the bench under the tree.  I think it is more comfortable there. 
Subject Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
It ’s shady and cool. 
Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue 
 
C132/P115 
I saw Malin Kundang on TV last night.  I think the book is more interesting 
than the film. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adj.  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
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C133/P115 
I think Edo is a very good student.  He ’s more diligent than any of us! 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
He always gets good marks in all subjects. 
Subject Mood Adjunct Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue 
 
C134/P120 
This Is a plastic bag.  It is good.  But the cotton bag is better. 
Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Complement   Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
It is more expensive. 
Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue 
 
C135/P120 
Fatima got a B in Math.  But she got a better mark in English. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial 
Adj. 
  Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial 
Adj. 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
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She got an A. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue 
 
C136/P120 
My shoes are good.  I bought them for seventy thousand rupiahs. 
Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
But my father’s shoes are better.  He bought them for two hundred thousand 
rupiahs. 
 Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
 Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
C137/P120 
A T-shirt with a picture on it is good.  But I think a T-shirt without a picture is better. 
Subject Finite Complement   Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
I like plain T-shirt. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue 
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C138/P120 
My hand-writing is good and clear.  But my mother’s hand-writing is better and clearer. 
Subject Finite Complement   Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
C139/P133 
Which one is your house? 
Complement/WH- Finite Complement 
Mood Residue 
 
C140/P133 
Is it easy to find your house?  I think it is. 
Finite Sub- Complement ject  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
  Residue       
Mood  Mood Residue 
 
I live in a new housing complex,  so all the houses look the same. 
Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct   Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
They have the same design, with a blue roof, and no fence.  They are all white and grey. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Mood Adj. Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
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There ’s a tree in front of every house.  But We have two trees. 
Subject Finite Complement Circumstantial Adjunct   Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
One of them is a star-fruit tree.  Is it near the small bridge on Jalan Teratai?  Yes. 
Subject Finite Complement  Finite Subject Circumstantial Adjunct  Mood Adjunct 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue  Mood 
 
My house is the one with a handycraft from Tana Toraja hanging on 
the front door. 
 It is triangle with beautiful carving. 
Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
But when the door is open 
  Subject Finite Complement 
  Mood Residue 
 
We cannot see it from the street, can we?  No.  You are right. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial 
Adjunct 
Finite Subject  Mood 
Adjunct 
 Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue Mood tag  Mood  Mood Residue 
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Okay. In front of my house there is also a big stone.  Some children often sit 
 Circumstantial Adj. Subject Finite  Complement  Subject Mood Adj. Finite Predicator 
  Mood   Mood Residue 
 Residue   
 
and play there.  Ok.  I ’m sure  we ’ll find it. 
 Finite Predicator Cir Adj  Mood Adj  Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
 Mood Residue  Mood  Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
C141/P134 
Do you see my notebook? 
Finite Subject Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue 
 
C142/P134 
Do you see my notebook?  I put it on my desk, 
Finite Subject Predicator Complement  Finite Subject Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
but it is not there now?  What does it look like? 
 Subject Finite Complement Circumstantial Adj.  Adjunct/WH- Finite Subject Predicator Circumstantial Adj. 
 Mood Residue   Mood  
   Residue 
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It ’s thick.  It has a blue hard 
cover. 
 Does it have a pink ribbon 
separator? 
Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Finite Subject Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
(is) (it) This one?  No.  The ribbon is white. 
Finite Subject Complement  Mood Adjunct  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood  Mood Residue 
 
There is a sticler on the cover.  It ’s shiny, white, round, with a picture of an orang-utan. 
Subject Finite Complement Circumstantial Adjunct  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
It must be that one over there, on the 
teacher’s desk. 
 Yes, you are right.  Thank you 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct   Subject Finite Complement  Minor clause 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
C143/P135 
What do the shoes look like? 
Adjunct/WH- Finite Subject Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
 Mood  
Residue 
329 
 
C144/P135 
I went to the market.  In the big shoe shop, 
near the barber shop, 
I saw very beautiful shoes. 
Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adj.  Circumstantial Adj. Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue   Mood  
  Residue 
 
You must like them.  Really?  In fact I need to buy plastic shoes. 
Subject Finite Predicator Compelment  Mood Adjunct  Mood Adjunct Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood  Mood Residue 
 
This is a rainy 
season. 
 I need  plastic shoes to go 
out 
 when it is raining. 
Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Predi- Complement cator   Subject Finite Predicator 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
Yes, there are beautiful 
plastic shoes 
there.  Different colours.  Some have holes, 
 Subject Finite Complement Circumstantial Adj.  Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
 Mood Residue  Residue  Mood Residue 
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some have flowers in the front,  and some are plain.  Nothing on them. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement   Subject Finite Complement  Complement 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue  Residue 
 
I need shoes with a strap, and open 
in the front, like sandals. 
 It ’s always hot here, 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Mood Adj. Complement Circumstantial Adj. 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
and my toes need air to breath.  I agree. 
 Subject Finite Predi- Complement cator  Subject Finite Predicator 
 Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
I saw many sandals with a strap there.  They have low heels, 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adj.  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
and they look comfortable.  (That) (is) Great.  I ’ll go there tomorrow. 
 Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Compl.  Subject Finite Predicator Circum. Adj. 
 Mood Residue  Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
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Thanks. 
Minor clause 
 
C145/P136 
What kind of T-shirt do you want? 
Complement/Wh- Finite Subject Predicator 
 Mood  
Residue 
 
C146/P139 
Hallo.  I ’m in the bus terminal now,  but I still cannot find Simon. 
Minor clause  Subject Finite Circumstantial Adjunct   Subject Mood Adj. Finite Predicator Complement 
  Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
What is he like?  He ’s tall.  He ’s got a fair skin. 
Adjunct/WH- Finite Subject Circumstantial  Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
 Mood Adjunct  Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
Residue     
 
Many people are tall  and (they) have fair skin here. 
Subject Finite Complement   Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
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Is he wearing jeans?  No,  he ’s wearing a uniform, black pants and a 
blue shirt with long sleeves. 
Finite Subject Predicator Complement  Mood Adjunct  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood  Mood Residue 
 
I see three people wearing the same uniform.  He ’s a bit fat and chubby. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Mood Adjunct Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
He ’s wearing a black hat.  Oh ya, I see him now. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement   Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
He ’s walking toward me.  He ’s carrying a back pack, isn’t he? 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement Finite Subject 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue Mood 
 
I think so.  Ok, see you later. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement   Minor clause 
Mood Residue    
 
333 
 
C147/P140 
Hallo  I ’ve received the family photo.  Thank you 
very much. 
 Which one is  Sofia? 
Minor clause  Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Minor clause  Complement/WH- Finite Subject 
Mood  Mood Residue    Residue Mood 
 
(I) (am) Sorry  I don’t have the photo with me now. 
Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
But, this may help. 
 Subject Finite Predicator 
 Mood Residue 
 
She ’s tall and thin.  I see three girls here, 
Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
and they are all tall and thin.  Is her hair straight and long, in a pony tail? 
 Subject Finite Mood Adjunct Complement  Finite Subject Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
 Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
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No,  that ’s Rina, my niece.  Sofia’s hair is curly, usually in plaits. 
Mood Adjunct  Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Complement Mood Adj. Circumstantial Adj. 
Mood  Mood Residue   Resi-  due 
    Mood  
 
She has a fringe.  Two girls is wearing their hair in plaits. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
They both have a fringe too.  Right. Sofia ’s standing,  not sitting. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement    Subject Finite Predicator  Predicator 
Mood Residue    Mood Residue  Residue 
 
She ’s wearing a yellow night dress, with a 
picture of a sleeping baby. 
 (I) Got it.  Wow, 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Minor clause 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue   
 
that chubby little girl five years ago is now a beautiful slim girl?  Yes, she is. 
Subject Finite Circumstantial Adjunct Complement  Mood Adjunct Subject Finite 
Mood Residue  Mood 
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C148/P141 
Is our Science teacher, Mrs. Herlina, here?  I ’ve never met her. 
Finite Subject Circumstantial Adj.  Subject Finite Mood Adjunct Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
Yes. She ’s here.  But I don’t know where she is now. 
Mood Adjunct Subject Finite Circumstantial Adjunct   Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
She ’s in batik and black pants.  But, all the ladies here are wearing batik and 
black pants! 
Subject Finite Circumstantial Adjunct   Subject Circumstantial Adjunct Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue    Resi-  due 
   Mood  
 
You are right.  (I) (am) Sorry.  Ah, there she is. 
Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Complement   Circumstantial Adjunct Subject Finite 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue   Residue Mood 
 
She is the big lady with glasses.  She (is) sitting on the bench in front of the Principal’s office. 
Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
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Which one? (is) (she)  Two ladies are big  and wearing glasses. 
Complement/WH- Finite Subject  Subject Finite Complement   Predicator Complement 
Residue Mood  Mood Residue   Residue 
 
Is she wearing a scarf.  No, she is not.  She ’s the one carrying a pink purse. 
Finite Subject Predicator Complement  Mood Adj. Subject Finite  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood  Mood Residue 
 
Alright.  I ’ll meet her now. 
Mood Adjunct  Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood  Mood Residue 
 
C149/P143 
My 
father 
is a good man.  He loves his family. 
Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
He does not get angry easily.  He talks to us, his 
children, 
about many 
things. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adj.  Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
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He and 
my mum 
often go out together to enjoy the evening.  He is friendly to the 
neighbours. 
Subject Mood Adjunct Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct  Subject Finite Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
C150/P143 
My father is friendly, too.  He knows almost everybody in the 
neighbourhood. 
Subject Finite Circumstantial Adj.   Subject Finite Predicator Mood Adj. Complement Circumstantial Adj. 
Mood Residue    Resi-  due 
   Mood  
 
He always goes to the neighbourhood 
meetings. 
 He is never absent from the Cleaning 
Day. 
Subject Mood 
Adjunct 
Finite Predicator Circumstantial 
Adjunct 
 Subject Finite Mood 
Adjunct 
Complement Circumstantial 
Adjunct 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
He is a good volleyball 
player. 
 He plays volleyball with our 
neighbours 
in the community 
centre 
every 
Saturday. 
Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
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C151/P143 
I love my mum very much.  She is an Elementary School teacher. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
She is very patient.  She is never angry.  She always smiles 
Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Mood Adj. Complement  Subject Mood Adj. Finite Predicator 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
and never complains.  My mum is my best friend. 
 Mood Adjunct Finite Predicator  Subject Finite Complement 
 Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
I can talk to her about everything.  Oh ya, she can sing! 
Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct   Subject Finite Predicator 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
She has a beautiful voice. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue 
 
339 
 
C152/P144 
I ’m proud of my English 
teacher. 
 She is smart and very 
friendly. 
 Her English is very good and 
very clear. 
Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
She speaks English to us, 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue 
 
and we speak  English to her too. 
 Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct  
 Mood Residue  
 
She often reads us good stories from different parts of Indonesia. 
Subject Mood Adjunct Finite Predicator Complement Complement 
Mood Residue 
 
She knows many stories from other countries too. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  
Mood Residue  
 
340 
 
C153/P144 
Aunt Dina is very healthy.  She is rarely sick.  She is married 
Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Mood Adjunct Complement  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
and has two children.  She is more than 40 years old,  but her skin is smooth 
 Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Complement   Subject Finite Complement 
 Mood Residue  Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
and her 
face 
always looks young and 
beautiful. 
 Oh ya, she exercises almost everyday. 
 Subject Mood 
Adjunct 
Finite Predicator Complement   Subject Finite Predicator Mood 
Adjunct 
Circumstantial 
Adjunct 
 Mood Residue    Resi-  due 
    Mood  
 
She works at a bank.  It is almost 2 kms from her home. 
Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adj.  Subject Finite Mood Adj. Complement Circumstantial Adj. 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
She has a motorcycle,  but she goes to work on foot. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement   Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
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C154/P144 
I love my cat, Manis.  She makes me happy. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
When I tickle her,  she rolls around 
 Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
 Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
and taps her paws on my hand.  I like the feeling. 
 Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct  Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
 Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
She has three colors, white, yellow, 
and black. 
 She often lies on my feet 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Mood Adj. Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adj. 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
when I study  or watch TV. 
 Subject Finite Predicator   Finite Predicator Complement 
 Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
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Sometimes she sleeps in my bed with me, on my feet.  It feels warm. 
Mood Adj. Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adj.  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
C155/P146 
I ’m proud of my school.  Our teachers are smart. 
Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
We have many good books and 
magazines 
in our school library.  The classrooms are not big, 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
and they are clean and tidy.  But, the school yard is very small.  There are not many plants, 
 Subject Finite Complement   Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Complement 
 Mood Residue   Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
so it is very hot in the afternoon.  We only have the terrace 
 Subject Finite Complement Circumstantial Adjunct  Subject Mood Adjunct Finite Predicator Complement 
 Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
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when we are not in the classrooms.  So the terrace is very crowded during the break. 
 Subject Finite Circumstantial Adjunct   Subject Finite Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
 Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
C156/P146 
I like my 
classmates. 
 We are close to each 
other. 
 We tease each other, 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
but we do not get angry easily.  We play together. 
 Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adj.  Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adj. 
 Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
We study together.  But I do not like a number of things about them. 
Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct   Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
Some are not discipline.  They do not do their work seriously.  They litter. 
Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial 
Adjunct 
 Subject Finite Predicator 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
344 
 
So, our classroom is often messy and dirty.  They also write bad words on the desks. 
 Subject Finite Mood Adj. Complement  Subject  Finite Predicator Complement Circum. Adj. 
 Mood Residue    Residue 
   Mood  
 
During the class, they move around  and they make a lot of noise. 
Circumstantial Adj. Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adj.   Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
 Mood    Mood Residue 
Residue    
 
C157/P146 
Pak Bacu is a janitor in our school.  He is a hard worker. 
Subject Finite Complement Circumstantial Adjunct  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
He sweeps the yard every morning and 
afternoon. 
 He washes the tiolets clean. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adj.  Subject Finite Predicator Complement Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
I like him,  because he is friendly, 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement   Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
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and he knows our names.  But sometimes he is annoying. 
 Subject Finite Predicator Complement   Circumstantial Adjunct Subject Finite Complement 
 Mood Residue    Mood  
    Residue 
 
He often teases me,  and laughs at me in front of my friends. 
Subject Mood Adjunct Finite Predicator Complement   Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
He is sometimes fussy too.  He tells us not to litter, again and 
again. 
Subject Finite Mood Adj. Complement   Subject Finite Predi- Complement Mood Adj cator Circum Adj. 
Mood Residue    Resi-  due 
   Mood  
 
He gets mad  when we do not put our rubbish in the rubbishbin. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement   Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
C158/P147 
My brother is very smart  He is also a good football player.  He is generous. 
Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite  Complement  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood  Residue  Mood Residue 
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He is funny, too.  I love him very much. 
Subject Finite Complement   Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
But I don’t like some things about him.  His room is always messy. 
 Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Mood Adjunct Complement 
 Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
He puts his things everywhere.  Sometimes he is smelly 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct  Circumstantial Adjunct Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue   Mood  
  Residue 
 
because he is very sweaty  after he plays football 
 Subject Finite Complement   Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
 Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
and he does not take to bath straight away.  He drinks too much soft drinks. 
 Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
 Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
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He does not like fresh water.  I ’m often worried about his health. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Mood Adjunct Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
C159/P147 
I like my hometown.  It is cool and green.  There are many new buildings. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
The streets and the markets are clean.  There are many plants on the sides of the roads. 
Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
But I don’t like some things about my town.  The traffic is rather dangerous. 
 Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Mood Adjunct Complement 
 Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
Some people drive too fast.  Many young people ride carelessly. 
Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct  Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
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They stop in wrong places  and often block the ways. 
Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct   Mood Adjunct Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
You have to be very careful  when you cross the road. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement   Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
C160/P147 
There is a lake near my hometown.  It ’s very large and panoramic. 
Subject Finite Complement Circumstantial Adjunct  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
The forest around the lake is very green and cool.  But, I want to say some sad things about it. 
Subject Finite Complement   Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
It is very dirty  and the foods 
and drinks 
are very 
expensive. 
 People litter everywhere 
Subject Finite Complement   Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adj. 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
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because there are not many garbage bins there.  The vendors leave their waste everywhere. 
 Subject Finite Complement Circum Adj.  Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circum Adj. 
 Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
Some wooden benches are broken,  so we cannot sit on them. 
Subject Finite Complement   Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
C161/P150 
Indonesia is a big country.  It is between two continents, Asia and Australia, and between two oceans, the 
Pacific ocean and the Indian Ocean. 
Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
It is the largest archipelago in the world.  There are more than seventeen 
thousand islands 
in Indonesia. 
Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
We have a lot of islands.  The big ones are Papua, Kalimantan, Sumatera, Sulawesi, and Java. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
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Of the five islands, Java is the smallest,  but it is the most populated one. 
Circumstantial Adjunct Subject Finite Complement   Subject Finite Complement 
 Mood    Mood Residue 
Residue    
 
We can find people from around Indonesia in Java.  Indonesia is on the equator. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adj.  Subject Finite Circumstantial Adj. 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
It is a tropical country.  The sun shines brightly everyday, 
Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
so it is mostly hot.  It has two seasons, the rainy season, and the dry 
season. 
 Subject Finite Mood Adjunct Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
 Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
There are many seas in Indonesia, the Java Sea, the Bali Sea, the Arafuru Sea, the Banda Sea, the Timor 
Sea, and many others. 
Subject Finite Com- Circumstantial Adjunct plement 
Mood Residue 
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We also have many straits, like the Sunda Strait, between Java and Sumatra, the Lombok Strait between Bali 
and Lombok, and many others. 
Subject  Finite Predicator Complement 
  Residue 
Mood  
 
Indonesia also has many mountains.  Many of them are still active 
Subject  Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Mood Adjunct Complement 
  Residue  Mood Residue 
Mood    
 
and can erupt any time.  We call them volcanoes, like Sinabung and Marapi 
in Sumatra, Merapi in Java, dan Lokon in 
South Sulawesi. 
 Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
 Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
When they erupt  they bring out very hot lava from inside the earth. 
 Subject Finite Predicator  Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
 Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
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C162/P153 
The 
land 
is very fertile.  Farmers grow many kinds 
of 
vegetables 
and fruits. 
 They also grow coconuts. 
Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject  Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue    Residue 
    Mood  
 
Indonesian people eat a lot of vegetables like spinach, carrots, long beans, egg plants, cabbages, cucumbers, 
tomatos, onions, garlic, chillies, , kangkung and many others. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue 
 
We also grow many kinds 
of fruit. 
 We call them local fruits, like guavas, bananas, 
rambutans, durians, mangoosteens, soursops, 
papayas, pineapples, and salak. 
Subject  Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
  Residue  Mood Residue 
Mood    
 
Some people call it a snake fruit.  They are all very nice, sweet, and juicy. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Complement  Subject Finite Mood Adjunct Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
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We eat them fresh.  We also make  delicious juice of them. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Complement  Subject  Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue    Residue 
  Mood  
 
We also dry many kinds of 
fruit to make 
crackers. 
 Indonesia is also rich with spices, like pepper, corriander, ginger, 
clove, cinnamon, tumeric, galanga, lemon grass, 
bay leave, and so on. 
Subject  Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite  Complement 
  Residue  Mood Residue 
Mood     
 
We use them to cook very spicy 
Indonesian foods. 
 People also make nice healthy 
drinks 
from them. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject  Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adj. 
Mood Residue    Residue 
  Mood  
 
They are useful for our health.  Many kinds of fish, big 
and small, 
live in the Indonesian seas. 
Subject Finite Complement Circumstantial Adj.  Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adj. 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
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Most of 
us 
eat fish with our meals.  We also eat shrimp and different 
kinds of shellfish. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adj.  Subject  Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue    Residue 
  Mood  
 
But we don’t eat big fish, like dolphins and sharks.  We protect them. 
 Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
 Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
We also protect our turtles.  Indonesia also raise different 
kinds of 
animals 
for their 
meat, 
like cows, 
goats, 
pigs. 
Subject  Finite Predicator Complement  Subject  Finite Predicator Com- Circum. Adj. plement 
  Residue    Residue 
Mood   Mood  
 
We get beef from the cow, mutton from 
the goat, and pork from the pig. 
 Some ethnic 
groups 
even eat  horse meat. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Mood Adj. Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
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Our milk is usually from cows.  Of course we also have chickens. 
Subject Finite Mood Adjunct Complement  Comment Adjunct Subject  Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue     
Residue 
  Mood 
 
They give us meat and eggs. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Complement 
Mood Residue 
 
C163/P159 
This is me  when I was a baby.  I was three point four kilograms and 
fifty two centimeters long. 
Subject Finite Complement   Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
Now I am fifty kilograms and one 
hundred fifty centimeters tall. 
 I was bald. 
Circumstantial Adjunct Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Complement 
 Mood   Mood Residue 
Residue   
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I had no hair.  Now I have long hair. 
Subject Finite Predicator Mood Adj. Complement  Circumstantial Adj. Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
 Resi-  due   Mood  
Mood   Residue 
 
C164/P159 
This is me  and this is Rani in Grade VII. 
Subject Finite Complement   Subject Finite Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
We were not close friends at that time.  We did not study together. 
Subject Finite Complement Circumstantial Adjunct  Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
We never played together.  Now we are best friends. 
Subject Mood Adj. Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adj.  Circumstantial Adj. Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue   Mood  
  Residue 
 
We study together,  play together, 
Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct  Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
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and cry together, too. 
 Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct  
 Mood Residue  
 
C165/P159 
What are you carrying?  They are toy cars. 
Complement/WH- Finite Subject Predicator  Subject Finite Complement 
 Mood   Mood Residue 
Residue   
 
I collected them  when I was in elementary school. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement   Subject Finite Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
I do not collect toy cars now.  I ’m going to give them to Ucok, my 
younger cousin. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circum. Adj.  Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circum. Adj. 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
C166/P159 
Hey,  look!  They are playing marbles. 
Minor clause  Predicator  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
  Residue  Mood Residue 
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It was my favorite game in primary school.  I played marbles everyday. 
Subject Finite Complement Circumstantial Adj.  Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adj. 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
But now I never play marbels anymore. 
 Circumstantial Adjunct Subject Mood Adjunct Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
  Mood  
 Residue 
 
I have so many things to do at home and at school.  Did you play marbles too? 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adj.  Finite Subject Predicator Complement  
Mood Residue  Mood Residue  
 
Yes, I did.  But I did not do it very well. 
Mood Adjunct Subject Finite   Subject Finite Predicator Comeplement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood   Mood Residue 
 
I always lost the game. 
Subject Mood Adjunct Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue 
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C167/P160 
You did not like Math in primary school?  No, I did not like Math 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adj.  Mood Adj. Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
because the teacher did not explain it clearly. 
 Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
 Mood Residue 
 
But now it is my favourite 
subject 
 because Mr. 
Sihombing 
explains it clearly. 
 Circum. Adj. Subject Finite Complement   Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circum. Adj. 
  Mood    Mood Residue 
 Residue    
 
C168/P160 
No.  He is sick.  He caught the flu yesterday. 
Mood Adjunct  Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood  Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
He walked home  when it was raining hard. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement   Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
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C169/P160 
Are you going to eat your lunch now?  No.  It is my breakfast. 
Finite Subject Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct  Mood Adjunct  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood  Mood Residue 
 
I did not have breakfast  before I went to school this morning. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement   Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
I woke up at six  because I went to bed very late last night. 
Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct   Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
I did my homework until ten. 
Subject Finite Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue 
 
C170/P160 
You know I never come late to school. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue 
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But this morning I got a flat tire.  Then I walked with my bike here. 
 Circum. Adj. Subject Finite Predicator Complement   Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adj. 
  Mood    Mood Residue 
 Residue    
 
I got here at six fifty,  and the gate was already closed. 
Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct   Subject Finite Mood Adjunct Predicator 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
So here we are,  not attending the flag ceremony. 
 Circumstantial Adjunct Subject Finite  Mood Adjunct Finite Predicator Complement 
 Residue Mood  Mood Residue 
 
C171/P174 
When did you get the flu?  When I was walking from school yesterday. 
Adjunct/WH- Finite Subject Predicator Complement   Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
 Mood    Mood Residue 
Residue    
 
It was raining hard. 
Subject Finite Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue 
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C172/P174 
Dayu called you this morning,  but you did not answer it. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct   Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
Really?  Maybe I was still sleeping  and did not hear the phone. 
Mood Adjunct  Mood Adj. Subject Finite Mood Adj. Predicator   Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood  Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
C173/P174 
Did you meet  and talk to Lina?  No,  she was crying 
Finite Subject Predicator   Predicator Circumstantial Adj.  Mood Adj.  Subject Finite Predicator 
Mood Residue   Residue  Mood  Mood Residue 
 
She looked very sad  when she left the Principal’s office. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement   Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
I do not know why. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue 
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C174/P174 
Why was Mrs. Murni angry?  We did not listen 
Adjunct/WH- Finite Subject Complement  Subject Finite Predicator 
 Mood   Mood Residue 
Residue   
 
when she was reading us the story. 
 Subject Finite Predicator Complement Complement 
 Mood Residue 
 
C175/P175 
I saw many caterpillars over there  when I was watering the garden. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adj,   Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
C176/P175 
I saw you  when you were crossing the street. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement   Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
I called you  but you did not hear me.  Really? 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement   Subject Finte Predicator Complement  Mood Adjunct 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue  Mood 
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(I) (am) Sorry 
Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue 
 
C177/P175 
She bumped her head on the table  when she was running after the ball. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adj.   Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
C178/P175 
Who did you give my book to?  I gave it to your aunt. 
Adj- Finite Subject Predicator Complement unct/WH-  Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circum. Adj. 
 Mood   Mood Residue 
Residue   
 
I met her  when she was feeding your brother, Budi, in the front yard. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement   Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
C179/P176 
You know what.  I found this cute healthy cat 
Minor clause  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
  Mood Residue 
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when he was hiding under a garbage truck a month ago.  It was very thin, hungry, and dirty. 
 Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct  Subject Finite Complement 
 Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
C180/P176 
How did you get that bad scar on your knee?  I tripped over something 
Adjunct/WH- Finite Subject Predicator Complement Circum. Adj.  Subject Finite Predicator Circum. Adj. 
 Mood   Mood Residue 
Residue   
 
and fell  when I was running to catch the bus. 
 Finite Predicator   Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
 Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
C181/P182 
Let’s work together to plan our texts to 
tell our experience? 
 Okay.  I ’ll Tell how my brother and I made 
the garden benches. 
Subject Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct  Mood Adj.  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood  Mood Residue 
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I ’ll tell how we won the First Prize of 
the Classroom Competition. 
 What about you Lina? 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Complement/WH- Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue  Residue 
 
I will tell my sister’s funny 
experience last Saturday. 
 She went to school on Saturday! 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
Let’s start with Udin’s story.  First, how did you and your 
brother 
have the idea of making 
garden benches? 
Subject Predicator Circumstantial Adj.   Adjunct/WH- Finite Subject Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue    Mood  
   Residue 
 
My father cut down the old 
manggo tree 
behind 
our house 
three weeks 
ago. 
 We saw a big piece 
of wood. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adj.  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
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Then we had the idea.  What did you do? 
 Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Complement/WH- Finite Subject Predicator 
 Mood Residue   Mood  
   Residue 
 
We told Dad that we wanted to make garden benches from the wood.  He agreed 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Complement  Subject Finite Predicator 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
and he would help us.  What did your father do to help you? 
 Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Complement/WH- Finite Subject Predicator Circumstantial Adj. 
 Mood Residue   Mood  
   Residue 
 
He sawed the wood into three pieces. 25 cm in diameter and 25 cm in height. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue 
 
And after that? (what) (did) (you) (do) 
  Complement/WH- Finite Subject Predicator 
   Mood  
  Residue 
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After that we rubbed them with sandpaper to make them smooth. 
 Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
 Mood Residue 
 
Then we dried them in the sun for one week.  When they were dry, 
 Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct   Subject Finite Complement 
 Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
what did you do?  We painted them, one green, one red, and one blue. 
Complement/WH- Finite Subject Predicator  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
 Mood   Mood Residue 
Residue   
 
Then, we dried them again in the sun for three days.  Okay. 
 Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct  Minor clause 
 Mood Residue   
 
Now let’s help Udin write his experience in a good order. 
 Subject Predicator Complement Complement 
 Mood Residue 
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C182/P185 
Now, let’s help Edo tell how our class won the First Prize of the Classroom Competition. 
 Subject Predicator Complement Complement 
 Mood Residue 
 
First, how did you know the competition? 
 Adjunct/WH- Finite Subject Predicator Complement 
  Mood  
 Residue 
 
The principal announced  the Classroom Competition on Monday in the Flag ceremony.  Okay 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct  Minor clause 
Mood Residue   
 
What did you do then?  When we were back to the classroom, 
Complement/WH- Finite Subject Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct   Subject Finite Complement 
 Mood    Mood Residue 
Residue    
 
we realised that many desks and chairs are old and dirty.  Some had loose legs. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
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And then? (what) (did) (you) (do)  In the afternoon, we talked 
 Complement/WH- Finite Subject Predicator  Circum. Adj Subject Finite Predicator 
   Mood    Mood  
  Residue  Residue 
 
and agreed to come on Saturday to fix 
them. 
 Finite Predicator Complement 
 Mood Residue 
  
 
What did we bring to work on Saturday? 
Complement/WH- Finite Subject Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
 Mood  
Residue 
 
On Saturday, each of us brought something from home, like soap, cloth, a broom, a mop, nails, a 
hammer, a duster, and so on. 
Circumstantial Adjunct Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
 Mood  
Residue 
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What did the students do with the desks 
and chairs? 
 Some of us washed the desks and the 
chairs. 
Complement/WH- Finite Subject Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
 Mood   Mood Residue 
Residue   
 
Some furnished them.  Some fixed the legs. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
So, we won the competition!  Yes. Now our desks and chairs are clean and strong. 
 Subject Finite Predicator Complement   Circum. Adj. Subject Finite Complement 
 Mood Residue    Mood  
    Residue 
 
C183/P188 
My brother, 
Rizal, and I 
made the garden 
benches 
 when my father cut down the old 
manggo tree 
behind our house 
three weeks ago. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement   Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adj. 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
  
372 
 
We saw a big piece of wood.  Then we had an idea. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement   Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
We told Dad we wanted to make garden benches.  He agreed 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Complement  Subject Finite Predicator 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
and he would help us.  Then, he sawed the trunk into three pieces. 25 
cm in diameter, and 25 
cm in height. 
 Subject Finite Predicator Complement   Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
 Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
After that Rizal and I rubbed them with sandpaper to make them smooth. 
 Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
 Mood Residue 
 
After that we dried them in the sun for one week.  When they were dry, 
 Subject Finite Predicator Complement    Subject Finite Complement 
 Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
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we painted them, one 
green, one red, 
and one blue. 
 Finally, we dried them in the 
sun 
again for three 
days. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement   Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
C184/P189 
Yes, Sir.  We won the Classroom 
Competition 
 because We worked hard. 
Mood Adj. Vocative  Subject Finite Predicator Complement   Subject Finite Predicator Circum. Adj. 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
The principal announced the Classroom Competition on Monday in the Flag ceremony. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  
Mood Residue 
 
When we were back to the classroom,  we realised that many desks and chairs are old and dirty. 
 Subject Finite Circumstantial Adj.  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
 Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
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Some had loose legs.  In the afternoon, we talked 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Circumstantial Adjunct Subject Finite Predicator 
Mood Residue   Mood  
  Residue 
 
and agreed to come on 
Saturday to 
fix them. 
 On Saturday, each of us brought something from home, like soap, 
cloth, a broom, a mop, nails, a 
hammer, a duster, and so on. 
 Finite Predicator Circum. Adj.  Circum. Adj. Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
 Mood Residue   Mood  
   Residue 
 
Then, some of us washed the desks and the chairs.  Some furnished them. 
 Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
 Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
Some fixed the legs.  Now, we have brand new desks and chairs. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Circumstantial Adjunct Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue   Mood  
  Residue 
 
  
375 
 
C185/P191 
You look tired and 
sleepy. 
 Why?  I only slept for three 
hours 
last night. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Adjunct/WH-  Subject Mood Adj. Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue  Residue  Mood Residue 
 
At ten we heard a cry from Mrs. Wayan’s 
home. 
 She is our nextdoor 
neighbour. 
Circum. Adj. Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adj.  Subject Finite Circumstantial Adj. 
 Mood   Mood Residue 
Residue   
 
She ’s 70 years old and very weak.  She lives alone. 
Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
We went there quickly,  and we found her on the floor. 
Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct   Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circum. Adj. 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
She just fell.  She could not move her hands and her legs. 
Subject Mood Adjunct Finite Predicator  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
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At C10.30, my parents 
and I 
took Mrs. Wayan to hospital.  My father 
and I 
sat in the front seats. 
Circum. Adj. Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circum. Adj.  Subject Finite Predicator Circum. Adj. 
 Mood   Mood Residue 
Residue   
 
In the back 
seats, 
my 
mum 
was holding Mrs. Wayan.  In the emergency 
room, 
a doctor examined her. 
Circum. Adj. Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Circum. Adj. Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
 Mood    Mood  
Residue  Residue 
 
Then he said Mrs. Wayan had to 
stay in the hospital. 
 When she was already in the ward, 
 Subject Finite Predicator Complement   Subject Finite Mood Adjunct Circumstantial Adjunct 
 Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
we went home.  It was 2 a.m. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
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C186/P193 
You said your little sister did something funny this morning.  What is that? 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Complement/WH- Finite Subject 
Mood Residue  Residue Mood 
 
Yes,  last Saturday, my little 
sister, Dina, 
did something 
funny. 
 She got up very late, at six. 
Mood Adj.  Circum. Adj. Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Circum. Adjunct 
Mood   Mood   Mood Residue 
  Residue   
 
She ran fast to the bathroom.  She thought she would be late to school. 
Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
She forgot it was Saturday.  She took a very quick bath, 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
got dressed  took her bag,  and ran off to school. 
Finite Predicator Complement  Finite Predicator Complement   Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
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She did 
not 
even have breakfast.  After walking 
for five minutes 
she noticed that no other children 
were going to school. 
Subject Finite Mood Adj. Predicator Complement  Circum. Adj. Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue   Mood  
  Residue 
 
Soon she realized it was Saturday!  So, she walked back home. 
Circum. Adjunct Subject Finite Predicator Complement   Subject Finite Predicator Circum. Adjunct 
 Mood    Mood Residue 
Residue    
 
We all laughed at her  when she got home. 
Subject Mood Adjunct Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct   Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
She also laughed at herself.  Then she changed her clothes, 
Subject  Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct   Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
  Residue   Mood Residue 
Mood     
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and went back to bed!  My naughty sister! 
 Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct  Minor clause 
 Mood Residue   
 
C187/P195 
This is how I got the 
scar on my face. 
 When I was in Grade III,  I had a little 
accident. 
Subject Finite Complement   Subject Finite Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
I was helping my mum in the kitchen.  We were making fried rice for breakfast. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circum. Adjunct  Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circum. Adjunct 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
Suddenly I saw my little sister, Fika, who was 
then two and a half years old. 
 She was running fast to me. 
Circum. Adj. Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adj. 
 Mood   Mood Residue 
Residue   
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She almost hit her head on the 
frying pan. 
 Without 
thinking 
I caught her. 
Subject Mood Adj. Finite Predicator Complement Circum. 
Adjunct 
 Circum. Adj Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue   Mood  
  Residue 
 
I forgot that I was holding 
a hot spatula. 
 Suddenly I felt very hot on my cheek. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Circum. Adjunct Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circum. Adj. 
Mood Residue   Mood  
  Residue 
 
The hot spatula was on my cheek.  But thank God  my sister was unharmed. 
Subject Finite Circumstantial Adjunct   Minor clause  Subject Finite Complement 
Mood Residue     Mood Residue 
 
C188/P196 
When I was in Grade VI,  my class had a tour to a small village. 
 Subject Finite Circumstantial Adjunct  Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
 Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
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We visited a cow farm.  We got there in late afternoon on Saturday. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
It was almost sunset.  We spent the night in a big house. 
Subject Finite Mood Adjunct Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
On Sunday morning, 
very early before sunrise, 
we walked to the farm.  When we got there, 
Circumstantial Adjunct Subject Finite Predicator Circum. Adj.   Subject Finite Predicator Circum. Adj. 
 Mood    Mood Residue 
Residue    
 
some farmers were milking the cow.  They told us to try it, 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
but it was not easy.  After we milked the cows, 
 Subject Finite Complement   Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
 Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
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we had breakfast.  We had very nice hot milk for breakfast. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
After 
breakfast 
we helped the farmers.  Some of us helped them to feed the cows, 
 Subject Finite Predicator Complement  Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adj. 
 Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
and some of us helped the farmers wash the cows.  At C10, we took a rest. 
 Subject Finite Predicator Complement Complement  Circum Adj Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
 Mood Residue   Mood  
   Residue 
 
They gave each of us a big glass of cold 
fruity yoghurt. 
 Then we went home. 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Complement   Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
I will never forget the trip to the farm. 
Subject Finite Mood Adjunct Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue 
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C189/P200 
My mom was invited to a teacher 
training 
for one week in Jakarta.  Before she went there, 
Subject Finite Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct   Subject Finite Predicator Circum. Adj. 
Mood Residue   Mood Residue 
 
she wrote many notes for us, on a piece of paper 
Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Mood Residue 
 
and then stuck the paper on the board in the living room. 
 Finite Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
 Mood Residue 
 
C190/P204 
Hey,  I got a message. 
Minor clause  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
  Mood Residue 
 
C191/P204 
Udin, we have a lot of assignments for tomorrow.  Let’s work together at my house. 
Vocative Subject Finite Predicator Complement Circum. Adjunct  Subject Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct 
 Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
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Beni and Lina are coming too.  Sure.  What time will we start? 
Subject Finite Predicator   Mood Adjunct  Complement/WH- Finite Subject Predicator 
Mood Residue   Mood   Mood  
     Residue 
 
At 3 pm.  Don’t forget to bring a calculator, ok?  Ok. 
Circumstantial Adjunct  Finite Predicator Complement Tag  Mood Adjunct 
Residue  Mood Residue   Mood 
 
See you then. 
Minor clause 
 
C192/P205 
Have you ever texted your friends in English?  You should try it! 
Finite Subject Mood Adjunct Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adj.  Subject Finite Predicator Complement 
Mood Residue  Mood Residue 
 
Work in pairs.  Text each other, about each of the following. 
Predicator Circumstantial Adjunct  Predicator Complement Circumstantial Adjunct 
Residue  Residue 
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